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1-- EciiCati012 

Mr. Richardson is a man of fairness and integrity--the binding force 
which unites the great Bryan Adams High School. For years, the 
principal has steadfastedly pursued the aims and goals of his 
administration, and yet at the same time, Mr. Richardson keeps the 
students' wants and needs foremost in his consideration. 

Working with city officials with the utmost sincerity to improve the 
parking situation along with cooperating with the students to establish 
'RBA as a source of entertainment during lunch periods, exemplifies the 
great steps he will take in trying to achieve student satisfaction. 

Establishing a direct source of communication between himself and 
the student body, Mr. Richardson places the exchange of ideas as an 
important factor in determining school harmony. The man has made a 
conscientious effor to learn students' names, and therefore grow even 
closer to the student body: an effort richly rewarded by the response of 
the young people at BA. 

Having been a teacher for nine years and an administrator for the 
Dallas Independent School District for thirteen years, Mr. Richardson 
has worked diligently to further the respected name and reputation of 
BA. As his first senior class that has followed him for a complete three 
year term, memories of his unending concern and thoughtfulness will not 
long be forgotten. 

To this remarkable man the 1973 Senior Pub is dedicated. 
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TABLE OF CONTENTS 
EDITOR'S NOTE 

The Publympics or The Games Seniors Play--the 
well planned theme of the senior humor magazine 
which seems to adequately surmize, or more 
accurately, best exemplify the characteristics of a 
typical senior year with the graduates of 1973 not 
falling short of any expectations. 

Highlights of the seniors twelve year journey and 
the obstacles which may befall him are conveniently 
revealed for all to discover on the following pages. 
Involving the frustrations of pre-senior tribulations 
as well as the trials of senior life in general. 
Swimming heads the list of chapters revolving 
around The Publympic Games informing the reader 
of "Who Got All Wet" and those that made a "Big 
Splash". Those that were drenched are followed by 
the opportunists, as they set their goals and 
expectations in "High Hurdles" all combined under 
Track and Field. 

"Taking A Tumble" or "Turning A Somersault" 
mark the hazardous situations a senior may 
encounter under Gymnastics. While committing a 
"Technical Foul" and spouting off in "Verbal 
Volleyball", during the formulative years such events 
may be found under Team Sports. With "Snow Jobs" 
of the Winter Olympics combined with "Disqualifica-
tions" of the Penalty Box, unfavorable actions of the 
senior games are sufficiently relayed to interested 
readers. 

"Gold Medals" and "World Records" along with 
other deserving awards are presented to the most 
amiable senior as the matchmaking saga of 
"Torchbearers" conclude the 1973 Publympic Games 
under the title Back at the Publympic Village. 

Beginning with the difficult days of elementary 
school and leading to the seemingly fast approaching 
end of the not too easy days of high school, the 
unforgettable incidents of every senior are printed 
for those who wish to share the humor of each 
laughable circumstance which might have happened 
to anyone. The 1973 Pub takes a look on the lighter 
side of a typical senior as each incident is related to 
you, the reader, all in the name of fun. 
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Who Got All Wet 

RAYLAN LOGGINS got all wet when he courageously quit the Pub staff only to 
find out the next day he had been removed. 

JUDY COLE got all wet when she tearfully ran away from her piano recital 
in the sixth grade because she couldn't remember her music. 

MARK McWATTERS got all wet when CAROL .A.LMGREN surprised him with 
a snowball even though the snow had melted a week before. 

WENDEL WITHROW got all wet when, after picking up three Junior girls, was 
forced to chauffeur while all three rode in the back seat. 

Excitement is expressed by DEBBIE PAINTER by wetting her pants during 
cheerleader practice. 

Next time you go to White Rock Lake, look behind H. L. Hunt's trash can to see 
if KIM RAGAN has made a return trip to use the bathroom there. 

RICHARD MARSHALL got all wet when he went home crying because he was 
informed that he would have to play the cymbals in the Astrodome. 

DEBBIE PAINTER got all wet when she repeated her problem on the March of 
Dimes Walk by using the bathroom in the trashcan. 

DEBBIE EIDSON got all wet when she always chose the houses with the most 
bathrooms in home and family living. 

NANCY COCHRAN got all wet when she ice-skated for an hour and a half without 
falling down until she tripped over a piece of plastic leading to the rink. 

In the seventh grade RANDY HALE got all wet when RICHARD DAVIS beat 
him in a swimming race. Randy was so upset he went straight home to 
mother. 

BONNIE ARNOLD and DENISE BUTLER got all wet when they were sprayed by a 
mysterious water hose coming from BONNIE's closet. 

—JANE CAVE got all wet and cold when at Melanie Brink's slumber party, the 
other girls drenched her bra and put it in the freezer. 

DENISE ROBERTS got all wet in eighth grade when she was thrown in the creek 
by a freshman. 

DAVID THOMPSON,•JEFF VEAZY, and DAVE DOSS got all wet when they went 
skinny dipping in the ocean. 

LYNN BAKER got all wet at the Jack-in-the-Box. 
CONNIE KRAUSE got all wet when she found out that ANDRE BACA was Charlie 

the Tuna of the swim team. 
DENISE BUTLER put on QT at NIcCree and got in the water only to come out 

spotted. 
CINDY BREWER got all wet when she wore a paper bathing suit to the swim-

ming pool. 
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WHO GOT ALL WET 
CHRIS CLARK enjoyed playing with TERRI OLIVER's racoon until it used the 

bathroom on his stomach. 
GLENDA PEARSON gets all wet everytime she eats an orange in lunch. 
RICHARD LORD got all wet when he went skinny dipping in the white Rock 

YMCA pool. 
JUDY ROSE got all wet when she loved GARY HORTON for three years and he 

never knew it. 
MARY HARLAN got all wet when she wet on JACKIE WILSON DERR when 

they were playing acrobats at age five years. 
LYNN CLARK must have gotten all wet when she drove through a driving rain 

and ended up in a front yard, then finally realized her windshield wipers 
weren't on. 

—SHIRLEY BROWN gets all wet by not using the bathroom at appropriate fa-
cilities. 

Remember the night that SHARON LYONS pushed ROXANNE REAMES in a 
swimming pool, clothes and all. 

Who did get all wet when MATT BEESLEY took DEBBIE ELLIS to the Wil-
shire parking lot but not to see the movies. 

HARRY MEEK got all wet when he cried over being rejected as a Reilly Safety 
Patrol. 

It Is A Big Splash ... 
. . . when SUZETTE EVANS and LYNN BAKER got their pictures taken on 

the beach with five strange boys so they could show their friends. 
. . . when MARGARET TARPLEY's brother takes her flying and when she 

got air sick and stuck her head out the window, she got it right back in 
her face. 

. . . when KIM RAGAN gives CLAUDE WEBB a "bubble bath" in Austin. 

. . . when DONALD DANCHIK has the distinction of being Rylie's first hippie. 

. . . when ALLEN HARDER puts on LINDA MACKIE's swimsuit bottoms. 

. . . when DIANE MARTIN buys two bathing suits: a two piece and a one piece- 
which she only wears water skiing with RON HAMM. 

. . . when SYLVIA KING finally admits what nationality she is by saying she 
is a true Texan. 

. . . when WENDY KINNEY hits the pool--knowing that she can outswim all 
the guys on the swim team. 

. . . when as a seventh grader NEIL JONES invites all his male friends to a 
swimming party at Harry Stone. 

• when BECKY CLEMENS grabs your leg as she falls down the stairs. 
. . . when MARY JANE TURBEVILLE runs aground at White Rock Lake after 

constantly talking about her instinct for sailing. 
. . . when a male friend tries to pay for SALLY SHARROCK's dinner in San 

Antonio. 
. . when KAN COX has AMANDA EATON at his side just like he wants. 

. . . when President NEIL JONES is told by Vice-President ELAINE ESTES 
and secretary KAREN WOLTMAN when National Honor Society meetings 
are. 

. . . when GEORGE SIMPSON comes to second period biology. 

. . . when HECTOR ESC AMILLA isn't flirting with members of the opposite 
sex. 

. . . when CATHY CAPERTON sells you a pencil for l5c.  

IT IS A BIG SPLASH ... 
when MARK WEBB has a real problem at Christmas, when all his friends 
get hot combs, so his parents get him an egg beater. 
when JOHN POSEY's parents, in order to make him feel big, get him a shav- 
ing kit for Christmas. 

. . . when PAT CASTER gives his "Keep Cool" sign. 

. . . when GARY DREW jives with his "Hook 'em Unicorns" sign. 
• when RICHARD KINNEY talks in his sleep about his date. 
. . . when PAULA MARBLE comes back to school with a new voice that sounds 

like a man's. 
when SHERI DOVE and GLENDA WILLIAMS play husband and wife in 
Home and Family Living. 

• . . when MIKE SHEFFIELD puts on cologne--he mixes about seven dif-
ferent kinds. 

. . . when MIKE PLUTO tells you he has a pigeon in his chest. 
. . when SHEILA PARKER rips KNUS off for $20. 

.. . when JULIE OWENS gives parties on her roof when her parents are out 
of town. 

• when KATHIE POOLE spills peas on her lap in route to a FHA meeting. 
▪ when CHRISTI SKAER gives her fantastic philosophy in psychology. 
. . . when SHAUNA ROSE's Tri-Hi-Y slumber parties always made a big splash. 
. . . when CINDY WATSON runs around on New Year's Eve beating pots and 

pans and yelling "Happy New Year". 
▪ when someone in the room mentions S-E-X to SALLY SHARROCK. 
▪ when LYNN BAKER, RISE ROSENKRANTZ, and JUDY DILLING are de-

cent at swimming parties. 
- . . . when CHRIS REEVES washed LISA McCLEANA's hair. 
▪ when DEBBIE LACY's mother tells her to shut up and sit down when 

she gets excited at swim meets. 
. . . when JEFF VEAZY tries to grow a Mark Spitz moustache and shaves it 

off because it took too long to grow. 
. . . when GEORGE HORVERTON tries to sell his car by putting a sign on it 

announcing "Fer Sail". 
. . . when JAMES DOWLEARN gives graduation another try this year. 
. . . when BARBARA RICHARD tells you she couldn't understand why she had to 

potty when she was little. 
. . . when someone knows RANDY ERWIN. 
. . . when KEITH CHAFFIN says "Hello" in his "sexy" voice. 
. . . when someone reminds GEORGE CARPENTER to remember. 
. . . when STEVE HICKS tells you he hates prejudice people. 

Ricky Burch practices the dog paddle on dry land. 

• • • 

. . • 

•• 

WHO GOT ALL WET 
CHRIS CLARK enjoyed playing with TERRI OLIVER's racoon until it used the 

bathroom on his stomach. 
GLENDA PEARSON gets all wet everytime she eats an orange in lunch. 
RICHARD LORD got all wet when he went skinny dipping in the White Rock 

YMCA pool. 
JUDY ROSE got all wet when she loved GARY HORTON for three years and he 

never knew it. 
MARY HARLAN got all wet when she wet on JACKIE WILSON DERR when 

they were playing acrobats at age five years. 
LYNN CLARK must have gotten all wet when she drove through a driving rain 

and ended up in a front yard, then finally realized her windshield wipers 
weren't on. 

—SHIRLEY BROWN gets all wet by not using the bathroom at appropriate fa-
cilities. 

Remember the night that SHARON LYONS pushed ROXANNE REAMES in a 
swimming pool, clothes and all. 

Who did get all wet when MATT BEESLEY took DEBBIE ELLIS to the Wil-
shire parking lot but not to see the movies. 

HARRY MEEK got all wet when he cried over being rejected as a Reilly Safety 
Patrol. 

It Is A Big Splash ... 
. . . when SUZETTE EVANS and LYNN BAKER got their pictures taken on 

the beach with five strange boys so they could show their friends. 
. . . when MARGARET TARPLEY's brother takes her flying and when she 

got air sick and stuck her head out the window, she got it right back in 
her face. 

. . . when KIM RAGAN gives CLAUDE WEBB a "bubble bath" in Austin. 

. . . when DONALD DANCHIK has the distinction of being Rylie's first hippie. 

. . . when ALLEN HARDER puts on LINDA MACKIE's swimsuit bottoms. 

. . . when DIANE MARTIN buys two bathing suits: a two piece and a one piece- 
which she only wears water skiing with RON HAMM. 

. . . when SYLVIA KING finally admits what nationality she is by saying she 
is a true Texan. 

. . . when WENDY KINNEY hits the pool--knowing that she can outswim all 
the guys on the swim team. 

. . . when as a seventh grader NEIL JONES invites all his male friends to a 
swimming party at Harry Stone. 

. . . when BECKY CLEMENS grabs your leg as she falls down fhe stairs. 

. . . when MARY JANE TURBEVILLE runs aground at White Rock Lake after 
constantly talking about her instinct for sailing. 

. . . when a male friend tries to pay for SALLY SHARROCK's dinner in San 
Antonio. 

. . . when KAN COX has AMANDA EATON at his side just like he wants. 

. . . when President NEIL JONES is told by Vice-President ELAINE ESTES 
and secretary KAREN WOLTMAN when National Honor Society meetings 
are. 
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BUTCH MILLER did a belly buster when he sang the solo part of a tortilla 
boy in the Reilly sixth grade program and his voice cracked. 

ELAINE ESTES did a belly buster when she tried to go see the Jackson 5 with 
someone but no one would go. 

SANDY ALEXANDER'S belly buster consists of accepting a dare and fitting 
her mouth over a door knob. 

BEV HASKETT did a belly buster when she was found fully clothed in her bath-
tub one night after she had been sleep walking. 

ASUKA NAKAHARA and JAN CAMPBELL have a new cheerleader stunt. He 
drops her on her stomach and she is carried away in a wheelchair. 

TRICIA COLEMAN did a belly buster when she fell flat on her bottom while 
marching. 

DENISE CLARK did a belly buster when she ran her only stop sign while taking 
her driving test. 

KAY SAGE did a belly buster in the ninth grade when her appendix burst as 
she tried to lose 20 pounds. 

BELLY BUSTERS 
CINDY YORK did a belly buster when she went skinny dipping in the ocean and 

tied her clothes to an inner tube which floated away. 
KIM MOON did a belly buster when she was caught undressing in front of a cur-

tainless window by male members of the band during their stay in New 
Orleans. 

DENNIS COLLINS will suffer from a belly buster when he is voted most likely 
to win the Marquis do Sade Award. 

BUTCH MILLER did a belly buster when he strolled into the girl's bathroom i: 
the fifth grade. 

LINDA BOYLES, JAN PIETZCH, and DONNA BOYD did a belly uster when they 
thought a bunch of boys were at their door at their hotel room during the VOE 
convention and it turned out to be Mrs. Hazelwood. 

Marvelous GEORGE RANDLE did a belly buster when he hurt his knee in a 
peculiar way. Ask him, he will be glad to tell you. 

DEBBIE HARTMAN did a belly buster when she wanted to be a DJ. 
NEIL JONES did a belly buster when he locked his keys in his car in Mineral 

Wells. 
No one will forget the phone calls ofSUSANNE OSBORNE, TERESA GALBRAITH, 

LINDA DYSART, TRICIA COLEMAN, GEORGIA DISMUKES, SHARLOTTE 
JOHNSTON, VALEIRIE SCIFRES to various people in the motel rooms in 
Washington singing "The Eyes of Texas". 

How about when TED PERRY busted his lip while in the process of drinking a 
bottle of syrup? 

TRICIA BROWN did a belly buster as she fell into the goldfish pond at Preston 
Center. 

Asuka Nahahara 	Just call me Rise Rosenkrantx shows the after 
body beautiful! 	 effects of belly busters. 
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BELLY BUSTERS 
KIM RAGAN does a belly buster when she swims in the middle of the night, 

wearing men's pajamas. 
Do you remember the day that MELISSA ROLAND fell for the records at 

Sound Town ? 
KATHY CARPENTER'S sophomore year was enlivened by a crush on Mr. 

"Z", the biology teacher. She did her belly buster when the flame burned 
brighter by several phone calls to him and a stolen picture. 

ROBERT OPPOERT did a belly buster by being In school the least number 
of hours his senior year. 

ALAN LINGSWEILER does a Deily buster everytime his boss calls the attend-
ance office to remind him to go to work. 

—STEPHEN BUCHER does a belly buster everytime girls prefer to take a walk 
at White Rock rather than stay with him in his Gremlin. 

DOUG CHESSER did a belly buster when he went to the lake to ski with his girl 
friend and spent all dz., 	the boat with a towel over his heacrso he wouldn't 
get sunburned. 

Take A Dive ... 

. . . when DEBBIE EIDSON asks CINDY LINDGREN if she was wearing legs. 

. . . when LISA JOHNSON dives off the top of her garbage can for STEVE 
GILMER. 

. . . when JAN DEATHERAGE falls out of her tree house. 

. . . when KAREN FLYNN pretends she is a diving statue. 

. . when SUSAN YOACHUM thinks her boyfriend would believe her about • 
meeting another boy in Washington. 

. . when CINDY YORK goes skinny dipping in the ocean and ties her clothes 
to an innertube which floats away. 

• when TERESA STROMAN and NANCY THOMES are separated. 
• when TERRI STROUSE dates a senior boy and his brother. 

• • . when CLARK HICKOK steals a case of Tang and puts in it a teacher's 
swimming pool. 
when NANCY MEAGHER pulls a screaming RISE ROSENKRANZ to the 
center of the gym because RISE is wearing boy's thermal underwear. 

TAKE A DIVE ... 
. when JOHN CHAPLAIN starts talking about race cars. 

when MARGARET TARPLEY is mistaken for her brother when -he 
answers the phone. 
when DAVID SMITH, JEFF VEAZY, and JEFF FERGUSON decide to have 
an all male swim party in the nude. 
when AUGUSTINE RUBIO wears out two sets of crayons in one year in 
Mr. Davis' class. 
when DEBBIE ELLIS has a bull's eye target taped on her posterior. 
when MARK EMERSON gives cheerleader prospectives a big speech 
on not drinking. 
when GARY DREW dressed up in a clown suit at Pizza Palace. 
when LIZ BOSLER sings a Helen Reddy song all day. 
when STEPHEN BUCHER thinks his fold down back seat is only good for a 
game of chess. 

. . . when GLEN BURDEN almost runs out of excuses for absences. (doctor, 
dentist, doctor for wife, dentist for wife). 

▪ . . when ROBERT RATCLIFF rides his motorcycle into a camping tent at 
5;30 a.m. to keep everyone from going to sleep. 

▪ when TINA HILL bops you In the middle of class. 
. . . when DORIS JACKSON comes to school so she can buy a jelly roll in the 

lunchroom. 
▪ when you hear JOAN BRANDENBERG was or still is engaged to an Air 

Force man. 
. . . when anyone finds out DAVID HEMEDINGER is a mortician. 
. . . when MARK KUYKENDALL folds his lunch sack. 
. . . when you hear a secret you told KIM RAGAN. 
. . . when PAT CASTER comes to school late because he had a flat tire. 
. 	when STEVE JOHNSON gets his car fixed on the road. 
. . . when JOHNNY QUILL is the only guy who can spend $15 on a chick and 

lose her. 
• when DOUG BOSWELL, when he was a sophomore, brought his old school 

records with him to BA to prove that he was not a hippie. 
. . . when HECTOR ESCAMILLA does not make a bet on something. 
. . . when HECTOR ESCAMILLA dOes not eat lunch with JAN CAMPBELL. 
▪ . . when MARK TANONA changes socks. 
. . . when VIRGINIA LEONARD wins a TV in a senior show raffle. 
. . . when TAMMY TANNER wears something more than once. 
. . when KIM FAULKENBURG outgrows her baby fat--if she ever does. 
. . . when KAREN SELDON really thinks she is a superwoman. 
▪ • • when JANICE RIDDELL's father brings her to school just so he can wink 

at all the girls and embarrass her. 
▪ when STEVE BURGESS's Spanish notebook is covered with pretty hand-

writing. 
• when DENNIS BOYKIN's little brother makes band and he does not. 

Preternatural Tri-Hi-Y 
says 

"Congratulations to Seniors '73" 

• • • 
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Mr. Davis' class. 
when DEBBIE ELLIS has a bull's eye target taped on her posterior. 
when MARK EMERSON gives cheerleader prospectives a big speech 
on not drinking. 
when GARY DREW dressed up in a clown suit at Pizza Palace. 
when LIZ BOSLER sings a Helen Reddy song all day. 
when STEPHEN BUCHER thinks his fold down back seat is only good for a 
game of chess. 

. . . when GLEN BURDEN almost runs out of excuses for absences. (doctor, 
dentist, doctor for wife, dentist for wife). 

▪ . . when ROBERT RATCLIFF rides his motorcycle into a camping tent at 
5;30 a.m. to keep everyone from going to sleep. 

▪ when TINA HILL bops you in the middle of class. 
. . . when DORIS JACKSON comes to school so she can buy a jelly roll in the 

lunchroom. 
▪ when you hear JOAN BRANDENBERG was or still is engaged to an Air 

Force man. 
. . . when anyone finds out DAVID HEMEDINGER is a mortician. 
. . . when MARK KUYKENDALL folds his lunch sack. 
. . . when you hear a secret you told KIM RAGAN. 
. . . when PAT CASTER comes to school late because he had a flat tire. 
. 	when STEVE JOHNSON gets his car fixed on the road. 
. . . when JOHNNY QUILL is the only guy who can spend $15 on a chick and 

lose her. 
• when DOUG BOSWELL, when he was a sophomore, brought his old school 

records with him to BA to prove that he was not a hippie. 
. . . when HECTOR ESCAMILLA does not make a bet on something. 
. . . when HECTOR ESCAMILLA dOes not eat lunch with JAN CAMPBELL. 
▪ . . when MARK TANONA changes socks. 
. . . when VIRGINIA LEONARD wins a TV in a senior show raffle. 
. . . when TAMMY TANNER wears something more than once. 
. . when KIM FAULKENBURG outgrows her baby fat--if she ever does. 
. . . when KAREN SELDON really thinks she is a superwoman. 
▪ • • when JANICE RIDDELL's father brings her to school just so he can wink 

at all the girls and embarrass her. 
▪ when STEVE BURGESS's Spanish notebook is covered with pretty hand-

writing. 
• when DENNIS BOYKIN's little brother makes band and he does not. 

Preternatural Tri-Hi-Y 
says 

"Congratulations to Seniors '73" 

• • • 

• • • 

. . . 

• • • 

• • • 

• • • 
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Field Day 

CARL ZABBIA will be remembered forbeing such a hit in a combo in the seventh 
grade. 

It is still unknown as to what happened in the playhouse when WENDEL WITHROW 
went to PATTY BOTCHER's second grade birthday party. 

In the fifth grade JOEY KOSAK drank two bottles of cinnamon extract on a dare. 
MARK HALL was the "hood" of Reilly when he wore his black leather jacket 

and hugged all the girls. 
On their first date in seventh grade MIKE WALLIS took CONNIE FOX to 7-11 

on New Year's Eve. 
DENISE ROBERTS used to be clean cut, wearing go-go boots and tight skirts. 
Everyone remembers when PAUL WILLIAMS played the drums on "Mr. 

Peppermint". 
GLEN BRLTNER's first day of school was a real bang--he broke a window with 

a wind up pitch. 
RICKY BURCH played Barbies with the girl across the street when he was only 

nine years old. 
Remember when MIKE WALLIS got trapped in his garage and the fire depart-

ment had to come and get him out? 
RALPH CANADA was the "official cootie vaccine giver" for the guys in second 

grade so they would not catch girl cooties. 
DAVID BROWN got spanked by his teacher when he ran away after wetting his 

pants. 
CAROL HARRIS was president of the Beatle Fan Club in the third grade and 

tried to bribe LAURA WEATHERBEE into carrying a Beatle poster down 
the street for a nickel. 

MIKE MOORES was a teacher's pet in sixth grade at Truett. 
GWEN TAYLOR was famous for her 

scabby knees in grade school. 
MONICA WALLACE and TERESA 

REAMES raided acherry-tomatopatch 
when they were five. 

The "Wizard of Oz" casting at Kiest 
was complete with JAN PIETZSCH 
as a munchin and DONNA BOYD as 
Auntie Em. 

Hexter Can-Can girls included SALLY 
JONES, LINDA MACKIE, CHRIS HATCHER, and JUDY DILLING. 

In sixth grade, LAURA FOWLER willed her drawings to the fifth grade class. 
SANDRA HARRIS is living proof that once an Elvis fan, always an Elvis fan. 

17 

30 METER 
GROAN 

BECKI ANDREWS used to cry 
because no one liked her, 
but now she cannot decide 
who to like. 
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30 METER 
GROAN 

\ BECKY BUCKLEY found a 
dead fish in her sandwich 
at school in ninth grade. 

achine. 

FIELD DAY 
MARK TANONA and MIKE CLARK almost got suspended from Sanger for walk-

ing down the wrong hall. 
DIANE MARE SIMS was the envy of all the other girls in grade school because 

she always had a high school guy come to pick her up after school. 
KIM DETTMAN's claim to Fame at Casa View elementary was her white bobby 

socks with colored tassels. 
The high point of BILL ANDREW's days at Reinhardt was when he was captain 

of the safety patrol in seventh grade. 
In fifth grade RICHARD MARSHALL was constantly put down for being such a 

cry baby. 
CHARLES McLAUGHLIN was a pretty good Injun Joe during the seventh grade 

performance of "Tom Sawyer". "How"? 
SHERRY PEAK cried in Mrs. Stevener's fourth grade class when her map was 

wrong. 
---KEVIN WILSON begged every girl in his sixth grade class to go steady with 

him, but they were all too smart for him. 
MIKE YORK'S flat-top haircut won him fame as the champ of the eraser tag 

games. 
BRENDA HAMBY always got LINDA DYSART in trouble at Conner, so she 

transferred to BARBARA DYSART's class to spread the trouble through 
the family. 

The only outfit that even compares with ANDY McNAMARA's baggy green pants 
at Herter was the Nehru jacket he wore to the seventh grade semiformal. 

MARK WEBB played the lead role in "The Pied Piper" at Gill and his hair has 
never recovered from stage fright. 

LEE HESSE was not always as sweet as she is now - in seventh grade she played 
the wicked old witch. 

PAT POWERS has grown up a little since the time he got homesick while on 
a Boy Scout camping trip. 

ARTHUR SALAS was once every girl's 
"Romeo" at Truett. 	 30 METER 

SUSAN M. OSBORNE was "neat" at Reil- 	 GROAN 
ly when she wore her hair like Cher 	Remember when LISA Mc- 
Bono and pantomined her in the talent 

	
CLENAN put mascara on 

show. 	 EVELL GRUBBS? 
KENNEY JEROME thought he was tough 

when he beat up MIKE WRIGHT and 
threw his bicycle in the creek and his shoes in the gutter. 

Since the teacher told her "no" twice when CINDY YORK asked to go to the bath-
room in the fourth grade, Cindy took care of the situation right next to her 
desk. 

SANDRA SELF cleverly lost three of RICHARD LORD'S ID braclets in one sum-
mer. 

SANDY ALEXANDER and MELANIE HOLT were tough competition for parade 
queen in elementary school. 

The highlight of CHRISTI COOK's career was being cheerleader at Kiest. 
In sixth and seventh grade SUZY DAVE and SHARLOTTE JOHNSTON held 

the monopoly on wild slumber parties. 
LYNN CLARK's first date was with BILL MACMANUS in fourth grade to see 

"Mary Poppins". 
seventh grade it took ROBBY MARTIN a whole year to take apart the class-
room fan. 

The schOol has not been the same since PATRICIA COLEMAN was a patrol 
girl at Reilly. 
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FIELD DAY 

KARLY PHILLIPS gained fame as the fastest girl in Truett-in running that is. 
Who will forget the chocolate cake SPIKE BENNETT baked for Mrs. Brice in 

seventh grade. 
MARK McWATTERS and DAVID PERNA sold STP stickers before lunchtime 

in fifth grade. 
SHARLOTTE JOHNSTON had to sit in the back of her class for cheating in the 

first grade. 
RICKY MILLER was the first boy in Herter to wear white Pat Boone shoes and 

also the last. 
KATHY FORSYTHE HENDRIX tried out 

for the talent show at Reilly doing an 
original dance routine. 

SUSAN HAMMETT and CINDY GREEN 
played the Bobsey Twins by being 
in Girl Scouts and Brownies together. 

DAVID HUNTER asked DEBBIE HART-
MAN to marry him in the second 
grade. He gave her a ring out of a gum m 

In the first grade JIMMY KNIPP wore baggy Bermuda shorts to school to im-
press his teacher. 

JANET STRUCELY thought #3 was a combination of #1 and #2. 
When JANE CAVE was a little girl she thought her goldfish were getting water-

logged, so she took them out and dried them off. 
DEBBIE WOODS used to think she was so tough when she got to put x's by the 

people's names who talked when the teacher left the room in third grade. 
Remember when WAYNE SYMOUR's lettersweater was on a different girl every 

week at Hexter? She was called "girl of the week". 
RANDY VANDERVORT, LANCE DECKARD, and BILL MACMANUS always ganged 

up on RICKY BURCH in the bathroom at Hexter. They frogged him. 
GEORGE RANDLE was one of the "tough guys" at Reinhardt. 
PAT POWERS brought a wooden knife to show and tell with red fingernail polish 

on the blade saying he killed a rabbit. 
Trying to show off, WAYNE SEYMOUR mixed-up all the Valentine sacks in 

sixth grade. 
GARY HALLMARK found out it paid to be small at Herter. He could kick all 

the big guys in the shins and run away before they could catch him. 
Remember when big, tough KENNY HAFNER used to try and beat up on little 

Bruce Rochele? 
In elementary school, PAUL BEENE's teacher got so mad she opened his camera 

and exposed all the film. 
MARY HARLAN was sent home from school once when she refused to take off 

her eight go-go rings. 
What was your imaginary lion's name in fourth through sixth grade, LEE HESSE E? 
JERRY STIGALL used to dress up like Superman, stand on a stove, and pretend 

he was flying while watching Clark Kent on TV. 
DUANE RIMMER used to sport a crew cut, pink jeans, and white socks with 

purple rings. 
KATHRYN WILLIAMS use to be very creative when she was little by squeezing 

all the toothpaste out of the tube and fingerpainting with it. 
KAREN WOLTMAN thought she could get away from playing softball in elemen-

tary school by playing tic-tac-toe in the dirt instead. 
NICKI DAVIS either thought of or led all the trouble in her Camp Fire Girls groUp. 
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Junior High Hurdles 

MIKE WALLACE looked like Poindexter 
in eithth grade with his black rim 
glasses. 

In ninth grade, BILL HARRISON was 
constantly getting in trouble with 
"Stumbo" in second period physical 
science. 

The Hill chorus would not have been 
much with SCOTT FEEMSTER and 
DARYL GRANT who supplied the bev-
erages at all performances. 

MIKE McKINNIE was caught smoking in 
class more than any other boy at Hill. 

DEBBIE PAINTER was so cute in the seventh grade when she wore her yellow 
petty-pants. 

PAUL SHEARER used to attract girls by sitting outside the tennis courts telling 
them how hard it was to be a fast ball player. 

DUANE RIMMER borrowed another girl's diamond ring to give to BETTY 
HURLEY to go steady in ninth grade. 

—KEVIN WILSON was known at Hill as the "Toothless Blunder". 
RUDY YOUNG, RICKY MILLER, and GARY TURNER were the big studs in 

ninth grade chorus at Gaston. 
LAURA CARROLL went to a dance with a certain guy in ninth grade then spent 

the entire evening in the ladies' restroom hiding from him. 
It would not be natural if JEFF VEAZEY did not write notes to PHYLLIS HOL-

LABAUGH's mother in ninth grade. 
RICHARD COX was chased by VICKI VAUGHN without him ever knowing it. 
In ninth grade KATHIE PARKS and CHRISTIE ROGERS were practically twins. 
JUDY ROSE and JAN CAMPBELL raced each other to GARY HORTON's locker 

to see who would get to walk to class with him. 
MATT BEESLEY was always master of ceremonies for everything at Hill ... 

as well as at the Wilshire. 
D'ET DAVIS had quite a bout with Curl Free, trying to straighten her naturally 

curley hair. 
All through elementary and Junior high, NEIL JONES kept better statistics than 

ABC Sports. 
In ninth grade DIANE McGINNIS was infatuated with MATT BEESLEY's curly 

hair. MATT, toot 
JEFF CARROLL could have ridden half way around the world on the rear wheel 

of his "Sting Ray" in seventh grade. 
Remember when GLEN BRUNER escorted CHERYL TAYLOR in the eighth 

grade coronation? 
SUZIE KILMER was laughing so hard in her ninth grade science class she turned 

a somersault. 
JUDY DILLING entertained herself during recess by acting like a horse. 
In ninth grade ROLAND RICHARDS, six-feet-seven-inches, rode a mini-bike. 
GREG SIMS favorite past time at Gaston was listening to Suzy Crearncheese 

albums in the Gaston Signal staff room. 
DIANE SEALEY's Junior high hurdle was being head pep squad leader at Hill. 
JANET FORD's fame at Gaston was as a Georgia Girl stripper. 

,IR. HIGH HURDLES 
Remember when NANCY MEAGHER used to have a crush on CLARK HICKOCK 

in the ninth grade? 
DEBBIE ELLIS and BARBARA McNEIL exhibited their creative writing ability 

in seventh grade by writing "booger" notes to MARY HARLAN. 
MARGARET ELLIS was Miss Dourdson's eighth grade pet. 
Gaston will always remember ROZANNE FLEISCHER's Arabian dance. 
At Gaston CINDY BARNES wore pedal pushers and had a "Buster Brown" 

haircut. 
DEBBIE MAAS ate so many boiled eggs during lunch at Hill that her friends 

thought she had started laying them. 
RICHARD LORD's junior high hurdle was 

setting the mile run record. 
Some people play with their cabbage and 

turnip greens in lunch, but KATHIE 
PARKS plays with her makeup. 

GAIL THOMPSON gave everyone the silent 
treatment after she bit off her tongue 
in Junior high and could not talk for a 
month. 

30 METER 
GROAN 

For some obvious reason 
MARK SLEVIN and his de-
bate partner were left at 
OU, and the bus had to 
go back to find them. 

---- Sara Starkey, Bonnie Sapsley, and Betty Vann would shatter a mirror 
with these frowns. 

30 METER 
GROAN 

ROXANN REAM ES and LE-
ANNE ANDERSON really 
thought they had accom-
plished something when 
they copied their faces on 
the Xerox machine in the 
library with Miss Fowler 
lurking around the corner. 

('hip Page . . I can manage. 

Junior High Hurdles 

MIKE WALLACE looked like Poindexter 
In eithth grade with his black rim 
glasses. 

In ninth grade, BILL HARRISON was 
constantly getting in trouble with 
"Stumbo" in second period physical 
science. 

The Hill chorus would not have been 
much with SCOTT FEEMSTER and 
DARYL GRANT who supplied the bev-
erages at all performances. 

MIKE McKINNIE was caught smoking in 
class more than any other boy at Hill. 

DEBBIE PAINTER was so cute in the seventh grade when she wore her yellow 
petty-pants. 

PAUL SHEARER used to attract girls by sitting outside the tennis courts telling 
them how hard it was to be a fast ball player. 

DUANE RIMMER borrowed another girl's diamond ring to give to BETTY 
HURLEY to go steady in ninth grade. 

—KEVIN WILSON was known at Hill as the "Toothless Blunder". 
RUDY YOUNG, RICKY MILLER, and GARY TURNER were the big studs in 

ninth grade chorus at Gaston. 
LAURA CARROLL went to a dance with a certain guy in ninth grade then spent 

the entire evening in the ladies' restroom hiding from him. 
It would not be natural if JEFF VEAZEY did not write notes to PHYLLIS HOL-

LABAUGH's mother in ninth grade. 
RICHARD COX was chased by VICKI VAUGHN without him ever knowing it. 
In ninth grade KATHIE PARKS and CHRISTIE ROGERS were practically twins. 
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DISCUS 
KEITH DEDMOND . . . "I'm A Long Tall Texan" 
CINDY BARNES . . "Talk, Talk" 
GARY TURNER . . "Take Me Out To The Ball Games" 
DOUG DEPOMA . . . "Cool Hand Luke" 
CATHY CHESNEY . "Barefoot In The Park" 
JULIA CLAYMAN . "I Am Woman" 
RANDY PERKINS . . . "Chipmunk Song" 
ELAINE LONDONBERG . . . "Temptation Eyes" 
CHRISTY NEIGHBORS . "I Got You, Babe" 
STEVE BROWN . "Give My Regards To Broadway" 
DEBBIE BELLAH . . . "Do You Want To Know A Secret" 
CATHERLEAN LOUD . . "Break Up To Make-Up" 
PETE THOMPSON 	"I'm A Child" 
MARIA GARCIA . . . "Take A Letter, Maria" 
DEBI WHITAKER . . "Breaking Up Is Hard To Do" 
MARIE RUNNELS . . "Show Me How" 
GERRY GUYER . . "Born To Be Wild" 
JACKIE DUNN 	"Wild Thing" 
JOHN POSEY .. "You're A Big Boy Now" 
KELLEY DICKEY .. . "The Love Machine" 
LIZ STEWART . "Let Me Entertain You" 
DEBBIE WOODS .. "This Old Man" 
BOBBY BANKSTON and JENYA FRANKLIN . .. "Together Again" 
JERRY STIGALL and BO SMITH ... "Me and My Shadow" 
JEFF VEAZEY . . . "Joanne" 
DON TITUS . "What Kind Of Fool Am I?" 
LINDA DYSART 	"Smiling Faces" 
MIKE EUDY . "Promises, Promises" 
CONNIE KRAUSE . "Puppy Love" 
GEORGE DANIELSON . . "Unwashed and Somewhat Slightly Dazed" 
JOHN SIBLEY . . . "Soul Man" 
MARK EMERSON . . "Easy To Be Hard" 
MIKE HUNTER . . "Dead Skunk In The Middle of The Road" 
DEBBIE PAINTER . • "She's Gotta Be A Saint" 
PAT LISTER 	"Write Me A Letter" 
DONALD DANCHIK . . "Brown Shoes Don't Make It" 
KAREN SELDON and DONNA ENGSTROM "Oh, Santa Please Be Good To Me" 
MARIE RUNNELS . "Show Me How" 
MELANIE MOLT... ,"Liar" 
PAT POWERS , . "A Little Help From My Friends" 
VICKI PLUNK 	"Only Love Can Break Your Heart" 
VALERIE SCIFRES . . 	"Now That You're Gone, All That's Left is A Band 

of Gold" 
CHERRI WRIGHT . "Backstabbers" 
SUZY DAVIS . . "Diamonds Are A Girl's Best Friend" 
LAURIE RUSH 	"If You Want It, Here It Is, Come and Get It" 
BARBARA BOYLE 	"Mash" 

—BOB HOLLEMAN . . . "Advance to The Rear" 
MIKE BIRD ... "Birds of Paradise" 

----PAUL CORNELL 	"I'm An Old Cowhand" 
KIM RAGAN . "Hey Big Spender" 
RICHARD McCRAKEN to JONI SCHMID . . • "I Call Your Name" 
STEVE McKELVEY . . "Solitary Man" 
GAIL FARRELL . . . "I Am Woman" 

23 

 

 

JAN CAMPBELL ... "Stairway to Heaven" 
LISA McCLENAN ..."You'd Better Stop and Think It Over" 
DENNIS COLLINS and GREG SIMS 	"We Belong Together" 
SHARON MORGAN .. • "Fancy Colors" 
BOB DEBENPORT ... "Alley Oop" 
MARGARET PETTEY ... "This Boy" 
BARBARA PALMER . .. "Your Cheating Heart" 
SHARON PHILLIPS . . . "Teen Angel" 
GREG BELL . . "Home On The Range" 
GEORGE SIMPSON . . "Goodnight Ladies" 
DAVID ROGERS . . ."Hair" 
DIANA BOLDEN . • "Love Train" 
CELESTA BOGAR . . "Write A Letter" 
SALLY SHARROCK . ."High Hopes" 
GREG BELL .. "Down In The Boondocks" 

*--- KEVLN WILSON . . "Brandy" 
CAROLYN CARSON . . "Silence Is Golden" 
CATHY CAPERTON 	"I Want to Be Loved By You" 
GAYLE DAVIS .. "Are You Experienced" 
GLENDA WILLIAMS . . . "Arizona" 
SUSAN ANDERSON . . . "Anytime At All" 
PAUL SHEARER . 	"Oh, Darling" 

—ROBIN JUDY . . • "Animal Cracker" 
MARGARET TAFtPLEY . . "These Boots Are Made For Walking" 
KENNY HAFNER . . "Sweet Georgia Brown" 
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of Gold" 
CHERRI WRIGHT . "Backstabbers" 
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LAURIE RUSH 	"If You Want It, Here It Is, Come and Get It" 
BARBARA BOYLE , "Mash" 

—BOB HOLLEMAN 	"Advance to The Rear" 
MIKE BIRD . • . "Birds of Paradise" 

--PAUL CORNELL 	"I'm An Old Cowhand" 
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DISCUS 
CONNIE FOX .. . "Which Way You Goin', Billy" 
JANET FORD and HARRY MEEK . "A Time For Us" 
KIM DETTMAN . . . "You Can't Kiss Me On Monday" 
LEIGH WILSON . • . "Is That All There Is?" 
RUBEN TENORIO . . . "Crusing With Ruben and the Jets" 
JAN CAMPBELL . , . "Me and Mrs. Jones" 
JERRY TSIGALL and VALERIE SCIFRES . . "Theme From The Odd Couple" 
RICKY BURCH ... "I Started A Joke" 
DESARIE OGDEN . , "Hold Your Head High" 
DOUG YOUNG to LISA McCLENAN , . "Its Too Late" 
TIM CASTLEBERRY . • "Money" 
MORRIS BONNER . • "We Shall Overcome" 
CINDY JONES . . "You're So Vain" 
DENNIS COLLINS . • "I'm A Man" 
PAT POWERS . . "You've Got A Friend" 
PATRICIA COLEMAN . . "I'm In With The Crowd" 
HECTOR ESCAMILLA 	"Immigrant's Song" 
DENISE CLARK . . . "Take Me Back To Tulsa" 
ELAINE ESTES . . "Twistin' Postman?" 

—LEON CHANDLER .. . "Gotta Find A Woman" 
DUANE RIMMER • "Everybody Loves Me, Baby" 
BUTCH MILLER . . . "I Love You and I'll Never Leave You" 
LEIGH WILSON . . "Backfield in Motion" 
CONNIE FOX . . . "Love the One You're With" 

— WENDEL WITHROW . "And The Beat Goes On" 
JERRY WINDHAM • . . "I Just Want to Ride My Motorcycle" 
TERESA STROMAN and NANCY THOMAS . . . "Me and My Shadow" 

-SUSAN YOACHUM . . . "ABC" 
ROBERT LEWIS . . "Let's Stay Together" 
DANA WILDER . . "Sentimental Journey" 
GEORGE SIMPSON and DEBBIE BELLAH • . "Impossible Dream" 
LEON CHANDLER . . . "Gotta Find A Woman" 
MIKE WALLIS . "Baby Don't Get Hooked on Me" 
MARK ERWIN . . "Okie from Muskogee" 
TERESA HENRY . . • "Help! I Need Somebody" 
TINA HILL . .. "Come Back When You Grow-Up Girl" 
PERRY STIGALL to PATRICIA COLEMAN . . . "It's Too Late Baby" 
NANCY EDWARDS . "Sweet and Innocent" 
GAIL FARRELL , . . "Heartbreaker" 
SHERYL DOWLEARN and MARK GUY . . . "Going Steady" 
SHEILA TANNER . . . "Patton" 
SUSAN HARBANEK to CLARK HICKOCK... "He Aint't Heavy, He's My Brother" 
DOUG DEPOMA . • . "The Godfather" 
BO SMITH . . • "Mr. Big Stuff" 
BILL LAPORTE . . "Little Drummer Boy" 
GREG SIMS . • . "The Computer Who Wore Tennis Shoes" 
DEBBIE BELLAH . . . "I Heard It Through The Grapevine" 
MARGARET 	...TARP LEY . . "Some Day My Prince Will Come" 
CINDY BARNES . . . "Superstition" 
BONNIE LAPSLEY . . "Living in the Past" 
SALLY JONES . . . "Lady Godiva" 
JANET FORD , • . "Sweet and Innocent" 
LINDA DYSART and PAM DRAKE , ."We Have No Secrets" 

Cross Country 

DIANE MARTIN will never forget the time she was followed down the San 
Antonio River by a group of drunk businessmen singing "There She Is 
... Miss America". 

Remember when JIMMY MORRIS went to Galveston in two and a half hours 
on a Hobda 350? The highway has never been the same since. 

DEBE PLUMB ran cross country to date a football player, but RON SUTTON 
changed her mind. 

BETSY ESTES ran cross country everyday in Hill with her paper route. 
Casa View 7A class went cross country to the zoo in the back of DENISE 

KUYKENDALL's truck. 
How exciting for LEE HESSE to spend her weekends in the fun packed city of 

.. Rockwall? 
ASUKA NAKAHARA tried to get $5 by sleeping in the washroom of the bus on 

the way back from A&M. 
Ask SUZY DAVIS and PATTY JUNO who is their favorite band sponsor while 

in Washington. 
—JOHN CHAPLAIN left his head in Beaumont, Texas. 

On a band trip to New Orleans, OSBERT LASSBERG had a hunger craving, 
so he went out and bought an Armadillo sandwich. 

CHRIS CLARK took a 25 mile "shortcut" after a football game proving there 
is not always a crowd. 

Will anyone ever know what really happened on that Austin trip in '72? Surely 
MARK GUY and RAYLAN LOGGINS will never tell. 

JOE MOSELY has hopped and skipped all his life. 
Ask WARREN ACREY about his experiences at Mt. Lebanon. 
It is a real trip when LAURA CARROLL tries to find her way back from foot-

ball games. 
CRAIG WEEKS turns greenish purple just thinking about the time when he was 

driving back from Laurance, Texas and his hood went flying up over the 
roof of his car. 

ELAINE ESTES spent three weeks on a 
tour • of Europe as a chaperone • • • 
believe it or not. 

Bryan Adams might have won first place 
in the KLIF spirit • petition contest 	Does HECTOR ESCAMILLA 
had GLEN BRUNER not been run off 	really have "boudoir 
the road by CAROLYN PADGETT. 	eyes"? 

Wonder if SUSAN HARVANEK's Sven will 
ever float in on some rolling wave? 	  

ASUKA NAKAHARA kept up his usual pace of things by devouring an apple in 
only three bites as an extra source of income. 

50 Yard Laugh 

JEFF VEAZEY bought a keg of beer for a party and when three-fourths of it 
was left he canned it in pickle jars. 

--WENDEL WITHROW was so excited to pick up two girls at one time until they 
opened the door and both got in the back seat. 

Was that STEVEN TAYLOR walking down the street with a banana peel on his 
head? 

30 METER 
GROAN 

DISCUS 
CONNIE FOX .. . "Which Way You Goin', Billy" 
JANET FORD and HARRY MEEK . "A Time For Us" 
KIM DETTMAN . . . "You Can't Kiss Me On Monday" 
LEIGH WILSON . • . "Is That All There Is?" 
RUBEN TENORIO . . . "Crusing With Ruben and the Jets" 
JAN CAMPBELL . , . "Me and Mrs. Jones" 
JERRY TSIGALL and VALERIE SCIFRES . . "Theme From The Odd Couple" 
RICKY BURCH ... "I Started A Joke" 
DESARIE OGDEN 	"Hold Your Head High" 
DOUG YOUNG to LISA McCLENAN , . "Its Too Late" 
TIM CASTLEBERRY . "Money" 
MORRIS BONNER . • "We Shall Overcome" 
CINDY JONES . . "You're So Vain" 
DENNIS COLLINS . • "I'm A Man" 
PAT POWERS . . "You've Got A Friend" 
PATRICIA COLEMAN . . "I'm In With The Crowd" 
HECTOR ESCAMILLA 	"Immigrant's Song" 
DENISE CLARK . . . "Take Me Back To Tulsa" 
ELAINE ESTES . . "Twistin' Postman?" 

—LEON CHANDLER .. . "Gotta Find A Woman" 
DUANE RIMMER • "Everybody Loves Me, Baby" 
BUTCH MILLER . . . "I Love You and I'll Never Leave You" 
LEIGH WILSON . . "Backfield in Motion" 
CONNIE FOX . . . "Love the One You're With" 

— WENDEL WITHROW . "And The Beat Goes On" 
JERRY WINDHAM • . . "I Just Want to Ride My Motorcycle" 
TERESA STROMAN and NANCY THOMAS . . . "Me and My Shadow" 

-SUSAN YOACHUM . . "ABC" 
ROBERT LEWIS . . "Let's Stay Together" 
DANA WILDER . . "Sentimental Journey" 
GEORGE SIMPSON and DEBBIE BELLAH • . "Impossible Dream" 
LEON CHANDLER . . . "Gotta Find A Woman" 
MIKE WALLIS . "Baby Don't Get Hooked on Me" 
MARK ERWIN . . "Okie from Muskogee" 
TERESA HENRY . . . "Help! I Need Somebody" 
TINA HILL . .. "Come Back When You Grow-Up Girl" 
PERRY STIGALL to PATRICIA COLEMAN . . . "It's Too Late Baby" 
NANCY EDWARDS . "Sweet and Innocent" 
GAIL FARRELL . . "Heartbreaker" 
SHERYL DOWLEARN and MARK GUY . . . "Going Steady" 
SHEILA TANNER . . . "Patton" 
SUSAN HARBANEK to CLARK HICKOCK... "He Aint't Heavy, He's My Brother" 
DOUG DEPOMA . "The Godfather" 
BO SMITH . . • "Mr. Big Stuff" 
BILL LAPORTE . . "Little Drummer Boy" 
GREG SIMS . • . "The Computer Who Wore Tennis Shoes" 
DEBBIE BELLAH . . . "I Heard It Through The Grapevine" 
MARGARET 	...TARP LEY . . "Some Day My Prince Will Come" 
CINDY BARNES . . . "Superstition" 
BONNIE LAPSLEY . . "Living in the Past" 
SALLY JONES . . . "Lady Godiva" 
JANET FORD . "Sweet and Innocent" 
LINDA DYSART and PAM DRAKE , ."We Have No Secrets" 

Cross Country 

DIANE MARTIN will never forget the time she was followed down the San 
Antonio River by a group of drunk businessmen singing "There She Is 
... Miss America". 

Remember when JIMMY MORRIS went to Galveston in two and a half hours 
on a Hobda 350? The highway has never been the same since. 

DEBE PLUMB ran cross country to date a football player, but RON SUTTON 
changed her mind. 

BETSY ESTES ran cross country everyday in Hill with her paper route. 
Casa View 7A class went cross country to the zoo in the back of DENISE 

KUYKENDALL's truck. 
How exciting for LEE HESSE to spend her weekends in the fun packed city of 

.. Rockwall? 
ASUKA NAKAHARA tried to get $5 by sleeping in the washroom of the bus on 

the way back from A&M. 
Ask SUZY DAVIS and PATTY JUNO who is their favorite band sponsor while 

in Washington. 
—JOHN CHAPLAIN left his head in Beaumont, Texas. 

On a band trip to New Orleans, OSBERT LASSBERG had a hunger craving, 
so he went out and bought an Armadillo sandwich. 

CHRIS CLARK took a 25 mile "shortcut" after a football game proving there 
is not always a crowd. 

Will anyone ever know what really happened on that Austin trip in '72? Surely 
MARK GUY and RAYLAN LOGGINS will never tell. 

JOE MOSELY has hopped and skipped all his life. 
Ask WARREN ACREY about his experiences at Mt. Lebanon. 
It is a real trip when LAURA CARROLL tries to find her way back from foot-

ball games. 
CRAIG WEEKS turns greenish purple just thinking about the time when he was 

driving back from Laurance, Texas and his hood went flying up over the 
roof of his car. 

ELAINE ESTES spent three weeks on a 
tour • of Europe as a chaperone • • • 
believe it or not. 

Bryan Adams might have won first place 
in the KLIF spirit • petition contest 	Does HECTOR ESCAMILLA 
had GLEN BRUNER not been run off 	really have "boudoir 
the road by CAROLYN PADGETT. 	eyes"? 

Wonder if SUSAN HARVANEK's Sven will 
ever float in on some rolling wave? 	  

ASUKA NAKAHARA kept up his usual pace of things by devouring an apple in 
only three bites as an extra source of income. 

50 Yard Laugh 

JEFF VEAZEY bought a keg of beer for a party and when three-fourths of it 
was left he canned it in pickle jars. 

--WENDEL WITHROW was so excited to pick up two girls at one time until they 
opened the door and both got in the back seat. 

Was that STEVEN TAYLOR walking down the street with a banana peel on his 
head? 

30 METER 
GROAN 

DISCUS 
CONNIE FOX . . "Which Way You Goin', Billy" 
JANET FORD and HARRY MEEK . . "A Time For Us" 
KIM DETTMAN . . . "You Can't Kiss Me On Monday" 
LEIGH WILSON . "Is That All There Is?" 
RUBEN TENORIO . . . "Crusing With Ruben and the Jets" 
JAN CAMPBELL . , "Me and Mrs. Jones" 
JERRY TSIGALL and VALERIE SCIFRES . "Theme From The Odd Couple" 
RICKY BURCH ... "I Started A Joke" 
DESARIE OGDEN . "Hold Your Head High" 
DOUG YOUNG to LISA McCLENAN , . "Its Too Late" 
TIM CASTLEBERRY • "Money" 
MORRIS BONNER . . "We Shall Overcome" 
CINDY JONES . . "You're So Vain" 
DENNIS COLLINS... "I'm A Man" 
PAT POWERS . "You've Got A Friend" 
PATRICIA COLEMAN . . "I'm In With The Crowd" 
HECTOR ESCAMILLA 	"Immigrant's Song" 
DENISE CLARK . . . "Take Me Back To Tulsa" 
ELAINE ESTES . . "Twistin' Postman?" 

—LEON CHANDLER . . . "Gotta Find A Woman" 
DUANE RIMMER . "Everybody Loves Me, Baby" 
BUTCH MILLER . "I Love You and I'll Never Leave You" 
LEIGH WILSON . . "Backfield in Motion" 
CONNIE FOX . . . "Love the One You're With" 

— WENDEL WITHROW . "And The Beat Goes On" 
JERRY WINDHAM . . "I Just Want to Ride My Motorcycle" 
TERESA STROMAN and NANCY THOMAS . . . "Me and My Shadow" 

-SUSAN YOACHUM . "ABC" 
ROBERT LEWIS... "Let's Stay Together" 
DANA WILDER . "Sentimental Journey" 
GEORGE SIMPSON and DEBBIE BELLAH • . "Impossible Dream" 
LEON CHANDLER . . . "Gotta Find A Woman" 
MIKE WALLIS . . "Baby Don't Get Hooked on Me" 
MARK ERWIN . "Okie from Muskogee" 
TERESA HENRY . . "Help! I Need Somebody" 
TINA HILL . .. "Come Back When You Grow-Up Girl" 
PERRY STIGALL to PATRICIA COLEMAN . . . "It's Too Late Baby" 
NANCY EDWARDS . . "Sweet and Innocent" 
GAIL FARRELL .. . "Heartbreaker" 
SHERYL DOWLEARN and MARK GUY . . "Going Steady" 
SHEILA TANNER . . . "Patton" 
SUSAN HARBANEK to CLARK HICKOCK... "He Aint't Heavy, He's My Brother" 
DOUG DEPOMA . "The Godfather" 
BO SMITH . . . "Mr. Big Stuff" 
BILL LAPORTE . . . "Little Drummer Boy" 
GREG SIMS . .. "The Computer Who Wore Tennis Shoes" 
DEBBIE BELLAH . . "I Heard It Through The Grapevine" 
MARGARET TARPLEY . . . "Some Day My Prince Will Come" 
CINDY BARNES . . . "Superstition" 
BONNIE LAPSLEY . . "Living in the Past" 
SALLY JONES . . . "Lady Godiva" 
JANET FORD , . "Sweet and Innocent" 
LINDA DYSART and PAM DRAKE , . ."We Have No Secrets" 

Cross Country 

DIANE MARTIN will never forget the time she was followed down the San 
Antonio River by a group of drunk businessmen singing "There She Is 
. .. Miss America". 

Remember when JIMMY MORRIS went to Galveston in two and a half hours 
on a Hohda 350? The highway has never been the same since. 

DEBE PLUMB ran cross country to date a football player, but RON SUTTON 
changed her mind. 

BETSY ESTES ran cross country everyday in Hill with her paper route. 
Casa View 7A class went cross country to the zoo in the back of DENISE 

KUYKENDALL's truck. 
How exciting for LEE HESSE to spend her weekends in the fun packed city of 

. Rockwall? 
ASUKA NAKAHARA tried to get $5 by sleeping in the washroom of the bus on 

the way back from ABM. 
Ask SUZY DAVIS and PATTY JUNO who is their favorite band sponsor while 

in Washington. 
—JOHN CHAPLAIN left his head in Beaumont, Texas. 

On a band trip to New Orleans, OSBERT LASSBERG had a hunger craving, 
so he went out and bought an Armadillo sandwich. 

CHRIS CLARK took a 25 mile "shortcut" after a football game proving there 
is not always a crowd. 

Will anyone ever know what really happened on that Austin trip in '72? Surely 
MARK GUY and RAYLAN LOGGINS will never tell. 

JOE MOSELY has hopped and skipped all his We. 
Ask WARREN ACREY about his experiences at Mt. Lebanon. 
It is a real trip when LAURA CARROLL tries to find her way back from foot-

ball games. 
CRAIG WEEKS turns greenish purple Just thinking about the time when he was 

driving back from Laurance, Texas and his hood went flying up over the 
roof of his car. 

ELAINE ESTES spent three weeks on a 
tour • of Europe as a chaperone . . . 
believe it or not. 

Bryan Adams might have won first place 
in the KLIF spirit • petition contest 	Does HECTOR ESCAMILLA 
had GLEN BRUNER not been run off 	really have "boudoir 
the road by CAROLYN PADGETT. 	eyes"? 

Wonder if SUSAN HARVANEK's Sven will 
ever float in on some rolling wave? 	  

ASUKA NAKAHARA kept up his usual pace of things by devouring an apple in 
only three bites as an extra source of income. 

50 Yard Laugh 
JEFF VEAZEY bought a keg of beer for a party and when three-fourths of it 

was left he canned it in pickle Jars. 
--WENDEL WITHROW was so excited to pick up two girls at one time until they 

opened the door and both got in the back seat. 
Was that STEVEN TAYLOR walking down the street with a banana peel on his 

head? 

30 METER 
GROAN 
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50 YARD LAUGH 

Anytime you have trouble reading a book, 
call on BOBBY BANKSTON to put 	 30 METER 
his speed-reading course to use. 	 GROAN 

\Vhat was DAVID TODD staring at as he 
watched MIKE EUDY by the side of 	DEBBIE HARTMAN cried last 
SHARRON McLENNON's house? 	 week because she could 

PAULA MARBLE fell out of her shoes 	aot watch Disney cartoons. 
in the middle of the hall one day. 

Is SHERI MARBLE still a good Girl Scout? 
What if CHARLOTTE WALKER had gotten the Big Mouth Cougar Award: 
When ALVIN SHEPPARD was still in diapers he wore his daddy's boots. 
MARK SCOGGINS still drank from a bottle when he was two years old and has 

not stopped yet. 
DAVID HUNKER's solution to last year's Lee Park problem was to blow up the 

statue of Robert E. Lee because then no one would know what park they were 
in. 

Is there really somebody named ALTOUCEL YOUNG? 
Does DOUG YOUNG really have a Texas drawl or has he been watching too many 

John Wayne movies? 
_MIKE ZASMOWICH voted for himself for 

the track team captain and then dis-
covered that he only received one vote. 

Will SALLY SHARROCK ever forget when 
she had the most "home practices" 
in homemaking and was the teacher's 
pet? 

RANDY HALE seemes to have created a 
severe case of "walking phoebia" as 
he conveniently lets his MARGIE AL-
ALEN dates out at the curb. 

"MARK SHEPPARD is the kind of person 

SUSAN BECKHAM's boyfriend was dis- 
pleased to the point of finally telling 

that never finds his lost lunch until 

her to go on a diet. 	
WES FOSTER has been wear- 

ing boots for the three 

30 METER 
GROAN 

years he has been at BA, sixth period. 	
and he now has two de- MARK EMERSON's hair smells like 
formed toes to prove it. springtime in the Rockies when he uses 

his Herbal Essence shampoo. 
JUDY DILLING thought she could stick a crayon in her ear and it would come out 

her mouth. It did not come out her mouth but it did not come out of her ear 
either. 

DUANE RIMMER chose the perfect moment to have an "accident" when he was 
giving a report before his fourth grade class. 

CHRISTIE LAMB was so embarrassed when she ripped her blouse, that she spent 
the whole day walking backward. 

When PAT NORRIS is told to "take it all off", he runs to the restroom for a 
quick shave. 

Remember the time TERRI STROUSE took Mrs. Cambell's key with her to the 
doctor's office leaving Mrs. Campbell to ponder her own fate. 

Who will forget the look on BARRY FINE's face the day he ran after the tow 
truck who had just picked up his car? 

LANA BRANCH and PAT BROWN have a 50-yard laugh for everything.  

SO YARD LAUGH 
CINDY LOHRENGEL is planning to buy a bicycle horn to keep in her bedroom 

to scare the burglars away. 
AUGUSTINE RUBIO brings his lunch in sick bags from airplanes. 
When TERESA GUIDRY got scared at Flag Pole Hill she grabbed PAUL CORNELL 

instead of RICKY BURCH. 
JOE TAYLOR, a trumpet player for the Alloy Band, was more of an enter- 

tainment than the band itself. 
CHRIS CLARK spends New Years's Eve playing Monopoly at SONDRA MAD- 

DOX's house. 
SCOTT CHUBIN sits on a bun warmer every day to get warm. 
KAREN STUART dreams of a Jumbo 

Jack as she eats her peanut butter 
	

30 METER 
crackers and apple in lunch. 	 GROAN 

Nobody has been more inconvenienced 
	

DENNIS COLLINS was not on 
by the parking situation than DEBBIE 

	
the football team in sixth 

PAINTER when she wore two different 
	

grade because they did not 
shoes and could not go home to change 

	
have a helmet big enough 

due to her blocked car. 	 for his head. 
VICKI PLUNK says she could "just die 
on the spot" when Elvis Presley sings "Love Me Tender." 
BECKY ANDREWS will laugh at anything especially if it is not funny. 
Remember when JAMES SLATER used to stick the American flag on the side of 

his glass and wore it to school? 
MARK SHEPPARD knows where he is going, it just takes him forever to get there. 
TOM SHEFFLER and JOHN BUCKNER are famous for the way they chase each 

other around the plastic shop room. 
BEV HASKETT used to carry a very large alarm clock in her purse because she 

did not have a watch. 
Can you imagine how SANDRA HARRIS felt when she changed clothes in the back 

seat of a car after a football game with a group of boys watching? 
Does MITCH HARBER really sleep through Mr. Hunter's calculus class or does 

he enjoy staring at his desk top with his eyes closed? 
Ask RISE ROSENKRANZ why she is paranoid about taking showers when cameras 

are near. 
CINDY BARNES plays "Old Mother Hubbard" to BOBBY BANKSTON, MIKE 

EUDY, and RANDY FILES in Business Math. 
es— DAVID  MOSKOWITZ used to be one of the tiny guys at Hexter. 

RANDY ERWIN was a girl chaser in elementary school. 
Remember when Mr. Madison locked KENNY EVANS in the janitor room? 
JAN DEATHRAGE, JOHN SCHOONOVER, and SANDRA SELF used to race 

to see who could finish their work the fastest. 
When GREG RODRIQUEZ got his hair cut in an Afro, he almost could not fit 

inside his car. 

27 

30 METER 
GROAN 

DIANNA WALLER has a lot 
of groaning friends be-
cause she always loses her 
keys when it is time to go 
somewhere. 
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Anytime you have trouble reading a book, 

call on BOBBY BANKSTON to put 	 30 METER 
his speed-reading course to use. 	 GROAN 

\Vhat was DAVID TODD staring at as he 

watched MIKE EUDY by the side of 	DEBBIE HARTMAN cried last 

SHARRON McLENNON's house? 	 week because she could 

PAULA MARBLE fell out of her shoes 	 aot watch Disney cartoons. 

in the middle of the hall one day. 

Is SHERI MARBLE still a good Girl Scout? 

What if CHARLOTTE WALKER had gotten the Big Mouth Cougar Award: 

When ALVIN SHEPPARD was still in diapers he wore his daddy's boots. 

MARK SCOGGINS still drank from a bottle when he was two years old and has 

not stopped yet. 

DAVID HUNKER's solution to last year's Lee Park problem was to blow up the 

statue of Robert E. Lee because then no one would know what park they were 

in. 

Is there really somebody named ALTOUCEL YOUNG? 

Does DOUG YOUNG really have a Texas drawl or has he been watching too many 

John Wayne movies? 

_MIKE ZASMOWICH voted for himself for 

the track team captain and then dis-

covered that he only received one vote. 

Will SALLY SHARROCK ever forget when 

she had the most "home practices"  

in homemaking and was the teacher's 

pet? 

RANDY HALE seemes to have created a 

severe case of "walking phoebia"  as 

he conveniently lets his MARGIE AL-

ALEN dates out at the curb. 

--MARK SHEPPARD is the kind of person 

SUSAN BECKHAM's boyfriend was dis-

pleased to the point of finally telling 

that never finds his lost lunch until 

her to go on a diet. 	
WES FOSTER has been wear- 

ing boots for the three 

30 METER 
GROAN 

years he has been at BA, sixth period. 	
and he now has two de- MARK EMERSON's hair smells like 
formed toes to prove it. springtime in the Rockies when he uses 

his Herbal Essence shampoo. 

JUDY DILLING thought she could stick a crayon in her ear and it would come out 

her mouth. It did not come out her mouth but it did not come out of her ear 

either. 

DUANE RIMMER chose the perfect moment to have an "accident"  when he was 

giving a report before his fourth grade class. 

CHRISTIE LAMB was so embarrassed when she ripped her blouse, that she spent 

the whole day walking backward. 

When PAT NORRIS is told to "take it all off", he runs to the restroom for a 

quick shave. 

Remember the time TERRI STROUSE took Mrs. Cambell's key with her to the 

doctor's office leaving Mrs. Campbell to ponder her own fate. 

Who will forget the look on BARRY FINE's face the day he ran after the tow 

truck who had just picked up his car? 

LANA BRANCH and PAT BROWN have a 50-yard laugh for everything. 

SO YARD LAUGH 

CINDY LOHRENGEL is planning to buy a bicycle horn to keep in her bedroom 

to scare the burglars away. 

AUGUSTINE RUBIO brings his lunch in sick bags from airplanes. 

When TERESA GUIDRY got scared at Flag Pole Hill she grabbed PAUL CORNELL 

instead of RICKY BURCH. 

JOE TAYLOR, a trumpet player for the Alloy Band, was more of an enter- 

tainment than the band itself. 

CHRIS CLARK spends New Years's Eve playing Monopoly at SONDRA MAD- 

DOX's house. 

SCOTT CHUBIN sits on a bun warmer every day to get warm. 

KAREN STUART dreams of a Jumbo 

Jack as she eats her peanut butter 
	

30 METER 
crackers and apple in lunch. 

	 GROAN 
Nobody has been more inconvenienced 

	
DENNIS COLLINS was not on 

by the parking situation than DEBBIE 
	

the football team in sixth 

PAINTER when she wore two different 
	

grade because they did not 

shoes and could not go home to change 
	

have a helmet big enough 

due to her blocked car. 
	

for his head. 

VICKI PLUNK says she could "just die 

on the spot"  when Elvis Presley sings "Love Me Tender."  

BECKY ANDREWS will laugh at anything especially if it is not funny. 

Remember when JAMES SLATER used to stick the American flag on the side of 

his glass and wore it to school? 

MARK SHEPPARD knows where he is going, it just takes him forever to get there. 

TOM SHEFFLER and JOHN BUCKNER are famous for the way they chase each 

other around the plastic shop room. 

BEV HASKETT used to carry a very large alarm clock in her purse because she 

did not have a watch. 

Can you imagine how SANDRA HARRIS felt when she changed clothes in the back 

seat of a car after a football game with a group of boys watching? 

Does MITCH HARBER really sleep through Mr. Hunter's calculus class or does 

he enjoy staring at his desk top with his eyes closed? 

Ask RISE ROSENKRANZ why she is paranoid about taking showers when cameras 

are near. 

CINDY BARNES plays "Old Mother Hubbard"  to BOBBY BANKSTON, MIKE 

EUDY, and RANDY FILES in Business Math. 

es- DAVID  MOSKOWITZ used to be one of the tiny guys at Hexter. 

RANDY ERWIN was a girl chaser in elementary school. 

Remember when Mr. Madison locked KENNY EVANS in the janitor room? 

JAN DEATHRAGE, JOHN SCHOONOVER, and SANDRA SELF used to race 

to see who could finish their work the fastest. 

When GREG RODRIQUEZ got his hair cut in an Afro, he almost could not fit 

inside his car. 
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DIANNA WALLER has a lot 

of groaning friends be-

cause she always loses her 

keys when it is time to go 

somewhere. 
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50 YARD LAUGH 

Anytime you have trouble reading a book, 
call on BOBBY BANKSTON to put 	 30 METER 
his speed-reading course to use. 	 GROAN 

What was DAVID TODD staring at as he 
watched MIKE EUDY by the side of 	DEBBIE HARTMAN cried last 
SHARRON McLENNON's house? 	 week because she could 

PAULA MARBLE fell out of her shoes 	riot watch Disney cartoons. 
in the middle of the hall one day. 

Is SHERI MARBLE still a good GirlScout? 
What if CHARLOTTE WALKER had gotten the Big Mouth Cougar Award': 
When ALVIN SHEPPARD was still in diapers he wore his daddy's boots. 
MARK SCOGGINS still drank from a bottle when he was two years old and has 

not stopped yet. 
DAVID HUNKER's solution to last year's Lee Park problem was to blow up the 

statue of Robert E. Lee because then no one would know what park they were 
in. 

Is there really somebody named ALTOUCEL YOUNG? 
Does DOUG YOUNG really have a Texas drawl or has he been watching too many 

John Wayne movies? 
ZASMOWICH voted for himself for 

the track team captain and then dis-
covered that he only received one vote. 

Will SALLY SHARROCK ever forget when 
she had the most "home practices" 
in homemaking and was the teacher's 
pet? 

RANDY HALE seemes to have created a 
severe case of "walking phoebia" as 
he conveniently lets his MARGIE AL-
ALEN dates out at the curb. 

SUSAN BECKHAM's boyfriend was dis-
pleased to the point of finally telling 
her to go on a diet. 

"MARK SHEPPARD is the kind of person 
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50 YARD LAUGH 
CINDY LOHRENGEL is planning to buy a bicycle horn to keep in her bedroom 
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KAREN STUART dreams of a Jumbo 
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30 METER 
crackers and apple in lunch. 	 GROAN 

Nobody has been more inconvenienced 
	

DENNIS COLLINS was not on 
by the parking situation than DEBBIE 

	
the football team in sixth 

PAINTER when she wore two different 
	

grade because they did not 
shoes and could not go home to change 

	
have a helmet big enough 

due to her blocked car. 	 for his head. 
VICKI PLUNK says she could "just die 
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When GREG RODRIQUEZ got his hair cut in an Afro, he almost could not fit 

inside his car. 
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30 METER 
GROAN 

DIANNA WALLER has a lot 
of groaning friends be-
cause she always loses her 
keys when it is time to go 
somewhere. 

30 METER 
GROAN 

WES FOSTER has been wear-
ing boots for the three 
years he has been at BA, 
and he now has two de-
formed toes to prove it. 
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30 METER 
GROAN 

Remember when BILL TER-   • 
RELL made a drastic 
change from his Harry 
Hippie costume to Charlie 
Conservative. 

Broad Jump 
CATHY CAPERTON took a broad jump from WAYNE SEYMOUR to PERRY 

STIGALL. 
His junior year, DAN DRAKE found the broad jump very effective as he went 

from CINDY BARNES to LINDA DYSART to LAURIE STEPHENSON to 
MELANIE HOLT. 

HECTOR ESCAMILLA has certainly tak-
en a broad jump since his sopho-
more year. 

A broad jump is when DAVID SMITH 
goes from a bookworm to a speech 
freak, 

Remember when ASUKA NAKAHARA did 
not know what girls were. 

SHIRLEY BROWN is a jumping broad 
when she takes her ROTC friends 
everywhere she goes. 

It is a broad jump when SALLY JONES goes by KASEY STEPP's house. 
Remember the dirty old man who tried to marry DEBBIE WOODS? 
RICHARD MARSHALL plays broad jump more often than he changes socks. 
Give LYNN BAKER an 0.I's bottle and she will turn into Carole King. 
What would PAT "DUTCH" CASTER do without his little talks with ROBIN 

JUDY? 

RICHARD HODGESKINSON fell in love with the Shill student teacher in art 
on her first day. 

DON TITUS broke the broad jumping record with his quick leap from a sopho-
more to a senior girl. 

MARGARET PETTEY has taken her last straw on cheating on tests. 
Everyone will agree that CINDY YORK has definitely taken a broad jump 

since the days of Tri-Hi-Y slumber parties. 
Going from DOUG YOUNG to CHRIS REEVES was a big jump for LISA Mc-

CLENAN. 
DEBBIE ELLIS took a broad jump from her seventh grade "page boy" to her 

presently long and glowing locks. 
VICKI PLUNK made a broad jump when she had a date two nights in a row. 
GAIL FARRELL made a broad jump from RICKY BUNCH at the Austin conven-

tion. 
You would have to take a broad jump away from PERRY STIGALL if you ever 

tried to date one of "his women". 
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BROAD JUMP 
CHIP PAGE took a broad jump from basketball to a harem and DUANE RINIMER. 
It will be a broad jump if DONNA ENGSTROM ever comes telling dirty jokes 

in lunch. 
It will be a broad jump if ELAINE ESTES overcomes laughing at everything. 
It will be a broad jump if MARK TANONA outgrows his teddy bear voice. 
It will be a broad jump if VICKI PLUNK was not irritated. 
It would be a broad jump if anyone could remember GREG TUCKER with short 

greasy hair. 
It would take a broad jump to remember when KIM DETTMAN was not boy crazy. 
It would take a broad jump for JOHN POSEY to be taller than somebody. 
It would be a broad jump if LISA CRUZ ever wore an old outfit to school. 
It would be a broad jump if RON HAMM did not make gross comments. 
It would be a broad jump if MARK EMERSON did not question a girl about her 

bra size. 
It would be a broad jump if STAN GEN-

TZLER could ever grow a mustache. 
----Itivould be a broad jump if SUSAN YOA-

CHUM had short stubby fingernails. 
It would be a broad jump if DIANE 

MARTIN ever overcomes eating pea- 
nut butter and jelly sandwiches for 
lunch. 
would take a broad jump to imagine 
RICHARD LORD with a crew cut. 

It would take a broad jump to imagine 
BOB DEBENPORT liking hippies. 

30 METER 
GROAN 

Does BO SMITH remember 
the time perfume was 
sprayed all over his books 
and chair in Mrs. Wil-
baak's class to prove that 
"women are superior to 
men"? 
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Javelin Throw 
When SARA STARKEY walks to the front of the room, OSBERT LASSBERG 

comes up with such witty sayings that you wish he would keep them to 
himself. 

RAYLAN LOGGINS almost received a javelin throw from GAIL THOMPSON's 
boyfriend when he had to kiss her in a play rehearsal. 

— BARBARA NORTON, once a full-time hippie is now a part-time ROTC sponsor. 
Is there finally peace between KENNY EVANS and GINGER ARCHER after three 

years at BA? 
If you ever need merchandise for a Tupperware Party just ask MARY JANE 

TURBEVILLE to make some cheese dip; it is as hard as plexi-glass. 
LISA McCLENAN owns a $75 "Piece of the Rock". 

is natural for STEVE BUCHER to have his own special type of warped humor. 
Act nonchalant when KEITH CHAFFIN 

tells you what a man he thinks he is. 
VICKI V AUGHN's mother thought she could 

make her daughter popular by making 
her take bowling lessons, buying her a 
pool table, and building a party room. 

Is it true that TINA YARBOROUGH is 
a walking, talking gum machine? 

It is not uncommon if DANA WILDER 
manages to lose something everyday. 

If you threaten to cut GARY HULME's hair, he will actually say more than three 
words. 

MARK ARMSTRONG used to make fun of DEENA LOWE's toe nails. 
PAUL MOSMAN still has not quit playing his hillbilly part in Cothurnus Play-

house. 
—The Homecoming Dance proved to SUSAN YOACHUM that one does not become 

pregnant by slow dancing. 
If you want to keep your watchdog safe, chain him to DANNY COWART. 
The latest rumor is that MARCIA McKEE is really Mrs. Wilbank's daughter. 
If you have got a sport, CHIP PAGE will manage it for you. 
Was there ever a time when DEBBIE BELLAH was not jealous of every girl? 
Does VALITA MARTINEZ tell people how to play volleyball in gym? 
When Mr. McKee speaks, PAUL POKLADNIK has an automatic comeback in-

stantly for whatever is said. 
Once HECTOR ESCAMILLA's date from Skyline told him his nose got in the way. 
JAMES BRANSON III is a ROTC cadet in disguise. 

30 

High Hurdles 

High hopes for BETSY ESTES in sixth grade was to live on a farm. 
DANELLE BELZER's big goal is to visit Las Vegas. 
Why did LAURA FOWLER want to be a housewife in the sixth grade? 
Does LAURIE FORRESTER still want to travel in foreign countries? 
CINDY BARNES used to drink milkshakes every night before bedtime to gain 

weight. 
-1-TOM MADDOX's high hurdle is being as sexy as people say he is. 

TED YOUNGBLOOD's high hurdle expectation is to be a Marine pilot. 
JODI BURNETT's secret ambition is to have Vick's Restaurant burned down so 

she will not have to go back to work. 
MATT BEESLEY would do anything to make an "A" in Mrs. Tyra's psychology 

class. 
DENNIS HUGHES' biggest dream is to become an owner of his own grocery 

store chain. 
ANDRE BACA's secret desire is to become a professional Brownie maker 

because of his success in the newspaper's bake sale. 
ROBERT LEWIS wants to become president of The World Wide Rap Session. 
GEORGE HOWERTON is practically dying to become the manager of a Kin- 

tucky Fried Chicken restaurant. 
ED PERRY wants to be a grown up. 
RAYLAN LOGGINS' high hurdle is to be as good of a baseball pitcher as his 

father claims he is. 
RICHARD LORD's high hurdle is becoming another Freud. 

—High hurdle for ROBIN JUDY would be a date with Alan Hunter. 
SONDRA MADDOX once wanted to be a nun. 
KATY CARPENTER's ultimate dream is 

to marry a goatroper. 
JANET BRIDGES is the best little Brown- 

ie and Girl Scout. 
FRANK COOK's high hurdle was taking 

geometry and algebra at the same 
time. 

What would GREG TUCKER do without 
DESARIE OGDEN? Go after a certain 
junior probably. 

JIMMY MORRIS wants to be a gangster so he can go back rob Asburns like he, 
WARREN ACREY, and MARK SMITH used to pretend to do. 

MARK TANONA's highest goal in life was to eat lunch with JAN CAMPBELL. 
ROZANNE FLEISCHER's dream is to be the first female Supreme Court Justice. 
KENT MITCHELL wants to work at "German Boy" and lead a motorcycle gang. 
MIKE MAYS' high hurdle is taking chocolate milk from sophomores. 
JACK NG worked seven years for Colonel Wong's Kentucky Fried Rice. 
CHARLES FOSTER, DENNIS MARSHALL, and KEVIN JUNSAKER felt big as 

the terrors of Mrs. Robinson's study hall their sophomore year. 
LYNN PORTER wants to grow a foot taller. 
DEBBIE HEROD wants to maintain her quiet disposition. 
The height of DEBRA HORTON's life was convincing everyone that she and her 

boyfriend really did go to the lake to fly kites. 
SANDRA JACKSON's great expectation will be flalfilled when she learns to thread 

a sewing machine. 
It would be natural if RHONDA JOHNSON came to school regularly. 
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30 METER 
GROAN 

CINDY JONES tried to get 
in SUSAN YOACHUM's red 
Cutlass using the key to 
her red Skylark. 

30 METER 
GROAN 

—Ask SHIRLEY BROWN about 
the "Shirley Brown Doll" 
that walks, talks, and wets 
her pants. 
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stantly for whatever is said. 
Once HECTOR ESCAMILLA's date from Skyline told him his nose got in the way. 
JAMES BRANSON HI is a ROTC cadet in disguise. 
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High Hurdles 

High hopes for BETSY ESTES in sixth grade was to live on a farm. 
DANELLE BELZER's big goal is to visit Las Vegas. 
Why did LAURA FOWLER want to be a housewife in the sixth grade? 
Does LAURIE FORRESTER still want to travel in foreign countries? 
CINDY BARNES Used to drink milkshakes every night before bedtime to gain 

weight. 
i'OM MADDOX's high hurdle is being as sexy as people say he is. 
TED YOUNGBLOOD's high hurdle expectation is to be a Marine pilot. 
JODI BURNETT's secret ambition is to have Vick's Restaurant burned down so 

she will not have to go back to work. 
MATT BEESLEY would do anything to make an "A" in Mrs. Tyra's psychology 

class. 
DENNIS HUGHES' biggest dream is to become an owner of his own grocery 

store chain. 
ANDRE BACA's secret desire is to become a professional Brownie maker 

because of his success in the newspaper's bake sale. 
ROBERT LEWIS wants to become president of The World Wide Rap Session. 
GEORGE HOWERTON is practically dying to become the manager of a Ken- 

tucky Fried Chicken restaurant. 
ED PERRY wants to be a grown up. 
RAYLAN LOGGINS' high hurdle is to be as good of a baseball pitcher as his 

father claims he is. 
(RICHARD LORD's high hurdle is becoming another Freud. 

—High hurdle for ROBIN JUDY would be a date with Alan Hunter. 
SONDRA MADDOX once wanted to be a nun. 
KATY CARPENTER's ultimate dream is 

to marry a goatroper. 
JANET BRIDGES is the best little Brown- 

ie and Girl Scout. 
FRANK COOK's high hurdle was taking 

geometry and algebra at the same 
time. 

What would GREG TUCKER do without 
DESARIE OGDEN? Go after a certain 
junior probably. 

JIMMY MORRIS wants to be a gangster so he can go back rob Asburns like he, 
WARREN ACREY, and MARK SMITH used to pretend to do. 

MARK TANONA's highest goal in life was to eat lunch with JAN CAMPBELL. 
ROZANNE FLEISCHER's dream is to be the first female Supreme Court Justice. 
KENT MITCHELL wants to work at "German Boy" and lead a motorcycle gang. 
MIKE MAYS' high hurdle is taking chocolate milk from sophomores. 
JACK NG worked seven years for Colonel Wong's Kentucky Fried Rice. 
CHARLES FQSTER, DENNIS MARSHALL, and KEVIN JUNSAKER felt big as 

the terrors of Mrs. Robinson's study hall their sophomore year. 
LYNN PORTER wants to grow a foot taller. 
DEBBIE HEROD wants to maintain her quiet disposition. 
The height of DEBRA HORTON's life was convincing everyone that she and her 

boyfriend really did go to the lake to fly kites. 
SANDRA JACKSON's great expectation will be fulfilled when she learns to thread 

a sewing machine. 
It would be natural if RHONDA JOHNSON came to school regularly. 
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30 METER 
GROAN 

CINDY JONES tried to get 
in SUSAN YOACHUM's red 
Cutlass using the key to 
her red Skylark. 

30 METER 
GROAN 

'-Ask SHIRLEY BROWN about 
the "Shirley Brown Doll" 
that walks, talks, and wets 
her pants. 



HIGH HURDLES 
A certain group of girls would spend the night with BECKY BUCKLEY and sleep 

five in a bed. 
DUANE RINIMER's secret desire is to be a Belle. 
MARY WILSON wants to continue her career as a "cutter" at Hancocks. 
PATTY JUNO wanted to marry George Harrison of the Beatles. 
BILL HARRISON finally conquered the high hurdle when he got to be a muscl,  

man in the NFL Talent Show. 
JAN PIETZCH a year from now as a gardner? 
RAYLAN LOGGIN's high hurdle is being the best dressed guy in school. 

----STEVE BUCHER could be Secretary of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines. 
- 'RICHARD LORD's high hurdle is to be 

the next lightweight champion of the 
world. 

To future cremator GEORGE CARPEN-
TER a 2x4 is like a body. They both 
burn. 

Danny Ragsdale .. . I wish the Easter Bunny had given me the right 
sized pants. 

30 METER 
GROAN 

When LYNN CLARK tried to 
use her head, it cracked 
her car's windshield. 

4 

Lady Brevoni 

Panty Hose 

WE WISH YOU 
SUCCESS 

from 
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Turn A Somersault .. 

when DARV A DAGATE and LISA JOHNSON race up to Pizza Inn to rescue 
JUDY DILLING and MONICA KEMP from imaginary strangers. 
when MARK McWATTERS and DAVID PERNA had a contest to see who 
could get the most X's on his report card at Kiest. 
when TED LONG tells you he earned four dollars in five minutes. 
when you see AARON HAYES singing to the lockers in the hall. 
when PAUL CORNELL takes his cowboy hat off. 
when LIZ STEWART asks one of her dumb questions. 

. . . when CONNIE KRAUSE asks her third period teacher to sign her admit 
card, but discovers she had already forged the name in pen. 

. . . when GLENDA PEARSON gets more medical attention than her dog. 

. . . when you hear LAVON CLARK singing "I'm on Top of the World" in the 
girls' restrooms. 

. . when SONDA MADDOX wears anything but black, brown, purple or green. 
. . . when a band of lustful gnats attack CONNIE KRAUSE. 

. when you see TERESA REAMES laying in the middle of the street at 10:30 
p.m. trying to get a cat out of the gutter. 

. when you see SHIRLEY BROWN sitting on the stairs smushing raisins 
on library call slips. 

. . when GIGI MALATY understands the gym's gymnastic equipment. 
. . . when CHARLES SANDERS comes to school the last day of school in the 

suit his mother made him wear. 
. . . when MIKE BLACK talks about something besides football and girls. 
. . . when CAROLYN TIPPING has her clothes ripped off in a seventh grade 

fight. 
. . . when SANDY ALEXANDER breathes in your face asking if she has bad 

breath after eating onions for lunch. 
. . . when you hear that SHIRLEY BROWN can say good-bye in 10 different 

languages. 
. . . when CHERRI WRIGHT and TERRY KELLER tell you they were born just 

fifteen minutes apart. 

Your Off Your Balance Beam ... 

. . . when you think MARY BETH SEWARD's real name is Mary Beth. 

. . . when you listen to MIKE PLUTO give a speech on skiing when he has 
never been. 

. . . when a commode talks back to you like one did to BEV HASKETT. 
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Terry Pogue started early trying to decide between Band and Belles. 

YOU'RE OFF YOUR BALANCE BEAM ... 
. . . when you lose your bike, make a teacher go look for it, then remember 

you did not ride it to school like NEIL JONES did. 
when you think MARK KUYKENDALL will make good on a bet. 

. . . when you see GERALD McVAY come to class on time. 

. . . when SCOTT CHUBIN misses a six inch putt. 

. . . when you ask RISE ROSENKRANTZ to be your "bosom" buddy. 
• • . when you cry all night and go to bed without eating like DEBBIE HART-

MAN did since she could not fly like Peter Pan. 
. . . when you think RONNIE THARP will make do as a secretary. 

when you plug up a hole in your gas tank with soap like TERRY THOMP-
SON. 
when you read ASUKA NAKHARA's story about the adventures of DIANE 
MARTIN, HECTOR ESCAMILLA, and SUSAN YOACHUM in Mr. Vick's 
trig class. 

. . when you ask KATY CALHOUN about the scar on her shoulder where she 
ran into a fence. 

. . . when you hear RICKY BOUBRECK has a date. 

. . . when you fall for the snipe trick like PAULETTE DODSON did. 

. . . when you take two hours to get to Kips on Mockingbird like SANDRA 
HARRIS does. 

. . . when you run into corners while being chased like DEBBIE HARTMAN. 

. . . when you make faces like MARY HARLAN does behind Mr. Waits' back. 

. . . when you ask someone to roll your house like DEBBIE HARTMAN did. 

. . . when you put on a Belle jacket and march at the Concert Choir banquet 
like PETE THOMPSON. 

. . . when you ask DEBBIE EIDSON how to get a man. 

. . . when you buy sbc pairs of shoes at once like DENISE MALONE. 
. . . when you crawl into Mr. Sims biology class like GARY REYNOLDS did 

to escape being tardy. 
. . . when you fall out of GARY VERCEL's truck like ZANE AGEE did. 
. . . when you roll down the stairs like BECKY MATHEWS at a Ft. Worth 

convention. 
. . . when you act like JOHN SIBLEY and mistake Mrs. Sue White for the 

backseat of a car. 
. . . when during the summer you saw JUDY ROSE without DAN DRAKE, or 

vice versa. 
. . . when you think it is hard for CHERI WRIGHT to stick her foot in her mouth 

with a shoe size of only 1-1/2. 

Floor Exercises 

— JEFF CARROLL failed to exercise restraint when Mr. Cunningham refused to let 
him go to the bathroom. 

BARBARA MONK and GLENDA WILLIAMS exercised with GLENDA's brother 
by having a pillow fight on the roof at 2 a.m. 

Count how many times JOHN CAHPLIN jumped out Mrs. Proffer's window to 
escape algebra. 

DEBBIE PAINTER likes to lay on the floor in speech class. 
CHERRI WRIGHT exercises coordination when she turns into a two-car drive-

way and still hits a tree. 
CHERYL AUTRY's and SUSAN MARTIN OSBORNE's ballet recitals could have 

used a little more coordination. 

FLOOR EXERCISES 
GLEN BRUNER exercised coordination when he fell off the diving block and hit 

his head his sophomore year. 
BONNIE ARNOLD is so coordinated, she drives with her foot hanging out the 

car window. 
KATHY FORSYTHE HENDRIX got plenty of exercise when she fought with DEB- 

BIE PAGE over GENE LONGDEN. 
--KEVIN WILSON needs someone to go spot for him at the Health Club. 
--STEVE BUCHER cannot do exercises because the zipper on his ROTC uni- 

form does not have a safety catch. 
RICKY BURCH exercises at home by prancing around in black leopard while 

humming waltzes to himself. 
CATHY CAPERTON can jump high if you will lower the ground. 

Flipping Over Somebody 

CHERRI WRIGHT flipped over PAT CASTER so much, she baked him a batch 
of cupcakes for Valentine's Day. 

ROBERT LEWIS flipped over a new way to spend his time -- with a senior 
cheerleader. 

ELAINE ESTES flipped over her music teacher's brother. 
PATTY JUNO flipped when she received her first box of Valentine's candy from 

Ernie Cook. 
ELAINE KIRBY flips over any guy who kisses her on the cheek on the second 

or third date. 

DENNIS MARSHALL flipped when he got a PLAYBOY in the mail from an 
anonymous senior. 

NANCY THOMES, TERESA STROMAN, and VICKI PLUNK used to flip over who 
would get to sit in the front seat with TERRY TATE. 

SHARON LYONS flips over every good looking guy she sees. 
PAT LISTER would flip if someone would donate some weight to her. 

--SHIRLEY BROWN flipped when she wanted to know what color her history 
teacher's undergarments were and he showed her. 

ALICIA ROBINSON always seems to have plenty of boyfriends that she flipped 
over. 

YOU'RE OFF YOUR BALANCE BEAM ... 

. . . when you lose your bike, make a teacher go look for it, then remember 
you did not ride it to school like NEIL JONES did. 

. . . when you think MARK KUYKENDALL will make good on a bet. 

. . . when you see GERALD McVAY come to class on time. 

. . . when SCOTT CHUBIN misses a six inch putt. 
. . when you ask RISE ROSENKRANTZ to be your "bosom" buddy. 

. . . when you cry all night and go to bed without eating like DEBBIE HART- 
MAN did since she could not fly like Peter Pan. 

. . . when you think RONNIE THARP will make do as a secretary. 

. . . when you plug up a hole in your gas tank with soap like TERRY THOMP- 
SON. 

. . when you rev! ASUKA NAKHARA's story about the adventures of DIANE 
MARTIN, HECTOR ESCAMILLA, and SUSAN YOACHUM in Mr. Vick's 
trig class. 

. . when you ask KATY CALHOUN about the scar on her shoulder where she 
ran into a fence. 

. . . when you hear RICKY BOUBRECK has a date. 

. . . when you fall for the snipe trick like PAULETTE DODSON did. 

. . . when you take two hours to get to Kips on Mockingbird like SANDRA 
HARRIS does. 

. . . when you run into corners while being chased like DEBBIE HARTMAN. 

. . . when you make faces like MARY HARLAN does behind Mr. Waits' back. 

. . . when you ask someone to roll your house like DEBBIE HARTMAN did. 

. . . when you put on a Belle jacket and march at the Concert Choir banquet 
like PETE THOMPSON. 

. . . when you ask DEBBIE EIDSON how to get a man. 

. . . when you buy sbc pairs of shoes at once like DENISE MALONE. 
. . . when you crawl into Mr. Sims biology class like GARY REYNOLDS did 

to escape being tardy. 
. . . when you fall out of GARY VERCEL's truck like ZANE AGEE did. 
. . . when you roll down the stairs like BECKY MATHEWS at a Ft. Worth 

convention. 
. . . when you act like JOHN SIBLEY and mistake Mrs. Sue White for the 

backseat of a car. 
. . . when during the summer you saw JUDY ROSE without DAN DRAKE, or 

vice versa. 
. . . when you think it is hard for CHERI WRIGHT to stick her foot in her mouth 

with a shoe size of only 1-1/2. 

Floor Exercises 

— JEFF CARROLL failed to exercise restraint when Mr. Cunningham refused to let 
him go to the bathroom. 

BARBARA MONK and GLENDA WILLIAMS exercised with GLENDA's brother 
by having a pillow fight on the roof at 2 a.m. 

Count how many times JOHN CAHPLIN jumped out Mrs. Proffer's window to 
escape algebra. 

DEBBIE PAINTER likes to lay on the floor in speech class. 
CHERRI WRIGHT exercises coordination when she turns into a two-car drive-

way and still hits a tree. 
CHERYL AUTRY's and SUSAN MARTIN OSBORNE's ballet recitals could have 

used a little more coordination. 

FLOOR EXERCISES 
GLEN BRUNER exercised coordination when he fell off the diving block and hit 

his head his sophomore year. 
BONNIE ARNOLD is so coordinated, she drives with her foot hanging out the 

car window. 
KATHY FORSYTHE HENDRIX got plenty of exercise when she fought with DEB- 

BIE PAGE over GENE LONGDEN. 
--KEVIN WILSON needs someone to go spot for him at the Health Club. 
--STEVE BUCHER cannot do exercises because the zipper on his ROTC uni- 

form does not have a safety catch. 
RICKY BURCH exercises at home by prancing around in black leopard while 

humming waltzes to himself. 
CATHY CAPERTON can jump high if you will lower the ground. 

Flipping Over Somebody 

CHERRI WRIGHT flipped over PAT CASTER so much, she baked him a batch 
of cupcakes for Valentine's Day. 

ROBERT LEWIS flipped over a new way to spend his time -- with a senior 
cheerleader. 

ELAINE ESTES flipped over her music teacher's brother. 
PATTY JUNO flipped when she received her first box of Valentine's candy from 

Ernie Cook. 
ELAINE KIRBY flips over any guy who kisses her on the cheek on the second 

or third date. 

DENNIS MARSHALL flipped when he got a PLAYBOY in the mail from an 
anonymous senior. 

NANCY THOMES, TERESA STROMAN, and VICKI PLUNK used to flip over who 
would get to sit in the front seat with TERRY TATE. 

SHARON LYONS flips over every good looking guy she sees. 
PAT LISTER would flip if someone would donate some weight to her. 

--SHIRLEY BROWN flipped when she wanted to know what color her history 
teacher's undergarments were and he showed her. 

ALICIA ROBINSON always seems to have plenty of boyfriends that she flipped 
over. 

Terry Pogue started early trying to decide between Band and Belles. 

YOU'RE OFF YOUR BALANCE BEAM ... 
• when you lose your bike, make a teacher go look for it, then remember 

you did not ride it to school like NEIL JONES did. 
. . . when you think MARK KUYKENDALL will make good on a bet. 
. . . when you see GERALD McVAY come to class on time. 
. . . when SCOTT CHUBIN misses a six inch putt. 
• . . when you ask RISE ROSENKRANTZ to be your "bosom" buddy. 
▪ when you cry all night and go to bed without eating like DEBBIE HART-

MAN did since she could not fly like Peter Pan. 
. . . when you think RONNIE THARP will make do as a secretary. 
. . . when you plug up a hole in your gas tank with soap like TERRY THOMP-

SON. 
when you read ASUKA NAKHARA's story about the adventures of DIANE 
MARTIN, HECTOR ESCAMILLA, and SUSAN YOACHUM in Mr. Vick's 
trig class. 
when you ask KATY CALHOUN about the scar on her shoulder where she 
ran into a fence. 

• when you hear RICKY BOUBRECK has a date. 
• when you fall for the snipe trick like PAULETTE DODSON did. 
▪ when you take two hours to get to Kips on Mockingbird like SANDRA 

HARRIS does. 
. . . when you run into corners while being chased like DEBBIE HARTMAN. 
. . . when you make faces like MARY HARLAN does behind Mr. Waits' back. 
. . . when you ask someone to roll your house like DEBBIE HARTMAN did. 
. . . when you put on a Belle jacket and march at the Concert Choir banquet 

like PETE THOMPSON. 
. . . when you ask DEBBIE EIDSON how to get a man. 
. . . when you buy six pairs of shoes at once like DENISE MALONE. 
. . . when you crawl into Mr. Sims biology class like GARY REYNOLDS did 

to escape being tardy. 
. . . when you fall out of GARY VERCEL's truck like ZANE AGEE did. 
. . . when you roll down the stairs like BECKY MATHEWS at a Ft. Worth 

convention. 
when you act like JOHN SIBLEY and mistake Mrs. Sue White for the 
backseat of a car. 
when during the summer you saw JUDY ROSE without DAN DRAKE, or 
vice versa. 

, . . when you think it is hard for CHERI WRIGHT to stick her foot in her mouth 
with a shoe size of only 1-1/2. 
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Floor Exercises 

— JEFF CARROLL failed to exercise restraint when Mr. Cunningham refused to let 
him go to the bathroom. 

BARBARA MONK and GLENDA WILLIAMS exercised with GLENDA's brother 
by having a pillow fight on the roof at 2 a.m. 

Count how many times JOHN CAHPLIN jumped out Mrs. Proffer's window to 
escape algebra. 

DEBBIE PAINTER likes to lay on the floor in speech class. 
CHERRI WRIGHT exercises coordination when she turns into a two-car drive-

way and still hits a tree. 
CHERYL AUTRY's and SUSAN MARTIN OSBORNE's ballet recitals could have 

used a little more coordination. 

FLOOR EXERCISES 
GLEN BRUNER exercised coordination when he fell off the diving block and hit 

his head his sophomore year. 
BONNIE ARNOLD is so coordinated, she drives with her foot hanging out the 

car window. 
KATHY FORSYTHE HENDRIX got plenty of exercise when she fought with DEB- 

BIE PAGE over GENE LONGDEN. 
--KEVIN WILSON needs someone to go spot for him at the Health Club. 
—STEVE BUCHER cannot do exercises because the zipper on his ROTC uni- 

form does not have a safety catch. 
RICKY BURCH exercises at home by prancing around in black leopard while 

humming waltzes to himself. 
CATHY CAPERTON can jump high if you will lower the ground. 

Flipping Over Somebody 

CHERRI WRIGHT flipped over PAT CASTER so much, she baked him a batch 
of cupcakes for Valentine's Day. 

ROBERT LEWIS flipped over a new way to spend his time -- with a senior 
cheerleader. 

ELAINE ESTES flipped over her music teacher's brother. 
PATTY JUNO flipped when she received her first box of Valentine's candy from 

Ernie Cook. 
ELAINE KIRBY flips over any guy who kisses her on the cheek on the second 

or third date. 

DENNIS MARSHALL flipped when he got a PLAYBOY in the mail from an 
anonymous senior. 

NANCY THOMES, TERESA STROMAN, and VICKI PLUNK used to flip over who 
would get to sit in the front seat with TERRY TATE. 

SHARON LYONS flips over every good looking guy she sees. 
PAT LISTER would flip if someone would donate some weight to her. 

—SHIRLEY BROWN flipped when she wanted to know what color her history 
teacher's undergarments were and he showed her. 

ALICIA ROBINSON always seems to have plenty of boyfriends that she flipped 
over. 

Terry Pogue started early trying to decide between Band and Belles. 
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FLIPPING OVER SOMEBODY 
All the guys at Sanger flipped over TERRY WALLACE in the first and second 

grade. 
SHAUNA ROSE flipped over TIM WILLINGHAM in August, and they were almost 

married by following June. 
DEBBIE CANNON would flip if STEVE SLAUGHTER was not always chasing her. 
JAN CAMPBELL really flipped over JOHN PENN in the tenth grade. 
MICHAEL BRYANT's eyes flip over MARIE RUNNELS. 
MARJIE ALLEN flips when MARK SHEPPARD tickles her during lunch. 
BECKY BUCKLEY really flipped when she fell asleep in his lap after he just 

threw up on himself. 
CATHERLEAN LOUD had the same guy escort her for queen in elementary 

and junior high schools and finally got him for a boyfriend. 
RICIA BROAD flipped over Craig Morton so much, she flew out to Oakland, 

California to see him. 
Remember when MARIE RUNNELS had a crush on ROBERT LEWIS? 

—Did JOHN JOHNSON secretly give his $81 ring to a junior girl, then claim he 
lost it in her front yard? 

Remember when BENTLEY PALEY and DENNIS BOYKIN both had a crush on 
DIANE McGLNNIS? 

DANA WILDER has a big crush on GARY WHITE. 
When DUANE BLAMER flips over a girl--he sends her an introductory saying 

he will "fight to the death" to get a date. 

Take A Tumble ... 

when BETTY McCALEB says, "You just wait and see -- I will be 36-
24-36 next summer." 

▪ when DUANE RIMMER walks down the hall with two sophomores on each 
arm. 

. . . when you spend the night with VICKI PLUNK and she wants to "snuggle". 
. . when GENE LONG rattles off five computer languages beginning with 

Burrough's 5500. 
. . . when DANELLE BELZER and BENTLEY PALEZ get caught holding 

hands in Minyards stockroom. 
▪ when TERESA HARRIS acts mature. 
▪ when everyone nips from NANCY HARRIS' bar at parties. 
. . . when CINDY YORK got caught in Mr. Kennedy's dark office with KEN- 

NETH COX. 
when NANCY MULLINS on her way to bed, stubs her toes, runs into a wall, 
finally reaches the bed and then falls off onto the floor. 
when DEBBIE PAINTER faints at the sight of blood. 
when TINA YARBOROUGH falls off her ten-speed in front of some guys 

after telling her sister not to. 
when GLENDA WILLIAMS tells Mr. Waits that his grandson is cute and 
then finds out it is his son. 

. . . when MARK McWATTERS derives sadistic pleasure from blowing up 
peoples' arms while taking blood pressure. 

. . . when BEN IVEY gets caught shispering sweet nothings into a commode. 

. . when NEIL COHEN tumbles over his soccer ball. 
. . when you see RICHARD LORD kiss the Cougar at the front entrance. 

. when KATY CALHOUN is at a loss for words. 
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TAKE A TUMBLE .. 

. . . when LAURA CASTER tells her boy her lover problems, and he says to 
forget them and marry him, 

. . when DONNA BOYD's real hair color is discovered. 
. when TERRY POGUE claims she can "take it off" faster than JON GRAEF. 

. . when BECKY BUCKLEY gives you her spastic wink. 

. . when PAUL CORNELL takes off his cowboy hat. 

. . when DUANE RIMMER does not wear colorfully designed underwear. 

. . when you hear about how AUGUSTINE RUBIO blew a fuse and blacked out 
a whole floor of the motel in Washington. 

. . when DUSTY SEXTON tries to sell silk at a Persian Market place. 
. . . when you see CINDY GREEN's wedding ring. 
. . . when you see DEBBIE CANNON running down the street in her pajamas. 
. . . when you see LINETTE LACY dance as she sews in homemaking. 
. . . when you hear JOHNNY QUILL has a date. 
. . . when SUSY DAVIS bites her hard-boiled egg. 
. . . when JOE TAYLOR makes his chicken call. 
. . . when HECTOR ESCAMILLA takes all his dates to the coat room at student 

council dances. 
when GEORGE CARPENTER falls in 
BENTLEY PALEZ steals her away. 
when DAVID BROWN speaks. 
when KATHY CALHOUN cried 
swam away. 
when you scream "mouse" and watch 
tumble. 
when MIKE MAYES actually does some work in English. 
when you find out CECILIA GARCIA has never heard of snow cream. 

— Susan Yoachum and Teresa Guidry .. . I could have danced all night. 
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love with DANIELLE BELZER and 

• • • 

..ro • • 

. . . 

at the last Belle pray circle and they all 

SANDRA JACKSON literally take a 



. when SUSAN YOACHUM actually thinks that somebody will sleep with her 
in the raw. 

. . . when DEBBIE ELLIS throws her slide rule out the algebra class window. 

. . . when DEBBIE EIDSON "frisbees" her tortilla across the table at El 
Fenix. 

. . . when SHERI MARBLE loses her reputation as being an "old lady". 

. . . when KATY CARPENTER carries a picture of Mr. Zidermanis. 

. . . when TINA HILL is the all-star basketball player of second period gym. 

. . . when PHYLLIS HOLABAUGH's name is pronounced correctly. 

. . . when anyone will ever remember that LINDA MACKEY used to be very 
quiet and shy. 

. when DENISE MALONE is accused of talking too much. 
. . . when GENE SMITH says to her hair that it is keeping her short. 

.. . when PATSY LAWRENCE is called a gossip. 

. . . when after all those absences MARY LOU SMITH actually graduated at 
mid-semester. 

. . . when GARY REYNOLDS does not sleep in metal shop. 

. . . when you say Charlie Pride is ANNIE PRIDE's uncle. 
. . when you tell GREG HUMPHRIES that he looks like KEN COX. 

. . . when STEVE HICKS is not picked up by the SPCA. 

. . . when TERESA REAMES always just happened to run into Ronnie Story 
in their junior year. 

. . . when SUZANNE OSBORNE insists that the lady who works at Dairy Queen 
is from Viet Nam because of the way she talks. 

. . . when BRUCE McMAHON takes notes in history rather than on the NFL 
paint spreads. 

do 

It Is A 

Longshot In 

Basketball ... 
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. when SUSAN YOACHUM actually thinks that somebody will sleep with her 
in the raw. 

. . . when DEBBIE ELLIS throws her slide rule out the algebra class window. 

. . . when DEBBIE EIDSON "frisbees" her tortilla across the table at El 
Fenix. 

. . . when SHERI MARBLE loses her reputation as being an "old lady". 

. . . when KATY CARPENTER carries a picture of Mr. Zidermanis. 

. . . when TINA HILL is the all-star basketball player of second period gym. 

. . . when PHYLLIS HOLABAUGH's name is pronounced correctly. 

. . . when anyone will ever remember that LINDA MACKEY used to be very 
quiet and shy. 

. when DENISE MALONE is accused of talking too much. 
. . . when GENE SMITH says to her hair that it is keeping her short. 

.. . when PATSY LAWRENCE is called a gossip. 

. . . when after all those absences MARY LOU SMITH actually graduated at 
mid-semester. 

. . . when GARY REYNOLDS does not sleep in metal shop. 

. . . when you say Charlie Pride is ANNIE PRIDE's uncle. 
. . when you tell GREG HUMPHRIES that he looks like KEN COX. 

. . . when STEVE HICKS is not picked up by the SPCA. 

. . . when TERESA REAMES always just happened to run into Ronnie Story 
in their junior year. 

. . . when SUZANNE OSBORNE insists that the lady who works at Dairy Queen 
is from Viet Nam because of the way she talks. 

. . . when BRUCE McMAHON takes notes in history rather than on the NFL 
paint spreads. 

do 

It Is A 

Longshot In 

Basketball ... 

41 

It Is A 

Longshot In 

Basketball ... 

. . when SUSAN YOACHUM actually thinks that somebody will sleep with her 
in the raw. 

. . . when DEBBIE ELLIS throws her slide rule out the algebra class window. 

. . . when DEBBIE EIDSON "frisbees" her tortilla across the table at El 
Fenix. 

. . . when SHERI MARBLE loses her reputation as being an "old lady". 

. . . when KATY CARPENTER carries a picture of Mr. Zidermanis. 

. . . when TINA HILL is the all-star basketball player of second period gym. 

. . . when PHYLLIS HOLABAUGH's name is pronounced correctly. 

. . . when anyone will ever remember that LINDA MACKEY used to be very 
quiet and shy. 

. . . when DENISE MALONE is accused of talking too much. 

. . . when GENE SMITH says to her hair that it is keeping her short. 

. . when PATSY LAWRENCE is called a gossip. . 

. .. when after all those absences MARY LOU SMITH actually graduated at 
mid-semester. 

. .. when GARY REYNOLDS does not sleep in metal shop. 

. . . when you say Charlie Pride is ANNIE PRIDE's uncle. 

. . . when you tell GREG HUMPHRIES that he looks like KEN COX. 

. . . when STEVE HICKS is not picked up by the SPCA. 

. . . when TERESA REAMES always just happened to run into Ronnie Story 
in their junior year. 

. . . when SUZANNE OSBORNE insists that the lady who works at Dairy Queen 
is from Viet Nam because of the way she talks. 

. . . when BRUCE McMAHON takes notes in history rather than on the NFL 
paint spreads. 
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It Is A Technical Foul ... 

. . . when LEAH EMERSON tried to commit suicide in her junior year by throw-
ing herself into a burning sunlamp. 

. . . when SID REID put a Pflash sticker in the teachers chair and she spent the 
entire day advertising for Fina. 

. . . when DONNA ENGSTROM and CINDY BARNES threw cigarettes in the 
trash can to hide from SHIRLEY BROWN and the can caught fire. 

. . . when ELAINE ESTES' shoelaces are untied. 

. . . when DIANE McGINNIS' bandages her finger so she can sit out the church 
basketball game and keep company with the coach. 

. . . when PAULA MARBLE and SHARON LYONS spend most of their time in 
homemaking stealing cookies and cleaning up crumbs to cover their tracks. 

. . . when LYNNE BYBEE loses her shoes on the Science Club trip to A&M. 

. . . when MARK McWATTERS tell you he played a tragically good game of 
spades. 

. when DOUG DEPOMA has tonsilities, fractures his hip, and walks or. 
crutches in a 3 week period. 

. . when GEORGE SIMPSON wonders why he has to take final exams in all 
his classes. 

• when RALPH CANADA grows whiskers and tells you his basketball team 
won 77-5. 

. . when CLARK HICKOCK tells you he's Wa iting for the Pub to come out 
before he puts mascara on his mustache. 

. when RONNIE THARP shows a golf swing that looks like Jack Nicklaus 
and a score that looks like NEIL JONES. 

. . . when LIZ BOSLER sings while she drives. 

Rex Green places his first call to his 	Teresa Reames and Monica Wallace ... 
local ROTC recruiting office. 	something is creeping 'round the 

corner. 

It Is a Tip-off 	... 

when BOBBY BANKSTON borrows somebody's St. Christopher to impress 
People with his shirt off. 
when GAYLE DAVIS tells you she just cannot get over how "sexy" 
TIM CASTELBERRY is. 
when SUSAN HARVANEK wears her "new face". 
when TERRY POGUE tells you about her boyfriend from Highland Park 
and you never see him. 

• when KIM RAGEN, BECKY BUCKLEY, GAYLE DAVIS, and CONNIE KRAUSE 
have a contest to see who is the most realistic "lady of the evening". 
Connie always wins. 
when DAVID DANIEL knocks the girls off their feet at the ice arena 
so he can pick them up. 
when KAREN FLYNN throws rocks at KAREN PULLEN's house at 3:00 
a.m. 

. . . when ROBIN JUDY takes off in SAM MORGAN's car. 

. . . when all PAT LISTER's time is spent trying to attract ZACHERY TUCK-
ER's attention. 

. when ROBERT TOLLERMAN wears blue and white fish net underwear. 

. when TERESA STROMAN has something "special" to say to WAYNE 
S EYMOUR. 

. . . when you see an animated telephone walking toward you such as GARY 
LASLS E. 

. when BECKY BUCKLEY spends the entire night reading the Encyclopedia 
of Sexual Knowledge. 

. . when LEO HOLLO attempts to tell a lie. 
. . . when CONNIE KRAUSE wears her love beads. 
. . when MELINDA SCALES dates a sophomore. 
. . . when a good looking guy asks ELAINE KIRBY her birthdate and she gives 

him her phone number. 
. . . when SYLVIA KING's neck turns red. 
. . . when RITA BOWER is the only one who laughs at PAT CASTER's jokes. 
. . . when CONNIE KRAUSE says that balloons have a sex life. 

. . when after mowing lawns all summer, the best JOHN REEVES can afford 
for transportation on dates is a bike. 

. . . when JAN PIETZSCH got a kick out of having a shrimp swim into her bathing 
suit at Galveston. 

. . . when after getting a new '73 Vega, CHUCK HICKMAN started to be known. 

. . . when you discover that KAREN EKISS' favorite people are Austin tele-
phone operators. 

. . . when KAREN WOLTMAN can only do her artwork on a banana. 

. . . when KATHRYN WILLIAMS rubs her nose when she is excited. 

. . . when in the eighth grade, CHRISTY ROGERS would come into home- 
making crying. You knew she and JIMMY KELLUS had been fighting again. 

. . . when a certain junior in second period "makes eyes" at CHRISTY RUSH. 

. . . when JAYNE PIERCE went to Ft. Worth to spend the night and left her 
pajamas in Dallas. 

. . . when you hear that GLENDA PEARSON slept with her mother until she was 
in the sixth grade. 
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It Is A Technical Foul ... 

. . . when LEAH EMERSON tried to commit suicide in her junior year by throw-
ing herself into a burning sunlamp. 

. . . when SID REID put a Pflash sticker in the teachers chair and she spent the 
entire day advertising for Fina. 

. . . when DONNA ENGSTROM and CINDY BARNES threw cigarettes in the 
trash can to hide from SHIRLEY BROWN and the can caught fire. 

. . . when ELAINE ESTES' shoelaces are untied. 

. . . when DIANE McGINNIS' bandages her finger so she can sit out the church 
basketball game and keep company with the coach. 

. . . when PAULA MARBLE and SHARON LYONS spend most of their time in 
homemaking stealing cookies and cleaning up crumbs to cover their tracks. 

. . . when LYNNE BYBEE loses her shoes on the Science Club trip to A&M. 

. . . when MARK McWATTERS tell you he played a tragically good game of 
spades. 

. when DOUG DEPOMA has tonsilities, fractures his hip, and walks or. 
crutches in a 3 week period. 

. . when GEORGE SIMPSON wonders why he has to take final exams in all 
his classes. 

• when RALPH CANADA grows whiskers and tells you his basketball team 
won 77-5. 

. . when CLARK HICKOCK tells you he's wa iting for the Pub to come out 
before he puts mascara on his mustache. 

. when RONNIE THARP shows a golf swing that looks like Jack Nicklaus 
and a score that looks like NEIL JONES. 

. . . when LIZ BOSLER sings while she drives. 

Rex Green places his first call to his 	Teresa Reames and Monica Wallace ... 
local ROTC recruiting office. 	something is creeping 'round the 

corner. 

It Is a Tip-off 	... 

when BOBBY BANKSTON borrows somebody's St. Christopher to impress 
People with his shirt off. 
when GAYLE DAVIS tells you she just cannot get over how "sexy" 
TIM CASTELBERRY is. 
when SUSAN HARVANEK wears her "new face". 
when TERRY POGUE tells you about her boyfriend from Highland Park 
and you never see him. 

• when KIM RAGEN, BECKY BUCKLEY, GAYLE DAVIS, and CONNIE KRAUSE 
have a contest to see who is the most realistic "lady of the evening". 
Connie always wins. 
when DAVID DANIEL knocks the girls off their feet at the ice arena 
so he can pick them up. 
when KAREN FLYNN throws rocks at KAREN PULLEN's house at 3:00 
a.m. 

. . . when ROBIN JUDY takes off in SAM MORGAN's car. 

. . . when all PAT LISTER's time is spent trying to attract ZACHERY TUCK-
ER's attention. 

. when ROBERT TOLLERMAN wears blue and white fish net underwear. 

. when TERESA STROMAN has something "special" to say to WAYNE 
S EYMOUR. 

. . . when you see an animated telephone walking toward you such as GARY 
LASLS E. 

. when BECKY BUCKLEY spends the entire night reading the Encyclopedia 
of Sexual Knowledge. 

. . when LEO HOLLO attempts to tell a lie. 
. . . when CONNIE KRAUSE wears her love beads. 
. . when MELINDA SCALES dates a sophomore. 
. . . when a good looking guy asks ELAINE KIRBY her birthdate and she gives 

him her phone number. 
. . . when SYLVIA KING's neck turns red. 
. . . when RITA BOWER is the only one who laughs at PAT CASTER's jokes. 
. . . when CONNIE KRAUSE says that balloons have a sex life. 

. . when after mowing lawns all summer, the best JOHN REEVES can afford 
for transportation on dates is a bike. 

. . . when JAN PIETZSCH got a kick out of having a shrimp swim into her bathing 
suit at Galveston. 

. . . when after getting a new '73 Vega, CHUCK HICKMAN started to be known. 

. . . when you discover that KAREN EKISS' favorite people are Austin tele-
phone operators. 

. . . when KAREN WOLTMAN can only do her artwork on a banana. 

. . . when KATHRYN WILLIAMS rubs her nose when she is excited. 

. . . when in the eighth grade, CHRISTY ROGERS would come into home- 
making crying. You knew she and JIMMY KELLUS had been fighting again. 

. . . when a certain junior in second period "makes eyes" at CHRISTY RUSH. 

. . . when JAYNE PIERCE went to Ft. Worth to spend the night and left her 
pajamas in Dallas. 

. . . when you hear that GLENDA PEARSON slept with her mother until she was 
in the sixth grade. 
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It Is A Technical Foul ... 

when LEAH EMERSON tried to commit suicide in her junior year by throw-
ing herself into a burning sunlamp. 

. . . when SID REID put a Pflash sticker in the teachers chair and she spent the 
entire day advertising for Fina. 

▪ when DONNA ENGSTROM and CINDY BARNES threw cigarettes in the 
trash can to hide from SHIRLEY BROWN and the can caught fire. 

. . . when ELAINE ESTES' shoelaces are untied. 

. . . when DIANE McGINNIS' bandages her finger so she can sit out the church 
basketball game and keep company with the coach. 

. when PAULA MARBLE and SHARON LYONS spend most of their time in 
homemaking stealing cookies and cleaning up crumbs to cover their tracks. 

. . . when LYNNE BYBEE loses her shoes on the Science Club trip to A&M. 

. . . when MARK McWATTERS tell you he played a tragically good game of 
spades. 

. when DOUG DEPOMA has tonsilities, fractures his hip, and walks or. 
crutches in a 3 week period. 

. . . when GEORGE SIMPSON wonders why he has to take final exams in all 
his classes. 
when RALPH CANADA grows whiskers and tells you his basketball team 
won 77-5. 

. . . when CLARK HICKOCK tells you he's waiting for the Pub to come out 
before he puts mascara on his mustache. 
when RONNIE THARP shows a golf swing that looks like Jack Nicklaus 
and a score that looks like NEIL JONES. 

. when LIZ BOSLER sings while she drives. 

Rex Green places his first call to his 	Teresa Reames and Monica Wallace . . . 
local ROTC recruiting office. 	something is creeping 'round the 

corner. 

It Is a Tip-off 	... 

. . when BOBBY BANKSTON borrows somebody's St. Christopher to impress 
people with his shirt off. 

. . . when GAYLE DAVIS tells you she just cannot get over how "sexy" 
TIM C AST E LB E RRY is. 

. . . when SUSAN HARVANEK wears her "new face". 
. . . when TERRY POGUE tells you about her boyfriend from Highland Park 

and you never see him. 
• when KIM RAGEN, BECKY BUCKLEY, GAYLE DAVIS, and CONNIE KRAUSE 

have a contest to see who is the most realistic "lady of the evening". 
Connie always wins. 

. . . when DAVID DANIEL knocks the girls off their feet at the ice arena 
so he can pick them up. 

. when KAREN FLYNN throws rocks at KAREN PULLEN's house at 3:00 
a.m. 

. when ROBIN JUDY takes off in SAM MORGAN's car. 
• when all PAT LLSTER's time is spent trying to attract ZACHERY TUCK-

ER's attention. 
. when ROBERT TOLLERMAN wears blue and white fish net underwear. 

. . . when TERESA STROMAN has something "special" to say to WAYNE 
SEYMOUR. 
when you see an animated telephone walking toward you such as GARY 
LASLS E. 
when BECKY BUCKLEY spends the entire night reading the Encyclopedia 
of Sexual Knowledge. 

. when LEO HOLLO attempts to tell a lie. 
. . when CONNIE KRAUSE wears her love beads. 
. . when MELINDA SCALES dates a sophomore. 
. . . when a good looking guy asks ELAINE KIRBY her birthdate and she gives 

him her phone number. 
. . when SYLVIA KING's neck turns red. 
. . . when RITA BOWER is the only one who laughs at PAT CASTER's jokes. 

when CONNIE KRAUSE says that balloons have a sex life. 
when after mowing lawns all summer, the best JOHN REEVES can afford 
for transportation on dates is a bike. 
when JAN PIETZSCH got a kick out of having a shrimp swim into her bathing 
suit at Galveston. 
when after getting a new '73 Vega, CHUCK HICKMAN started to be known. 

. . . when you discover that KAREN EKISS' favorite people are Austin tele-
phone operators. 

. . . when KAREN WOLTMAN can only do her artwork on a banana. 

. . when KATHRYN WILLIAIJS rubs her nose when she is excited. 
when in the eighth grade, CHRISTY ROGERS would come into home-
making crying. You knew she and JIMMY KELLUS had been fighting again. 

. . . when a certain junior in second period "makes eyes" at CHRISTY RUSH. 

. . . when JAYNE PIERCE went to Ft. Worth to spend the night and left her 
pajamas in Dallas. 

. . . when you hear that GLENDA PEARSON slept with her mother until she was 
in the sixth grade. 
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LANCE DECKARD . ."Yeah? With Marsha (Meek) in here? 
CHARLES FOSTER .."Hey P.B." 
MARTIN BOYD . ."Even goatropers need love." 
CINDY LINDGREN . . ."I do not have a cold. I just have a bad cough." 
REX CURTIS . ."You will never see me wearing those hippie bell bottoms." 
DEBBIE ELLIS ... "I am so tired of people abusing my body." 

---CHRIS REEVES . 	"Attention Happy Birthday and Anniversary singers." 
PETE THOMPSON . . . "MMMMM, cookie. Yum, Yum, eat 'em up." 
YVETTE OAKES 	"We are gonna get popped, man." 
MATT BEASLEY ... "Take a running dive." 
MARGARET ELLIS .. "What does G-R-A-Y spell?" 
RICHARD STEELE . . . "I had long hair before it was in style." 
KIM DETTMEN . . . "My brother goes to North Texas and he is on the weight 

lifting team -- do you want a date with him? 
- ANNE GOODWIN „ . "I loved hot air." 

ROBBY MARTIN .. . "It's not my responsibility. I have a swim meet." 
DAN MOFFETT , . • "Band and Belles do not mix." 
DORTHEA HILL , "Give me justice!" 
VALERIE SCRIFRES , . "I saw what you did!" 
JOHN REEVES . . . "But I am not Chris' brother."  

VERBAL VOLLEYBALL 
MARK HALL • "That reminds me of another joke I once heard." 
TINA HILL . "But I want to be a boy." 
PEGGY TRULL . • . "Love it." 
SARA STARKEY . 	"What kind of a girl do you think I am?" 
WET DAVIS ... "How do you make your hair grow?" 
SCOTT CHUM .. "Plan your play, and play your plan." 
DEBBIE ELLIS . .."I cannot stress on you enough. • ." 
SHERRY HOLMES 	."I got a house built from the ground. Where else would 

the house be built'?" 
BETTY HURLEY . 	"But I cannot help it! I do not like puddin' in my hair!" 
SAM MORGAN 	. "It is the after shave I have been drinking-uh wearing." 
MARK HALL 	"Anything PAT NORRIS can do, I can do better!" 
SARA STARKEY • • . "Come on yell, I am ready to boogie." 
PATTY CANTRELL . . . "May the Bird of happiness . . . " 
BONNIE LAPSLEY . . "I cannot tell if this is a solid, liquid, or chocolate." 
JAN CAMPBELL . "I swear it is as big as an Arid can." 
CINDI BARNES . "Duane Rimmer irritates me." 
JOHNNY QUILL . "Way to go ace." 
MIKE LYNCH . , "Great, grand, glorious, superfantastical, wonderful morning 

to you." 
DEBBIE BELLAH 	. "I just know everyone is gossiping about me." 
JAN CAMPBELL . "Hey man, how are you? Are you fine?" 
NANCY MULLINS . . "Blow it off." 
SUSAN DAVIS .."I have naturally curly hair." 
LAME POCHMAN .."I tell you I am a masochist." 
SANDRA HARRIS . . . "I do not want to see you without your underwear." 
PAUL DIXON 	"Howdy Partner." 
TERESA STROMAN . "Do I need to blow my nose?" 
SALLY SHARROCK ... "Grunge" 

--ROBIN JUDY ... "Fagle nagle." 
MARK HALL 	"Cool it, Gail, as a matter of fact, shut up." 
MARGARET PETTY 	"Steve, quit fogging up my back window." 
JEANNE ALBRECHT , . "She told everybody I did it, because she was mad 

at me." 
TERRY POGUE 	"Get away from me. I'm a senior." 
GLENDA PEARSON 	"Anybody want my navel?" 

—KATHY CALHOUN 	"KEVIN WILSON, get your hands off me." 
DEBBIE EIDSON 	"I am all fagged out." 
DEBBIE EIDSON . . . "Yell, I took a bath two weeks ago." 
GAYLE DAVIS .. "I'm impressed." 
SANDRA HARRIS . 	"Oh, how romantic." 
NANCY HATFIELD 	"Why do you not write me?" 
MARY HARLAN 	,"I'm saving my kisses until I'm older." 
PAULA DIXON .."I was gonna tell you something but I forgot." 
JOHN JOHNSON .. • "Get on the sticks." 
RITA BARN ETT .. . "Oh man, I cannot do this stuff." 
GAIL ADAMS 	,"How could I have kissed that tire face." 
AUGUSTENE RUBIO . . ."I did not remember." 
WAYNE SEYMOUR . ,"What is your ban_;-up?" 
TOM SHEFFLER 	"Ain't no problem there." 
KATHRYN WILLIAMS • . "Hello, Lemon." 
MARY M AGE . "I am so poor." 
PAULETTE DODSON . • . "I am not short, you are just very tall." 
ASUKA NAKAHARA . . "I will eat it." 
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LANCE DECKARD . ."Yeah? With Marsha (Meek) in here? 
CHARLES FOSTER .."Hey P.B." 
MARTIN BOYD . ."Even goatropers need love." 
CINDY LINDGREN . . ."I do not have a cold. I just have a bad cough." 
REX CURTIS . ."You will never see me wearing those hippie bell bottoms." 
DEBBIE ELLIS ... "I am so tired of people abusing my body." 

---CHRIS REEVES . 	"Attention Happy Birthday and Anniversary singers." 
PETE THOMPSON . . . "MMMMM, cookie. Yum, Yum, eat 'em up." 
YVETTE OAKES 	"We are gonna get popped, man." 
MATT BEASLEY ... "Take a running dive." 
MARGARET ELLIS .. "What does G-R-A-Y spell?" 
RICHARD STEELE . . . "I had long hair before it was in style." 
KIM DETTMEN . . . "My brother goes to North Texas and he is on the weight 

lifting team -- do you want a date with him? 
- ANNE GOODWIN „ . "I loved hot air." 

ROBBY MARTIN .. . "It's not my responsibility. I have a swim meet." 
DAN MOFFETT , . • "Band and Belles do not mix." 
DORTHEA HILL , "Give me justice!" 
VALERIE SCRIFRES , . "I saw what you did!" 
JOHN REEVES . . . "But I am not Chris' brother."  

VERBAL VOLLEYBALL 

MARK HALL • "That reminds me of another joke I once heard." 
TINA HILL 	"But I want to be a boy." 
PEGGY TRULL . • . "Love it." 
SARA STARKEY 	"What kind of a girl do you think I am?" 
WET DAVIS ... "How do you make your hair grow?" 
SCOTT CHUBIN .. "Plan your play, and play your plan." 
DEBBIE ELLIS . .."I cannot stress on you enough. • ." 
SHERRY HOLMES 	."I got a house built from the ground. Where else would 

the house be built?" 
BETTY HURLEY . 	"But I cannot help it! I do not like puddin' in my hair!" 
SAM MORGAN 	. "It is the after shave I have been drinking-uh wearing." 
MARK HALL 	"Anything PAT NORRIS can do, I can do better!" 
SARA STARKEY • • . "Come on yell, I am ready to boogie." 
PATTY CANTRELL . . . "May the Bird of happiness . . . " 
BONNIE LAPSLEY . . "I cannot tell if this is a solid, liquid, or chocolate." 
JAN CAMPBELL . "I swear it is as big as an Arid can." 
CINDI BARNES . "Duane Rimmer irritates me." 
JOHNNY QUILL . "Way to go ace." 
MIKE LYNCH . , "Great, grand, glorious, superfantastical, wonderful morning 

to you." 
DEBBIE BELLAH 	. "I just know everyone is gossiping about me." 
JAN CAMPBELL 	"Hey man, how are you? Are you fine?" 
NANCY MULLINS , . . "Blow it off." 
SUSAN DAVIS .."I have naturally curly hair." 
LAME POCIIMAN .."I tell you I am a masochist." 
SANDRA HARRIS . . . "I do not want to see you without your underwear." 
PAUL DIXON 	"Howdy Partner." 
TERESA STROMAN . "Do I need to blow my nose?" 
SALLY SHARROCK ... "Grunge" 

--ROBIN JUDY ... "Fagle nagle." 
MARK HALL 	"Cool it, Gail, as a matter of fact, shut up." 
MARGARET PETTY 	"Steve, quit fogging up my back window." 
JEANNE ALBRECHT , . "She told everybody I did it, because she was mad 

at me." 
TERRY POGUE 	"Get away from me. I'm a senior." 
GLENDA PEARSON 	"Anybody want my navel?" 

—KATHY CALHOUN 	"KEVIN WILSON, get your hands off me." 
DEBBIE EIDSON 	"I am all fagged out." 
DEBBIE EIDSON . . . "Yell, I took a bath two weeks ago." 
GAYLE DAVIS .. "I'm impressed." 
SANDRA HARRIS . 	"Oh, how romantic." 
NANCY HATFIELD 	"Why do you not write me?" 
MARY HARLAN 	,"I'm saving my kisses until I'm older." 
PAULA DIXON .."I was gonna tell you something but I forgot." 
JOHN JOHNSON .. • "Get on the sticks." 
RITA BARN ETT .. . "Oh man, I cannot do this stuff." 
GAIL ADAMS ."How could I have kissed that tire face." 
AUGUSTINE RUBIO . . ."I did not remember." 
WAYNE SEYMOUR . ,"What is your ban_;-up?" 
TOM SHEFFLER 	"Ain't no problem there." 
KATHRYN WILLIAMS • . "Hello, Lemon." 
MARY M AGE . "I am so poor." 
PAULETTE DODSON . • . "I am not short, you are just very tall." 
ASUKA NAKAHARA . . "I will eat it." 
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LANCE DECKARD ..."Yeah? With Marsha (Meek) in here? 
CHARLES FOSTER . . ."Hey P.B." 
MARTIN BOYD ..."Even goatropers need love." 
CINDY LINDGREN . . ."I do not have a cold. I Just have a bad cough." 
REX CURTIS . ."You will never see me wearing those hippie bell bottoms." 
DEBBIE ELLIS . . . "I am so tired of people abusing my body." 

----CHRIS REEVES . . 	"Attention Happy Birthday and Anniversary singers." 
PETE THOMPSON . . "MMMMM, cookie. Yum, Yum, eat 'em up." 
YVETTE OAKES . . . "We are gonna get Popped, man." 
MATT BEASLEY . . • "Take a running dive." 
MARGARET ELLIS . • "What does G-R-A-Y spell?" 
RICHARD STEELE . . • "I had long hair before it was in style." 
KIM DETTMEN . . . "My brother goes to North Texas and he is on the weight 

lilting team -- do you want a date with him? 
--ANNE GOODWIN . . "I loved hot air." 

ROBBY MARTIN . . . "It's not my responsibility. I have a swim meet." 
DAN MOFFETT , . . "Band and Belles do not mix." 
DORTHEA HILL . . . "Give me justice!" 
VALERIE SCRIFRES . "I saw what you did!" 
JOHN REEVES . . . "But I am not Chris' brother." 
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VERBAL VOLLEYBALL 

MARK HALL 	"That reminds me of another joke I once heard." 
TINA HILL 	"But I want to be a boy." 
PEGGY TRULL • . . "Love it." 
SARA STARKEY . . . "What kind of a girl do you think I am?" 
DIET DAVIS . "How do you make your hair grow?" 
SCOTT CHUBIN . • "Plan your play, and play your plan." 
DEBBIE ELLIS . . ."I cannot stress on you enough.. ." 
SHERRY HOLMES 	."I got a house built from the ground. Where else would 

the house be built?" 
BETTY HURLEY . . . "But I cannot help it! I do not like puddin' in my hair"' 
SAM MORGAN 	. "It is the after shave I have been drinking-uh wearing." 
MARK HALL . . . "Anything PAT NORRIS can do, I can do better!" 
SARA STARKEY . .. "Come on yell, I am ready to boogie." 
PATTY CANTRELL , "May the Bird of happiness . . . " 
BONNIE LAPSLEY 	. "I cannot tell if this is a solid, liquid, or chocolate." 
JAN CAMPBELL . . . "I swear it is as big as an Arid can." 
CINDI BARNES . "Duane Rimmer irritates me." 
JOHNNY QUILL . . "Way to go ace." 
MIKE LYNCH . . "Great, grand, glorious, superfantastical, wonderful morning 

to you." 
DEBBIE BELLAH . . . "I just know everyone is gossiping about me." 
JAN CAMPBELL . "Hey man, how are you? Are you fine?" 
NANCY MULLINS . "Blow it off." 
SUSAN  DAVIS. . ."I have naturally curly hair." 
LAME POCHMAN .."I tell you I am a masochist." 
SANDRA HARRIS . . 	"I do not want to see you without your underwear." 
PAUL DIXON 	"Howdy Partner." 
TERESA STROMAN . "Do I need to blow my nose?" 
SALLY SHARROCK . . "Grunge" 

—ROBIN JUDY . "Fagle nagle." 
MARK HALL , . . "Cool it, Gail, as a matter of fact, shut up." 
MARGARET PETTY . . . "Steve, quit fogging up my back window." 
JEANNE ALBRECHT . . "She told everybody I did it, because she was mad 

at me." 
TERRY POGUE 	"Get away from me. I'm a senior." 
GLENDA PEARSON 	"Anybody want my navel?" 

—KATHY CALHOUN , "KEVIN WILSON, get your hands off me." 
DEBBIE EIDSON 	"I am all fagged out." 
DEBBIE EIDSON . . . 	I took a bath two weeks ago." 
GAYLE DAVIS... "I'm impressed." 
SANDRA HARRIS . . "Oh, how romantic." 
NANCY HATFIELD 	"Why do you not write me."' 
MARY HARLAN ."I'm saving my kisses until I'm older." 
PAULA DIXON 	"I was gonna tell you something but I forgot." 
JOHN JOHNSON . • "Get on the sticks." 
RITA BARNETT . . "Oh man, I cannot do this stuff." 
GAIL ADAMS ."How could I have kissed that tire face." 
AUGUSTINE RUBIO ."I did not remember." 
WAYNE SEYMOUR . , "What is your ban,;-up?" 
TOM SHEFFLER 	"Ain't no problem there." 
KATHRYN WILLIAMS . . • "Hello, Lemon." 
MARY MAGE 	"I am so poor." 
PAULETTE DODSON . 	"I am not short, you are just very tall." 
ASUKA NAKAHARA . "I will eat it." 
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Wipe Out 

People wipe out when they see DEBBIE EIDSON's bumper sticker--"Goatropers 
need love, too". 

KENNY COX wipes out when AMANDA EATON chooses movie life to him. 
Did CHRISTY RUSH fall up the stairs because of her coat or because the stairs 

moved out from under her? 
Why cannot KELLEY DICKEY realize all his flirting is in vain. 
TIM WILLINGHAM wipes out when he thinks he is God's gift to women. 
MARK EMERSON's excuse for taking off his clothes in front of everyone at 

cheerleader school was "We have got to be just like brothers and sisters". 
TERRY WALLACE tried to keep her skipping out of first period a secret, but 

she screeches the wheels on her car so loud that everyone in the school 
knew that she was learning. 

SHERRY TAROT's junior year was awipe 
out since the high .point of it was en-
joying Mrs. Brown's American history 
class. 

RICKEY RAMSEY certainly has not been 
wiped out as a first rate thug. 

CARL SWICK wiped out when he thought 
the swim team were non-swimmers who wanted lessons. 

DAVID BRYANT and DENNIS HUGHES have since wiped out as best friends 
since Gaston. 

It is a wipe out when TOM DOLAN wins a bet or looses $15 from throwing papers 
in the trash cans. 

RICHARD BRUGHA wiped out when he threw his transmission out by trying to 
burn off for a girl. 

KEVIN COOK was wiped out by a friendly uppercut from his pal ZANE AGEE. 
RONALD SUTTON wiped out ducktails to add to his sliced back look in junior high. 
RICKY WEBB wiped out with his Firestone job since the only reason he works 

there is to build a mean machine. 
LISA ARMSTRONG wiped out in the eighth grade by having the same eyeglasses 

as her math teacher. 
PAM BARKER wiped out when she almost failed sex education in the seventh 

MARIA RIVERA was so intent on combing her hair in the girls restroom that 
she left to go to class without her books and had to leave to go get them. 

CARL WALKER wipes out for having only one pair of pants with a seat. 
It was a wipe out when DORIS JACKSON fell down the steps on the way to the bus. 

HOCKEY 
1Passire the Puck] 

Does the R in JOHN R. GREEN 
stand for Russ or Rough? 
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CHAPTER 5, 

1  Wipe Out 
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TERRY WALLACE tried to keep her skipping out of first period a secret, but 

she screeches the wheels on her car so loud that everyone in the school 
knew that she.was learning. 

SHERRY TAROT's junior year was a wipe 
out since the high .point of it was en-
joying Mrs. Brown's American history 
class. 

RICKEY RAMSEY certainly has not been 
wiped out as a first rate thug. 

CARL SWICK wiped out when he thought 
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HOCKEY 
Passin' the Puck ) 

Does the R in JOHN R. GREEN 
stand for Russ or Rough? 
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HOCKEY 
[Passin' the Puck] 

What passing the puck 
schemes do RICKY MA-
LONE and STEVE WIL-
LIAMS think of doing in 
Biology II? 

Cindy Lindgren and Kevin Wilson practice their brown-nosing 
techniques. 

WIPE OUT 

ROBERT RATCLIFF really wiped out when 
he took his boots off at a concert 
and put them on backwards without 
knowing it. 

RICKY ANGUST wiped out when he skipp-
ed school to go unting, and got so 
excited when he saw his first deer 
that he fell out of his tree. 

It is a real wipe out when CHRISTI KIR-
BY runs into the Jack in the Box 
building. 

CONNIE KRAUSE wiped out when she got letters from GAYLE DAVIS. Of course, 
they lived on the same street. 

It was a wipe out when STAN GENTZLER's family and the police spent two hours 
looking for him, thinking he was kidnapped--only to find him under the bed 
asleep. 

It is a wipe out when CHARLES FOSTER, DENNIS MARSHALL, and KEVLN 
HUNSAKER have it announced over the loudspeaker at a football game that 
RANDY FARROWS' car lights are on, when they are not. 

LEE HESSE wipes out every time she saves her place in lunch--somebody al-
ways takes it away. 

LESLIE HAMPTON wiped out a glass door. 
BRENDA HAMBY will wipe out when she manufactures burps for horns. 
SYLVIA KING wipes out when she hears "Run, Toto, run". 
MARLY HARLAN wipes out everyones' ears with her scream everytime she 

gets excited. 
DEBBIE HARTMAN's first attempt at driving wiped out her garage door. 
BONNIE BIERMAN wipes out guys by hustling them with her special technique. 
JANE CAVE really wiped out when she gave that "perfect party. 
It was a wipe out when JUDY ROSE fell down the stairs the first day of her 

sophomore year, and was picked up by a "big senior guy--before anyone 
saw him". 

His friends wiped out when they discovered "animal lover" DENNIS COLLINS' 
favorite pet is the maggot. 

It is a wipe out when MARK COOPER picks up a couch at LINDA FOWLER's 
apartment and holds it over his head. 

— It is a wipe out if PAUL CORNELL 
still plays with toy tracters. 

ROBBY MARTIN gets wiped out on one 
"Tom Collins". 

CAROL ALMGREN wiped out when she left 
her car lights on at church and it 
was announced by the preacher during 
the service. 

BECKI ANDREWS wiped out when she was 
told that she was too heavy to ride the horse at Pizza Palace. 

CATHY BENTON wiped out a mail box when she ran over one. 
It is a wipe out when MARIE RUNNELS gets mad when she goes to her home-

room teacher who is super chicken. 
KAY SAGE wipes out when she walks down the hall in her nurses uniform. 
BETTY HURLEY was really wiped out and is still seeing "stars" from an ex-

periment in Psychology. 
JUDY DILLING really had a wet wipe out when she was skiing on the back of 

DARVA DAGATE's truck and wet her pants. 
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ELAINE ESTES wiped out in her sleep 
and tore up her Robert Redford poster 
and her two stereo speakers. 

It is a wipe out when ELAINE QUINN, 
SUE BECKHAM, and JOY WATSON 
got to the Devil's Bowl with their 
"Baby" which was really a gallon 
of wine wrapped up in a blanket. 

The Winter Olympics are held each time DEBI WHITAKER and DOUG DEPO-
MA meet. The air is thick with ice. 

As a sophomore, LAVON CLARK, never could make it up the stairs without 
wiping out. 

It is a wipe out when you ask JULIE BEAN what the word "intoxicated" means. 
It was a wipe out when RICH FARR was the District Attorney in a civics "mock 

trial". 
Remember when JOHN MORAY was Joseph In a Christmas play in first grade? 

Think John forgot for sure. 
CLAUDIA CARAMELA almost wiped out when she told that little white lie to 

Mrs. Weaver. 
It was a real wipe out when TOM ANTHONY spent $10 to have his hair styled 

and then after the first shampoo it looked the very same as before. 
SHERI WHITE could have easily wiped out when she constantly argued with her 

biology teacher, Mr. Zidermanis. 
It was a real wipe out when VICKI BELL had to leave the Lassies. 
GARY CARTER is soon going to wipe 

out if he misses one more home-
room. 

JOE BOOTH must have wiped out long ago 
because he never says anything in his 
bookkeeping class. 

JOHNNY THURSTON must have wiped out 
and his height never recovered. 

CHERI DURELLE must have wiped her 
hands too hard one too •many times 
because she has dishpan hands. 
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HOCKEY 
[Passin.  the Puck] 

DARYL DAULONG passes the 
puck when accused of 
spending his free time de-
stroying the staff room 
with darts. 

HOCKEY 
[Passin' the Puck ] 

DAVID HOWELL prefers . 
passing the puck to some-
one else by denying that 
he has ever made a bet. 

HOCKEY 
[Passin' the Puck] 

DAN RAFERTY passed the 
puck by not going to any 
of those junior high parties 
up the street. 



L. „ 
Skating 

TOMMY LLOYD enjoys sideswiping the walls as he walks down an empty hall. 
DOUG DEPOMA makes a habit of keeping tabs on SARAH KEIERLEBER's 

"good looking" legs. 
Everyone used to watch KENNY EVANS figure when he used to go to STEPHANIE 

BUNCH's house every single day. 
Robert hicCommas seems to have en-

joyed watching the figure of NANCY 
GERMAN. 

It was not too difficult to miss the figure 
of MARY TURNER when she was one 
of "The Three Little Pigs" her sopho-
more year. 

When every guy at Hill had a crush on WANDA JONES, you can bet they all watch 
her figure. 

KAREN HADLEY danced on her belly at the Senior Show. 
People star at KAREN SHEEREN when she and JULIA CLAYMAN go pick up 

PAULA MATHENY. To find her house they yell up and down the street, 
asking people where PAULA lives and getting all sorts of sneers since they 
are on the wrong street anyway. 

Does CAROL GRACEY have a twin sister. 
Remember when TAMI TANNER was at the coast in the ocean and lost her top?? 
Everyone watched CONNIE FOX and DEBBIE BELLAH perform a strip tease 

for the seventh grade talent show. 
SONDRA MADDOX-the next Peggy Fleming on ice skates? 
TERRI STROUSE ripped her dress three times in one hour. 

Everyone watched the figures of NANCY 
MULLINS and LINDA DYSART when 

HOCKEY 
	

their limbs became spotted after they 
lPassin' the Puck] 
	

had put brown make up on their legs. 

	

You are passing the puck if 
	

BECKY BUCKLEY eats so many toads 

	

you think GREG SIMS and 
	she is going to turn into one. 

	

GAYLA SIMS are related. 	TERRY POGUE was asked to work for an 
X-rated movie as a live dancer-watch 
that figure. 

Snow Jobs 

There would have been more Pub tips for RICHARD BARRERA U he had not 
been absent so much. 

VIRGIL HARRIS stays awake long enough in Civics to sign his name to the test 
and turn it in blank. 

ZACKERY TUCKER comes alive when he is yelling across English class to 
AARON HAYES. 

VANCE WHITAKER escapes the long arm of the PUB by sneaking off to work 
at Safeway each day. 

Does JOYCE BURNS still work at the Fashion Barn? 
You can tell DEBBIE GRAY worked late at Tom Thumb when she sleeps through 

psychology. 
Ask DEBBIE GRAY about drawing horses in junior high. 
Does KAREN McNULTY really talk a lot or do they call her "Motormouth 

McNulty" for fun? 
The PUB could not find any cuts for someone so involved with volunteer work 

like DEBBIE WILBURN. 
DEBBIE WOLFE tried to escape the PUB by getting married and graduating 

at mid-term. 
THOMAS NAPPER does not have time to nap under the ICT program, but he 

caught the PUB staff napping at tip time. 
If you do not find AMELIA FURR do not worry -- the PUB staff did not either. 
Do DANIEL ROBISON, JAMES STROUB, and RAY VICE really go to BA, or 

are they the "Phantom Cougars"? 
Did JOY JENNINGS really cry when she did not receive the "Betty Crocker 

Homemaker of the year award"? 

TERESA WILLIS tried to snow her teach-
er when asked question in civics and 
she thought she could get out of it my 
making up her answers. 

NEIL JONES and MARK McWATTERS 
tried to convince LIZ BOSLER that 
you have a goalie in basketball and 
that you get five bonus points if you 
shoot from the middle circle. You can-
not fool LIZ though, she knows you really get ten. 

CLARK tIICKUCK made JAN CAMPBELL and LEAH EMERSON cry because 
they believed him when he told them he had a terminal illness and was not 
expected to live very long. 

Is it true that JAYNE PIERCE says she is KEVIN PRENTICE's sister just to 
get a discount on shoes? 

Remember when DAVID THOMPSON made JUDY DILLING and BECKY ROBERT-
SON freeze to death at the drive-in while he bundled up in a blanket. 

To pull a snow job, JOHN MURRAY uses his big green eyes. 
.--When ROBIN JUDY and JILL THYFAULT give you a snow job with baby powder, 

so thick you can hardly see, you had better look out. 
A likely excuse used by GARY TURNER to get into GEORGIA DISMUKE's bed-

room was to show her how many fish he caught. 
What went on between DEBBIE HARTMAN and a hotel clerk in Glaveston one 

summer. Was it a beach job? 

HOCKEY 
[Passin' the Puck ] 

LEAH EMERSON once hated 
every girl that looked at 
Clark. HOCKEY 

[Passin' the Puck] 

HOWARD SUROVIK passes the 
puck when she says to come 
swim in her pool, but never 
makes a date. 
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SNOW JOBS 

	

Suitors old and new stand in line for PAM 
	

HOCKEY 

	

HAYNIE--how does she keep the right 
	

[Passin' the Puck] 

	

hand from knowing what the left is 	NEIL JONES passes the puck 

MARTIN BOYD used to think he did 
doing? 

	

not need snow jobs at church just be- 	McBride) president of the 

continuously as the "lazy, 
inefficient" (quote, Mrs. 

	

cause all the girls had a crush on 	Science Club. 
him. 

The height of PETE THOMPSON's career was making everyone believe he was a 
junior his sophomore year. 

WES FOSTER really got snowed on the Key Club trip when he asked a guy if he 
needed help. The guy wanted to be sure he could trust WES so the guy gave 
WES his wallet and told him to around the block. wES did and proceeded to 
tell the guy to do the same. Well, WES realized he could not trust the guy 
when he never returned his wallet with all of thy• Key Club's money in it. 

Why does TERRY POGUE always tell Mr. McKee that she loves him? 

It would not be natural if MARGARET PETTEY did not think she knows some-
thing about everything. 

PAM WILLIS snows people when she tells them she is going to get married 
next week--for eight months. 

PATSY LAWRENCE, quiet at school, is a real "cut up" at Saybrook Fabrics, 
her place of employment. 

SIDNEY CLARK used to go by her middle name Ann, but to snow everybody, 
she switched to her first name because it was different. 

Remember when MARTIN BOYD was snowed over EVE BRADY? 

ROBIN BURTON's eye make-up is definitely a snow job attempt. 
DEBBIE PORTER must have really snowed Mrs. Trippett at Hill because she 

was her pet and could do no wrong. 
DENNIS FICKE must have snowed somebody because he was finally promoted 

to assistant manager at Wolfe's Nursery. 
It was definitely a snow job when BEN IVEY got his picture on the cover of 

the Crossroads.. 
A snow job is attempted when JLNINTY 

	

BILLINGSLY drives around in his 
	

HOCKEY 

	

cream colored 1970 Monte Carlo with 
	

1Passin' the Puck] 
CONNDA ENGSTROM in the back seat. 

RICKY MALONE passes the CLAUDETTE CHERRY could not possibly 
puck by calling his twin 

	

snow anyone without her collection of 	
brother a dummie. wigs and hairpieces. 

LESLIE MATHEWS tries to snow 
MICHAEL (Bones) FOLEY ... the question is will she succeed? 

It was anything but a snow job when DENNY FICKE vomited all over Jeanne 
Johnson's back in the third grade. 

MAC TRACEY definitely attempted to snow everybody when he tried to explain 
battle technique's to his American histories class. 

It is a snow job if SCOTT WILLIAMS says anything to anyone in the hall. 
KAREN SHEERON strongly attempted to hustle BENTLY PALEZ 	what a 

snow job. 
DALLAS HOLLOWAY must have been snowed when he asked BEKI BUNCH to 

the Demolay banquet. 
GARY SPARKS can certainly liven up his surroundings. 
Who was JIMMY BILLINGS LEY trying to snow by being in the only rock group 

at Reinhardt. 
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CHAPTER 

Fo u l Outs 

Would BETTY McCALEB foul out without her "cape" and gown at graduation. 
MARI MARVIN fouled out completely by graduating at mid-term. 
It is a foul out if you call MARCIA McKEE "Marcie dear". 
DEBBIE HARTMAN found it a foul out to be president of the Health Careers 

Club when she was accused of being power-hungry. 
ANNE GOODWIN's mother worries about her so much that she sprayed tear 

gas in ANN's car so she would not fall asleep while driving late at night. 
It was a foul out when everyone thought CATHERLEAN LOUD was a junior 

instead of a senior. 
DENNIS WOOTEN fouls out when he leads a Psychology discussion. 
RON HAMM fouled out when he planned a romantic evening with DIANE MAR-

TIN at an expensive Italian restaurant only to have DIANE spend the evening 
in the bathroom because the food made her sick. 

STEPHANIE OLIVER fouls out by being called Stevie. 
KEITH JONES fouled out when he bought a used Volkswagen for $100 and was 

forced to sell it back by the purchaser's parents. 
LYLE HALLIDAY fouled by being the old cowhand. 
MILTON BUSH could have easily fouled out when he decided to grow an Afro. 
PAUL GRUBBS might have fouled out of every school play at Gill. 
MONTI GILBERT fouls out every time she drives because she cannot keep off 

the bumps in the left turn lane. 
KAREN SHEERAN apparently fouls out every time she says, "Hey, toots." 
CARL GILL fouled out by making a fishy move and graduating at midterm. 
LEE BARRETT fouled out by hanging around with DAVID MOSCOWITZ at Hexter 

... or was it the other way around? 
♦ LISA GANDY fouled out by being a hood at Hill in the ninth grade and at Gill 

for that matter. 
ROBERT CLARE may foul out if he continues to work at Bob Whites . 

Greasy Spoon Inc. 
It is a foul out if EDDIE BOLDEN does not sing through every class. 
It was a foul out when CHRIS HATCHER's homemade fall fell due to a boy 

in her fourth grade class. 
Was KEITH SMITH really accused of a foul out for sneaking into a drive-in 

movie? 
NICKI DAVIS committed a foul by staying out all night when he was supposed to 

be at a Tri-Hy-Y slumber party. 
An English class love scene really fouled out by having GAIL THOMPSON and 

MARGARET PETTEY as its participants. 
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2eniths --(Reality Salon, lnc. 

ZENITHS 4.'.1 
1145 PEAVY ROAD 

(Garland Rd. at Peavy Rd.) 
PHONE DA 1.0202 

ZENITHS #2 
229 LAKERIDGE VILLAGE 

(Audalla at Kingsley) 
PHONE DI 1.1122 

FOUL OUTS 

It is a foul out when SUZY DAVIS, SONDRA MADDOX, and GAIL THOMPSON go 
to Burger King in belly dance costumes. 

DOUG CHESSER's X-rated dreams are real foul outs. 
MARTIN BOYD's visiting privileges received a sharp foul out when the girl's 

father caught them kissing in the living room. 
JUDY ROSE fouled out when her New Year's "new lease on life" was terminated 

on the same night. 
LYNN BAKER fouls out when she runs into trees. 
BEV HASKETT and JUNE SMITH fouled out by getting lost in their own neigh-

borhood on a rainy day. 
It was a foul out when GEORGESIMPSON was accused of skipping school because 

Mrs. Wilbanks asked him to buy her a malt. 
ROBERT STEELY commits a foul when he beats MIKE BIRD in chess. 

—MIKE BEDFORD, CHARLES GRIFFITH, BOB HOLLEMAN, and REX GREEN 
fouled out by showing their military might in a plastic comb fight in the ROTC 
Staff Office. 

VICKI PLUNK really fouled out when sheborrowed a dress from CINDY BARNES 
only to return it because MARK GUY did not ask her out. 

Please remind DEBBIE HARTMAN that you do not play hard to get at your own 
party when the only reason that you threw the party was to trap TED YOUNG-
BLOOD under the mistletoe. 

LESLIE HAMPTON was usually the only one who fouled out in kick eliminations. 
ZANE AGEE fouled out when MIKE GUNNELS had to pay him to take a certain 

girl on a double date. 
Did DEBBIE MAAS and SYLVIA KING really foul out by spending the night at a 

motel? 
JON GRAEF and GARY DREW were awarded four fouls for sitting in front of 

Mrs. McBride's house on New Year's Eve until four in the morning waiting 
for some friends who said they would roll her house. However, JON's and 
GARY's foul out did not happen until they went home only to find their 
"friends" rolling GARY's hose. 

You could color GARY GILBERT's idea of a foul out with the crayons he would 
eat in second grade. 

Miss Laffetry's jokes never foul out with LESLIE MATTHEWS. 
A test tube can foul REX CURTIS better than a football player. 
When LISA McCLENAN tells you about your fouls, she has to get right up in 

your face. 
MITCH HARBER's most surprising foul would be to make it to civics on time. 
Some people think that GARY WHITE enjoys fouling out as a goatroper. 
TERRI STROUSE's favorite foul out is to run to the lunchroom everyday. 
It is a foul out if you call ELIZABETH PALSER "double-trouble". 
DARYL DAULONG was named "Gnats" in seventh grade because on a hot day 

the gnats always swarmed around him. 
Is it a foul out to call RICHMOND WADE PARKER Rick? 
You can foul out if you do not realize that AUGUSTINE RUBIO and AGGIE 

RUBERSTE1N are the same person. 

FOUL OUTS 
—JOHN JOHNSON fouls out in the lunchroom when he attempts to grade legs. 

"No More Tears" Shampoo keeps PAUL SHEARER from fouling out with the 
frizzies. 

KIM RAGAN is a lot like the postman--always after the male. 
DAN DRAKE, BOB DEBENPORT, and RON HAMM crawled into JAN CAMP-

BELL's window while she was having a slumber party, but they did not foul 
out until they left by way of the window and at Mr. Campbell's feet. 

PAM MINER fouled out by being an hour late to the Future Homemaker's 
picnic. 

MIKE BLACK makes up football plays in class and you foul out if you listen. 
It was definitely not a foul out when CAROL HARRIS livened up pre-game 

swimming warm-ups just by being there. 
NEVA JOE HOFFMAN fouled out because she did not receive a kiss until she 

was 16. "Ah, Sweet Sixteen". 
BOB DEBENPORT fouled out when he started dribbling the wrong direction 

during a basketball game and it was the not the first time either. 
BOBBY BANKSTON would foul out of Business Law if it was not for JENYA 

FRANKLIN. 
DONNA BOYD would have fouled out with her boyfriend if he had seen the box 

of candy KEN COX gave her for her birthday. 
JIMMY CULPEPPER fouled out when he blew the back window out of his Grem-

lin. 
— To keep from fouling out, BOB HOLLEMAN asked seven different people what 

to do on a date. 
MARK EMERSON fouled out before the entire class at cheerleader school when 

he did a toe touch with his zipper undone. 
ROBERT LEWIS fouls out every morning when he gives a pep talk on the bus. 
It was a foul out for RICHARD LORD when the girls were moved away from 

him in his ninth grade Spanish class. "They are trying to kill me," he 
explained. 

JERRY WINDHAM and REX CURTIS fouled out in Mr. Peek's class when it 
was discovered that REX had forged a signature an JERRY's failing card. 

HECTOR ESCAMILLA fouled out when he fell down trying to sneak out of a Pub 
meeting. 

NEVA JO HOFFMAN fouled out at the early age of three when she smoked her 
first cigar. 

DARYL GRANT fouled out when he passed up the chance to graduate at mid-
term just so he could play the lead in the musical. 

VIRGINIA LEONARD fouls out in keeping secrets. She was so modest about the 
Crossroads article on her she told everyone. 

KAREN SELDON fouled out on her opportunity for success when she auditioned 
for a Nashville record but never called them back. 

—STEPHEN BUCHER fouled out when he played traitor in the annual European 
English History clash at the creek. 

Does CALVIN HAL foul out just because he walks around with his glasses on, 
thinking he is Superfly? 

FOR ALL YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES 

ADAMS OATES PLAZA 
2308 OATES DRIVE, DALLAS 	PHONE 327-7351 

Owners, J. L. Sanders and R. W. Stiegelmar 
	

"Your Pharmacists" 
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VIRGINIA LEONARD fouls out in keeping secrets. She was so modest about the 
Crossroads article on her she told everyone. 

KAREN SELDON fouled out on her opportunity for success when she auditioned 
for a Nashville record but never called them back. 

—STEPHEN BUCHER fouled out when he played traitor in the annual European 
English History clash at the creek. 

Does CALVIN HAL foul out just because he walks around with his glasses on, 
thinking he is Superfly? 
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Karen and Mark Allen . .. it takes 
two to tango. 

FOUL OUTS 
GEORGIA DISMUKES fouled out by skipping Sunday School until GARY TURNER 

started going to church with her. 
It is a foul out when CINDY BARNES hides in JAN CAMPBELL's trunk on the 

way to a drive-in so a certain boy will think she had a date. 
The driving instructor really fouled out when he passed SANDRA HARRIS in 

Behind the Wheel. 

Roughing The Other Player 

SANDRA REYNOLDS is a little rough on her friends' sense of judgment when 
she thinks that they do not notice when she makes eyes at JOE MOSLEY. 

- Is it true that SHIRLEY BROWN beats up BOB HOLLEMAN everyday? 
Can anyone remember when GARY TURNER was too shy to give the girls at his 

lunch table a rough time? 
TOM SHEFFLER wore one baby blue sock and one dark brown sock to school, 

but it was a rough excuse he blamed his mother. 
JAN CAMPBELL does not think it is rough when HECTOR ESCAMILLA strokes 

her nose. 
MARK EMERSON continues to insist that he is not responsible for the marks 

on his neck each morning. 
It is a rough development when MARGARET CATHEY calls TERRY POGUE 

flat--but some people wonder if Margaret has any room to talk? 
Six senior boys found it a little rough when RUBEN TENERIO asked a lawyer 
MARGIE ALLEN will always be remembered for her ability to beat up any guy 

in the neighborhood. 

KAREN WOLTMAN had a rough feel-
ing when the boys in her seventh 
grade class chased her with worms 
after it rained. 

It was a little rough when DESARIE 
OGDEN called the new Belles 
"crummy" only after she did not 
make it her sophomore year. 

Roughing the other player is when 
CARL GREEN says, "Well, AMAN-
DA EATON is nice, but my car is 
a lot more important." 

It is rough when DEBBIE BELLAH 
chases GEORGE SIMPSON, but it 
is worse when he runs from her. 

BONNIE ARNOLD had a rough situa-
tion to handle when her father de-
scribed her boyfriend by bringing 
out a mop. 

KEVIN PRENTIS found it rough to swal-
low JAYNE PIERCE's cooking. 

Is BARBARA DYSART trying to deafen 
people or does she really enjoy 
screaming into the phone? 

54 

ROUGHING THE OTHER PLAYER 
HECTOR ESCAMILLA gave all the girls in his sophomore Spanish class the 

wrong answers--but maybe they were not asking the right questions. 
While still a seventh grade youth, JOE KOSAK gave his teacher a rough surprise 

by putting a tack in her chair. 
It has been said that SHAUNA ROSE's teeth roughly resemble Bugs Bunny's 

but you had better ask TIM WILLINGHAM. 
Life had its ups and downs for KIM DETTMEN at SMU Cheerleader School 

when the other Hill Cheerleaders kept her in the elevator by keeping the 
floor buttons pushed down. 

GAYLE DAVIS does not seem to think that it is rough to be spotlighted by 
strangers. 

It is rough to lose a swimsuit in LISA JOHNSON's pool because of KIM RAGAN's 
antics. 

It was rough dash when Miss Sparks chased JEANNE ANDERSON around the 
gym because she would not do her exercises. 

SANDY ALEXANDER does not find it rough to roll houses. 
It is a rough cut when GLENDA WILLIAMS shears your long hair while you are 

asleep. 
It was rough to get STEPHEN BUCHER to smile for his company picture until 

SHIRLEY BROWN pulled up her dress a little. 
----JANE CAVE was accused of being a bad influence on CYNDY LOHRENGEL 

by the teacher when CYNDY failed a test in ninth grade. 
ANNE GOODWIN's friends have it rough when she constantly gripes about 

PAUL CORNELL. 
It was hard to saddle KATY CALHOUN in the days when she would chase 

JEFF VEAZEY around the playground while acting like a horse. 
A certain sophomore found it rough when ELAINE LONDON BERG chased 

him around the lunchroom. 
Would someone please tell CHARLES JORDAN why MARK STEVEN dyed his 

"Afro"? 
Do girls find it rough when BRODERICK LATIMER hits them as they walk 

down the hall? 
JACK PADGETT received a rough refusal from TERESA REAMES when he 

asked her to dance at the Concert Choir Progressive Dinner. 
OSBERT LASSBERG evidently did not find it too rough to pay $5 to MELIS-

SA ROLAND for kissing lessons. 
GEORGE SIMPSON found it rough when DEBBIE BELLAH threatened to get into 

his tutoring class unless he sat with her at lunch--so there he sits. 

BURT PERRIN 
REALTOR 

LIFE AUTO CASUALTY INSURANCE 

214 CASA L INDA PLAZA 

Dallas, Texas 75218 

Phone: 327-8279 
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ROUGHING THE OTHER PLAYER 
DONALD JACKSON could very easily rough the other player with his long 

fingernails . .. What is your secret, Donald? 
BENJI HAMRICK has the honor of being the original hood at Reinhardt. 
STEVE DONICA roughs the other player (sophomore girls) when he takes 

them for rides in his dad's pick up. 
JERRI STARING roughs the other players by always smiling. 

Personal Foul 

It is a personal foul against SONDRA MADDOX if you call her Sandra. 
Was it a personal foul when WENDY KINNEY walked into the boys' locker 

room? 
PAULA METHENY refused a ride home from MARK EMERSON because her 

mother told her not to ride with strange people. 
For a very personal foul, ask JAYNE PIERCE where her elbow is located 

and she will give you a lesson in anatomy. 
It is a personal foul to be caught skipping school in the seventh grade especially 

if you are president of the Student Council. Right DIANE MARLS SIMS? 
It is a personal foul when DENISE McDONALD accidentally breaks the coke 

machine in the girls' locker room everytime she has gym. 

RISE ROSENKRANTZ was embarrassed by what she thought was acne until 
she found out that she had the measles. 

BEVERLY HASKETT committed a personal foul against BETTY HURLEY by 
giving her a new purse to replace BETTY's ragged one, but according to 
BETTY, it was also a new purse. 

Did JUANA CLARK commit a personal foul against razors and legs her sopho- 
more year? 

A personal foul was scored against GEORGIA DISMUKES when her last name 
was pronounced "Dismucus" on the announcements. 

GINGER ARCHER was caught sneaking out of BONNIE HARPSTER's slumber 
party, but the personal foul did not occur until they called her mother. 

Why does CINDY WATSON sleep in leopard pajamas under leopard sheets and 
pillowcases? Is it a personal foul against the SPCA? 

DUANE RIMMER's water pillow probably knows a lot about his personal fouls. 
Would Michael Cole of "Mod Squad" think it was a personal foul that DEBBIE 

HARTMAN likes him so much that she tapes his shows? 
Do juniors commit a personal foul against PERRY STIGALL when they try to 

make time with CATHY CAPERTON? 
It was a personal foul when DAVID HORN was known as COOL McCOOL. 
It may be a personal foul to call KATHY WITHROW "Nimble Fingers" ever 

since she caught her hand in a ringer. 
JANE CAVE committed a personal foul when she tried to give LLOYD MOSLEY 

a hickey - on his chin.  

PERSONAL FOUL 

^ It is a personal foul when you call ROBIN JUDY Robin Red Breast. 
Mrs. Wilbank's fouled MARCIA McKEE personally when she sent MARCIA 

to the office because she was not wearing a bra. The foul occurred when 
Marcia proved that she was wearing a bra. 

Another personal foul occurred when BECKY BUCKLEY took off her skirt at 
a girlfriend's house before she realized that her friend's brother was in 
the room. 

Miss Evans fouls RITA BARNETT if she thinks RITA does not have a good 
personality. 

GARY HALLMARK did not grasp his personal foul early enough when he rea- 
lized that he had gone to Love Field to welcome the Belles home from 
Washington with his pants unzipped. 

Could it be considred a personal foul when JAN CAMPBELL apologizes while 
undressing in front of a picture of the Pope? 

DEBBIE VARNER may have committed a personal foul when she considers 
her Business Math Class. 

Is it a personal foul to be the teacher's pet of study hall 249 for VERONICA 
THOM AS. 

CHUCK SANDERS shatters personal foul records by running through plate 
glass doors. 

Although MARY THOMPSON is quiet, her personal foul occurrs when she gets 
her friends in trouble. 

CYNTHIA VALADEZ considers it a personal foul when her parents say that 
she cannot have a new dress, so she cries until they change their mind. 

VICKIE MONTGOMERY has been known to see pink elephants before school, 
but her biggest personal foul occurs when she sees purple cows after 
school. 

LAURA CASTER and BECKY ANDREWS committed a personal foul against 
the underclassmen when they ran across the stage with a "Senior 73" 
sign at the last assembly. 

JEANNE ALBRECHT's personal foul is believing that everyone is mad at her. 
It's a real personal foul when TINA YARBOROUGH opens doors for boys on 

dates. 
Did Mr. Anderson really throw a chair at SHEILA CLANCY? 
PAT LISTER committed a personal foul when she tried to take one of her 

friends boyfriends. 
It was a personal foul against CINDY SMITH when PAULA MARBLE had to 

push CINDY through a bathroom window to get into PAULA's house. 
DAVID THONIPSON's personal foul is having something "fishy" about his track 

shoes. 
When DEBBIE MARTIN NELNIS failed her driving test, she took it as such a 

personal foul that she has never gone back to take it again. 
It is a personal foul in GARY V ANNIS' book to be on time to class. 
PAUL ALLEN was upset when Alan McDaniel asked his little brother instead of 

the "star of Luby's" to play the organ. 

Cougar Band g tros Lho SENIORS ,k big HE); 
HEY . HEY 
HEY , I WY- 
SE NI ORS 

SENIORS 73 
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Miss Evans fouls RITA BARN ETT if she thinks RITA does not have a good 
personality. 

GARY HALLMARK did not grasp his personal foul early enough when he rea- 
lized that he had gone to Love Field to welcome the Belles home from 
Washington with his pants unzipped. 

Could it be considred a personal foul when JAN CAMPBELL apologizes while 
undressing in front of a picture of the Pope? 

DEBBIE VARNER may have committed a personal foul when she considers 
her Business Math Class. 

Is it a personal foul to be the teacher's pet of study hall 249 for VERONICA 
THOMAS. 

CHUCK SANDERS shatters personal foul records by running through plate 
glass doors. 

Although MARY THOMPSON is quiet, her personal foul occurrs when she gets 
her friends in trouble. 

CYNTHIA VALADEZ considers it a personal foul when her parents say that 
she cannot have a new dress, so she cries until they change their mind. 

VICKIE MONTGOMERY has been known to see pink elephants before school, 
but her biggest personal foul occurs when she sees purple cows after 
school. 

LAURA CASTER and BECKY ANDREWS committed a personal foul against 
the underclassmen when they ran across the stage with a "Senior 73" 
sign at the last assembly. 

JEANNE ALBRECHT's personal foul is believing that everyone is mad at her. 
It's a real personal foul when TINA YARBOROUGH opens doors for boys on 

dates. 
Did Mr. Anderson really throw a chair at SHEILA CLANCY? 
PAT LISTER committed a personal foul when she tried to take one of her 

friends boyfriends. 
It was a personal foul against CINDY SMITH when PAULA MARBLE had to 

push CINDY through a bathroom window to get into PAULA's house. 
DAVID THOMPSON's personal foul is having something "fishy" about his track 

shoes. 
When DEBBIE MARTIN NELMS failed her driving test, she took it as such a 

personal foul that she has never gone back to take it again. 
It is a personal foul in GARY VANN'S' book to be on time to class. 
PAUL ALLEN was upset when Alan McDaniel asked his little brother instead of 

the "star of Luby's" to play the organ. 
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WEAR FASHIONS 

"Brands You Know - Styles You Prefer" 
10315 Ferguson Road -  "In Cosa View" - Phone 327-9256 

PERSONAL FOULS 

EVE BRADY was taken back when she did not make editor of the Cougar Cross-
roads since her brother was editor of an underground newspaper. 

RICKY and RANDY MALONE were heart broken when their mother would not 
dress them alike in junior high. 

It was a personal foul when DAVID HICKMAN lost his lunch in Mr. Welch's 
World History class-he made a real stink. 

DENNIS STUN considers the straight and narrow path to be a personal foul. 
It was a personal foul when the Pub Staff did not realize CECILIA DAVIS was 

a senior. 
VICKI SVORCEK has her name spelled correctly in the annual for the first 

time in three years--the only trouble is. ..she's out of alphabetical order. 
BEVERLY BARTON has managed to go in the hospital all of her three years 

at BA - must have been a very strenous experience for BEVERLY . 
EVE BRADY must think it is a real personal foul to attend National Honor 

Society meetings. 

Susie Jones learned early to thumb her nose. 

58 

Disqualifications 

DOUG MERE was disqualified for being absent from English class when it 
was discovered that his "illness" was being cured in East Texas. 

DANA WILDER should be disqualified for taking one hour to explain a two 
hour movie. 

DAN MOPPET is disqualified for crying when his brother would not let him 
in the house to do his homework. 

JILL SELLERS will not disqualify DAVID COOK for taking her out on New 
Year's Eve, but she will become upset for the lack of a goodnight kiss due 
to his delicate condition at the time. 

HENRY FARRIS would not normally be disqualified for wetting his pants on a 
helicopter ride, except that he was sixteen years old. 

DONALD DANCHIK is disqualified for thinking comic books are real and 
people are fake. 

JUDY WHITE would be disqualified for failing to do her homework if she ever 
came to school. 

— The office should be disqualified for believing that JOHN JOHNSON lives at 
the address on his census card when he really lives on the other side of 
town. 

It would really be a disqualification if LARRY HOWARD was ever early for 
anything. 

A strong wind could disqualify DIANE MICHAELS, or at least blow her down. 
OSBERT LASSBERG should be disqualified from poker parties for his own sake-

he thinks that three of a kind beats a straight. 
LINDA DYSART has all of the qualifications for a good drill team officer, ex-

cept-being about to count to music. 
RAYLAN LOGGINS has been adept at being disqualified ever since he was sent 

home from Hill for wearing bell bottoms. 
The PGA would disqualify golfer MIKE GRUBBS for his philosophy: "Keep 

taking the shot until you get it, and do not count the extra shots". 
KAREN O'DELL nearly flunked driver's stimulation when she could not figure 

out how to turn on the car. 
The first time TAMI TANNER took her driving test, she had the misfortune 

of running into a pole ... it must have been a smashing experience. 
CAROL ZUBER was almost disqualified in the ninth grade when she forgot the 

name of the cheer she was doing in front of the entire Hill student body. 
BEKI BUNCH was disqualified when she used a pair of underwear as a hair net. 
PAUL ALLEN was almost disqualified for being the quietest boy at Reilly ... 

but look at him now. 
JOE CAMPBELL was disqualified when he was chosen director for a class 

play and then did not come to Mrs. Clay's class for the two weeks the play 
was in rehearsal. 

KAREN HADLEY would be disqualified if ever she gets in trouble for being 
absent from school at least four days every week. 

Jupiter-Center 
11352 E. N.W. Hwy. 

348-1060 
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WEAR FASHIONS 

"Brands You Know - Styles You Prefer" 
10315 Ferguson Road -  "In Cosa View" - Phone 327-9256 

PERSONAL FOULS 

EVE BRADY was taken back when she did not make editor of the Cougar Cross-
roads since her brother was editor of an underground newspaper. 

RICKY and RANDY MALONE were heart broken when their mother would not 
dress them alike in junior high. 

It was a personal foul when DAVID HICKMAN lost his lunch in Mr. Welch's 
World History class-he made a real stink. 

DENNIS STUN considers the straight and narrow path to be a personal foul. 
It was a personal foul when the Pub Staff did not realize CECILIA DAVIS was 

a senior. 
VICKI SVORCEK has her name spelled correctly in the annual for the first 

time in three years--the only trouble is. ..she's out of alphabetical order. 
BEVERLY BARTON has managed to go in the hospital all of her three years 

at BA - must have been a very strenous experience for BEVERLY . 
EVE BRADY must think it is a real personal foul to attend National Honor 

Society meetings. 

Susie Jones learned early to thumb her nose. 
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Disqualifications 

DOUG MERE was disqualified for being absent from English class when it 
was discovered that his "illness" was being cured in East Texas. 

DANA WILDER should be disqualified for taking one hour to explain a two 
hour movie. 

DAN MOPPET is disqualified for crying when his brother would not let him 
in the house to do his homework. 

JILL SELLERS will not disqualify DAVID COOK for taking her out on New 
Year's Eve, but she will become upset for the lack of a goodnight kiss due 
to his delicate condition at the time. 

HENRY FARRIS would not normally be disqualified for wetting his pants on a 
helicopter ride, except that he was sixteen years old. 

DONALD DANCHIK is disqualified for thinking comic books are real and 
people are fake. 

JUDY WHITE would be disqualified for failing to do her homework if she ever 
came to school. 

— The office should be disqualified for believing that JOHN JOHNSON lives at 
the address on his census card when he really lives on the other side of 
town. 

It would really be a disqualification if LARRY HOWARD was ever early for 
anything. 

A strong wind could disqualify DIANE MICHAELS, or at least blow her down. 
OSBERT LASSBERG should be disqualified from poker parties for his own sake-

he thinks that three of a kind beats a straight. 
LINDA DYSART has all of the qualifications for a good drill team officer, ex-

cept-being about to count to music. 
RAYLAN LOGGINS has been adept at being disqualified ever since he was sent 

home from Hill for wearing bell bottoms. 
The PGA would disqualify golfer MIKE GRUBBS for his philosophy: "Keep 

taking the shot until you get it, and do not count the extra shots". 
KAREN O'DELL nearly flunked driver's stimulation when she could not figure 

out how to turn on the car. 
The first time TAMI TANNER took her driving test, she had the misfortune 

of running into a pole ... it must have been a smashing experience. 
CAROL ZUBER was almost disqualified in the ninth grade when she forgot the 

name of the cheer she was doing in front of the entire Hill student body. 
BEKI BUNCH was disqualified when she used a pair of underwear as a hair net. 
PAUL ALLEN was almost disqualified for being the quietest boy at Reilly ... 

but look at him now. 
JOE CAMPBELL was disqualified when he was chosen director for a class 

play and then did not come to Mrs. Clay's class for the two weeks the play 
was in rehearsal. 

KAREN HADLEY would be disqualified if ever she gets in trouble for being 
absent from school at least four days every week. 

Jupiter-Center 
11352 E. N.W. Hwy. 
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"Brands You Know — Styles You Prefer" 
10315 Ferguson Road — "In Casa View" — Phone 327-9256 
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WEAR FASHIONS 

PERSONAL FOULS 

EVE BRADY was taken back when she did not make editor of the Cougar Cross-
roads since her brother was editor of an underground newspaper. 

RICKY and RANDY MALONE were heart broken when their mother would not 
dress them alike in junior high. 

It was a personal foul when DAVID HICKMAN lost his lunch in Mr. Welch's 
World History class-he made a real stink. 

DENNIS STEIN considers the straight and narrow path to be a personal foul. 
It was a personal foul when the Pub Staff did not realize CECILIA DAVIS was 

a senior. 
VICKI SVORCEK has her name spelled correctly in the annual for the first 

time in three years--the only trouble is. ..she's out of alphabetical order. 
BEVERLY BARTON has managed to go in the hospital all of her three years 

at BA - must have been a very strenous experience for BEVERLY . 
EVE BRADY must think it is a real personal foul to attend National Honor 

Society meetings. 

Susie Jones learned early to thumb her nose. 

58 

Disqualifications 

DOUG MERK was disqualified for being absent from English class when it 
was discovered that his "illness" was being cured in East Texas. 

DANA WILDER should be disqualified for taking one hour to explain a two 
hour movie. 

DAN MOFFET is disqualified for crying when his brother would not let him 
in the house to do his homework. 

JILL SELLERS will not disqualify DAVID COOK for taking her out on New 
Year's Eve, but she will become upset for the lack of a goodnight kiss due 
to his delicate condition at the time. 

HENRY FARRIS would not normally be disqualified for wetting his pants on a 
helicopter ride, except that he was sixteen years old. 

DONALD DANCHIK is disqualified for thinking comic books are real and 
people are fake. 

JUDY WHITE would be disqualified for failing to do her homework if she ever 
came to school. 

— The office should be disqualified for believing that JOHN JOHNSON lives at 
the address on his census card when he really lives on the other side of 
town. 

It would really be a disqualification if LARRY HOWARD was ever early for 
anything. 

A strong wind could disqualify DIANE MICHAELS, or at least blow her down. 
OSBERT LASSBERG should be disqualified from poker parties for his own sake-

he thinks that three of a kind beats a straight. 
LINDA DYSART has all of the qualifications for a good drill team officer, ex-

cepebeing about to count to music. 
RAYLAN LOGGINS has been adept at being disqualified ever since he was sent 

home from Hill for wearing bell bottoms. 
The PGA would disqualify golfer MIKE GRUBBS for his philosophy: "Keep 

taking the shot until you get it, and do not count the extra shots". 
KAREN O'DELL nearly flunked driver's stimulation when she could not figure 

out how to turn on the car. 
The first time TAMI TANNER took her driving test, she had the misfortune 

of running into a pole ... it must have been a smashing experience. 
CAROL ZUBER was almost disqualified in the ninth grade when she forgot the 

name of the cheer she was doing in front of the entire Hill student body. 
BEKI BUNCH was disqualified when she used a pair of underwear as a hair net. 
PAUL ALLEN was almost disqualified for being the quietest boy at Reilly ... 

but look at him now. 
JOE CAMPBELL was disqualified when he was chosen director for a class 

play and then did not come to Mrs. Clay's class for the two weeks the play 
was in rehearsal. 

KAREN HADLEY would be disqualified if ever she gets in trouble for being 
absent from school at least four days every week. 

Jupiter—Center 
11352 E. N.W. Hwy. 

348-7060 
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Shauna Rose . . always careful, never clumsy! 

nE HOUR 
VR0/ilia  

the most 
in DRY CLEANING 

KLEIN'S ONE HOUR 
MARTINIZING 

12409 Jupiter Rd. 	348-7080 

61 

DISQUALIFICATIONS 
VICKI GENTRY would be disqualified without BARBARA DYSART by her side. 
CINDY RODGERS has been disqualified because she is no longer best friends 

with DANIELLE BELZER. 
JOHN WITSON could possibly be disqualified for living down the street from 

DOUG DEPOMA. 
ALFONSO LEATCH could be disqualified for being the skinniest senior boy. 
JACK HELTON should be disqualified for his Texas drawl when he says 

"howdy". 
The Cougar Crossroads should be disqualified for taking a picture of SHERYL 
• THOMAS and Jayne Howard and then cutting Sheryl out. 

BONNIE TALLEY would be disqualified without her part time job ... she and 
Yoachum cannot live without Woolco. 

ANN STRUCELY could easily be disqualified for her first name ... Louima? 
MARY MOWMAN has already been disqualified for her award winning attend-

ance record-one out of five. 
Is GREG MIRAMONTES a great draftsman or can you not tell from the two 

pictures he has turned in all year? 
Who really killed MIKE TENORIO's fish--he or his girlfriend? 
RONNIE SHIVELY is soon to be disqualified if his art classes ever quit writing 

him notes to get into class late. 
MIMI BERRY should be disqualified for being picked up by her boyfriend's 

best friend at the corner of Forest and Marsh Lane. 
It was a disqualification for KAREN WOLTMAN when she stopped at the wrong 

house and a lady, thinking it was her ride, tried to get in the car. 
KIM DETTMAN should be disqualified for going through all her Pub tips to find 

and change hers. 
MARY WILSON should be congratulated for playing Santa Claus, but disquali-

fied for letting her beard fall off. 
MARK EMERSON should be disqualified for having his mother draw on his 

moustache with an eyebrow pencil each morning. 
MARY MAGEE should be disqualified for always being late. 
JAN CAMPBELL and BECKY MATHEWS were qualified to play "We Wish 

You a Merry Christmas" to Mrs. Worsham's English class, but they should 
be disqualified for their encore of "Love Story". 

CINDY LINDGREN should be disqualified for kicking a hole in the wall at 
MONICA WALLACE's house. 

JOIN PENN should be disqualified for running 54 yards in the wrong direction 
at the Hill-Gaston game. 

DON LAWRENCE should be disqualified for returning to the annual staff just 
to be in the annual picture. 

Should CHERI WRIGHT be disqualified for weighing only 69 pounds her sopho-
more year? 

JANICE RIDDELL should be disqualified for double engagements. 
The office would disqualify DON AMACKER, ALAN JONES, and GLEN BRUNER 

if they knew what they do during lunch. 
MIKE MOORES used to go steady with any girl at Herter. 

MILLER'S SHOES 
Casa Linda — Pleasant Grove 

Hot Shoe Styles for the Style Setters 

60 

DISQUALIFICATIONS 
TOM LLOYD is disqualified for thinking that any girl who says "hi" to him is 

in love with him. 
Anyone is disqualified for asking TAMI TANNER about "Sundown" at Freeport. 
Anyone is disqualified for calling JACK HELTON Elton. 
PAUL ALLEN is disqualified for playing the organ at Luby's. 
JUDY CROW gets disqualified for getting lost in Irving. 
DEBBIE WHITE is disqualified for having the shortest romance in her senior 

year. 
JAMES MEADOWS is disqualified for saying that his junior English class was 

his favorite. 
HOWARD SUROVICK is disqualified for untying girls' bows. 
CARL SWICK was disqualified in junior high when he used to call all the girls 

for dates. 
Are you disqualified for having long frosted hair, JODY BURNETT? 
JIMMY BILLINGSLY was almost disqualified when he supposedly tricked the 

substitute by jumping out the window only to receive a white slip the next 
day. 

BONNIE TALLEY was far from disqualified when she was the only one to re- 
ceive an "A" in sophomore Geometry. 

JOHN GRAY avoids all traces of disqualification since he always knows the 
score on the last Cowboy game and the odds on the next. 
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DOUG DEPOMA. 
ALFONSO LEATCH could be disqualified for being the skinniest senior boy. 
JACK HELTON should be disqualified for his Texas drawl when he says 

"howdy". 
The Cougar Crossroads should be disqualified for taking a picture of SHERYL 
• THOMAS and Jayne Howard and then cutting Sheryl out. 

BONNIE TALLEY would be disqualified without her part time job ... she and 
Yoachum cannot live without Woolco. 

ANN STRUCELY could easily be disqualified for her first name ... Louima? 
MARY MOWMAN has already been disqualified for her award winning attend-

ance record-one out of five. 
Is GREG MIRAMONTES a great draftsman or can you not tell from the two 

pictures he has turned in all year? 
Who really killed MIKE TENORIO's fish--he or his girlfriend? 
RONNIE SHIVELY is soon to be disqualified if his art classes ever quit writing 

him notes to get into class late. 
MIMI BERRY should be disqualified for being picked up by her boyfriend's 

best friend at the corner of Forest and Marsh Lane. 
It was a disqualification for KAREN WOLTMAN when she stopped at the wrong 

house and a lady, thinking it was her ride, tried to get in the car. 
KIM DETTMAN should be disqualified for going through all her Pub tips to find 

and change hers. 
MARY WILSON should be congratulated for playing Santa Claus, but disquali-

fied for letting her beard fall off. 
MARK EMERSON should be disqualified for having his mother draw on his 

moustache with an eyebrow pencil each morning. 
MARY MAGEE should be disqualified for always being late. 
JAN CAMPBELL and BECKY MATHEWS were qualified to play "We Wish 

You a Merry Christmas" to Mrs. Worsham's English class, but they should 
be disqualified for their encore of "Love Story". 

CINDY LINDGREN should be disqualified for kicking a hole in the wall at 
MONICA WALLACE's house. 

JOIN PENN should be disqualified for running 54 yards in the wrong direction 
at the Hill-Gaston game. 

DON LAWRENCE should be disqualified for returning to the annual staff just 
to be in the annual picture. 

Should CHERI WRIGHT be disqualified for weighing only 69 pounds her sopho-
more year? 

JANICE RIDDELL should be disqualified for double engagements. 
The office would disqualify DON AMACKER, ALAN JONES, and GLEN BRUNER 

if they knew what they do during lunch. 
MIKE MOORES used to go steady with any girl at Herter. 
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DISQUALIFICATIONS 
TOM LLOYD is disqualified for thinking that any girl who says "hi" to him is 

in love with him. 
Anyone is disqualified for asking TAMI TANNER about "Sundown" at Freeport. 
Anyone is disqualified for calling JACK HELTON Elton. 
PAUL ALLEN is disqualified for playing the organ at Luby's. 
JUDY CROW gets disqualified for getting lost in Irving. 
DEBBIE WHITE is disqualified for having the shortest romance in her senior 

year. 
JAMES MEADOWS is disqualified for saying that his junior English class was 

his favorite. 
HOWARD SUROVICK is disqualified for untying girls' bows. 
CARL SWICK was disqualified in junior high when he used to call all the girls 

for dates. 
Are you disqualified for having long frosted hair, JODY BURNETT? 
JIMMY BILLINGSLY was almost disqualified when he supposedly tricked the 

substitute by jumping out the window only to receive a white slip the next 
day. 

BONNIE TALLEY was far from disqualified when she was the only one to re- 
ceive an "A" in sophomore Geometry. 

JOHN GRAY avoids all traces of disqualification since he always knows the 
score on the last Cowboy game and the odds on the next. 
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house and a lady, thinking it was her ride, tried to get in the car. 
KIM DETTMAN should be disqualified for going through all her Pub tips to find 

and change hers. 
MARY WILSON should be congratulated for playing Santa Claus, but disquali-

fied for letting her beard fall off. 
MARK EMERSON should be disqualified for having his mother draw on his 

moustache with an eyebrow pencil each morning. 
MARY MAGEE should be disqualified for always being late. 
JAN CAMPBELL and BECKY MATHEWS were qualified to play "We Wish 

You a Merry Christmas" to Mrs. Worsham's English class, but they should 
be disqualified for their encore of "Love Story". 

CINDY LINDGREN should be disqualified for kicking a hole in the wall at 
MONICA WALLACE's house. 

JOIN PENN should be disqualified for running 54 yards in the wrong direction 
at the Hill-Gaston game. 

DON LAWRENCE should be disqualified for returning to the annual staff just 
to be in the annual picture. 

Should CHERI WRIGHT be disqualified for weighing only 69 pounds her sopho-
more year? 

JANICE RIDDELL should be disqualified for double engagements. 
The office would disqualify DON AMACKER, ALAN JONES, and GLEN BRUNER 

if they knew what they do during lunch. 
MIKE MOORES used to go steady with any girl at Herter. 
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DISQUALIFICATIONS 
TOM LLOYD is disqualified for thinking that any girl who says "hi" to him is 

in love with him. 
Anyone is disqualified for asking TAMI TANNER about "Sundown" at Freeport. 
Anyone is disqualified for calling JACK HELTON Elton. 
PAUL ALLEN is disqualified for playing the organ at Luby's. 
JUDY CROW gets disqualified for getting lost In Irving. 
DEBBIE WHITE is disqualified for having the shortest romance in her senior 

year. 
JAMES MEADOWS is disqualified for saying that his junior English class was 

his favorite. 
HOWARD SUROVICK is disqualified for untying girls' bows. 
CARL SWICK was disqualified in junior high when he used to call all the girls 

for dates. 
Are you disqualified for having long frosted hair, JODY BURNETT? 
JIMMY BILLINGSLY was almost disqualified when he supposedly tricked the 

substitute by jumping out the window only to receive a white slip the next 
day. 

BONNIE TALLEY was far from disqualified when she was the only one to re- 
ceive an "A" in sophomore Geometry. 

JOHN GRAY avoids all traces of disqualification since he always knows the 
score on the last Cowboy game and the odds on the next. 
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SEE GARY'S STUDIOS 
FOR ALL PUBLYMPIC 

PICTURES 

Annual Pictures 

Graduation Pictures 

Teen Timers 

Picture 
Posters 

For your appointment call 327-8297 

any STUDIO 

2239 Gus Thomasson 	Cosa View Center 

Backfield In Motion 

It was an unusual type of backfield motion that made SHIRLEY BROWN wet 
her pants--STEPHEN BUCHER was playing with her tail (Cougar tail, that 

is). 
KARL FLUSHCHE's backfield motion is never quite enough for him to reach 

his seventh period destination on time--some people think it is because of 
CINDY BREWER. 

ROXANNE REAMES has a busy backfield from chasing other girls' boyfriends. 
Who says ROBERT RICHARDSON looks like King Kong and walks like a duck? 
LISA McCLENAN uses her backfield to great advantage with her bikini under-

wear. 

RICKY BURCH and KIM DETTMAN played Adam and Eve at Young Life. Whose 
backfield was Adam's? 

DENISE CLARK sticks her rear out in style while she shoots in basketball. 
GEORGIA CARTER is much prouder of her backfield motion now that she has 

her new styled ROTC pants uniform. 
BO SMITH seems to have a hyperactive backfield--he is never in the same place 

more than five minutes. 
KIM DETTMAN.  received the Greatest Commotion in Backfield Motion award 

when a spectator at afootball game asked "Who is that girl who really wiggles 
her rear?" Kim's father, the person to whom the question had been addressed, 
was forced to reply, "That is my daughter." 

RANDY MAYS is reported to have finally recovered from the irreparable damage 
of Mrs. Latham's licks in elementary school. 

SCIENCE CLUB 
PRESIDENT NEIL JONES 	VICE-PRESIDENT ASUKA NAKAHARA 
SECRETARY JENNIFER RUSH TREASURER MARK MCWALTERS 

SPONSOR ANNABELLE MCBRIDE 
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his seventh period destination on time--some people think it is because of 
CINDY BREWER. 

ROXANNE REAMES has a busy backfield from chasing other girls' boyfriends. 
Who says ROBERT RICHARDSON looks like King Kong and walks like a duck? 
LISA McCLENAN uses her backfield to great advantage with her bikini under-

wear. 

RICKY BURCH and KIM DETTMAN played Adam and Eve at Young Life. Whose 
backfield was Adam's? 

DENISE CLARK sticks her rear out in style while she shoots in basketball. 
GEORGIA CARTER is much prouder of her backfield motion now that she has 

her new styled ROTC pants uniform. 
BO SMITH seems to have a hyperactive backfield--he is never in the same place 

more than five minutes. 
KIM DETTMAN.  received the Greatest Commotion in Backfield Motion award 

when a spectator at afootball game asked "Who is that girl who really wiggles 
her rear?" Kim's father, the person to whom the question had been addressed, 
was forced to reply, "That is my daughter." 

RANDY MAYS is reported to have finally recovered from the irreparable damage 
of Mrs. Latham's licks in elementary school. 

SCIENCE CLUB 
PRESIDENT NEIL JONES 	VICE-PRESIDENT ASUKA NAKAHARA 
SECRETARY JENNIFER RUSH TREASURER MARK MCWALTERS 

SPONSOR ANNABELLE MCBRIDE 
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CAMEY TULEY ARMBUCKLE 

327-3229 
BRAD TULEY 

Profound Language 
Enroute to a Cougar basketball game, NEIL JONES jokingly shouted to the 

burly service station attendant "Hurry it up back there." Next time, Neil 
will be sure that his windows are not down. 

JANET FORD and KAREN EKISS were quite profound in fifth grade, but all 
of their discussions concerned sex. 

GWYENNE PATILLO will always be remembered for her mouth. 
The class of '73 could certainly never forget HECTOR ESCAMILLA's cam-

paign speech when he ran for Student Council Vice-President. 
As LIZ BOSLER would say, "I am too coordinated to imitate ASUKA NAKAHA-

RA." 
PATTY CANTRELL makes her loyalty obvious when she says, "Hook 'em." 

DAVID BROWN is so quiet that you cannot write anything about him in the Pub. 
It is quite profound to hear the way that BILL LaPORTE talks like his brothers 

on Cheech and Chong. 
GREG BELL is best known for his vocabulary. 
DON AMACHER may say something, but it always seems to be profoundly the 

opposite of what actually happened. 
MARGARET TARPLEY gives a definite example of her profound language when 

she says, "well . . . no ... well ... maybe ... yes, ... well ... I do not 
know. 

What did JUDY DAVIES so profoundly find interesting to discuss with KAY WAT-
SON and NANCY CARSON? 

Smile to yourself when GAYLE DAVIS instructs you on "how to handle your 
man" and "all about sex", but fails to footnote Cosmopolitan. 

With a profound look in her face, NANCY COCHRAN said, "Golly, there are 
so many toilets to choose from." 

PATTY BOTCHER was overheard to say, "I have never been so hot in my life 
except for yesterday," on the second day of her sophomore year. 

ROGER CHANDLER probably used profound language when his Volkswagen 
stalled at the Peavy-Garland intersection. 

PAT CASTER always insists he is "not insane, not insane." 
What does JOHN YENNE mean when says "Shoot"? 
Here is an even better question: What does KEVIN WILSON mean when he says 

"I am just one of the girls." 
JEFF VEAZEY's profound outlook on life is "a kiss is just a kiss." 

Casa Coiffures, Inc. 

162 CASA LINDA PLAZA 

DALLAS, TEXAS 

Rudy Lee 	Duane Marable 

DA 8-3202 
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PROFOUND LANGUAGE 
DENISE CLARK and NANCY COCHRAN display their profound disloyalty 

to Texas when they call each other, "Okie". 
There is a profound rumor that, during Mrs. Nieto's class, CATHER CAPER-

TON said to DEBBIE PAINTER, "Come lay next to me on the sheet". 
WARREN ACREY will be profoundly grateful if you call him "Mr. Cool". 
ASUKA NAKAH ARA is a great "Couga Couga" with his Buga Buga. 
BECKY CLEMENTS enjoys saying, "love you" to anyone who will listen. 
RISE ROSENKRANTZ rises to her profound height when she says "you baby". 
It is profoundly obvious that SALLY SHARROCK likes to say, "Grkunge". 
It is a profound compliment if GEORGIA CARTER calls yu a "Gr0000-verr". 
Does SHAREE CHILSTROM mean to sound negative when she says "ye"? 
KIM RAGAN has been known to use the profound term, "hunk" when she speaks 

of the male species. 
JOHN DANIELS always tells everyone what he can do, but is it what he wants to 

do? 
MARK COOPER always tells JEFF BECK "It is the bass drum holder-downer." 
DAVID PERNA is destined to give RICKY BURCH some competition in the Pun 

Departinent when he says, "Give me some turtle soup and make it snappy." 
KIM DETTMAN always said that SID REED was sweet and innocent. 
Did MARGARET CATHEY ever seriously admit that she "was no Raquel 

Welch"? 
As the ultimate in profound language, Keith McDonald remarked to HECTOR 

ESCAMILLA at "Superfly" that they were the only whites in the audience. 
Hector turned to Keith and said, "What do you mean we, Hanky?" 
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Infamous Incidents 

      

MARK SLEVTh was scare to death to discover a girl in the boys bathroom, till 
he found out it was a boy. 

It was an infamous incident when HECTOR ESCAMILLA, DAVID PERNA, 
MARK McWATTERS, and NEIL JONES went by to pick up KEITH 14IcDONALD 
to go play golf to learn that KEITH had left his clubs in the trunk of his car 
which he had sold earlier that afternoon. 

Imagine the surprise on CRAIG STEPHENS face upon finding out that his friend 
totaled the motor . . . especially since he had just had an ad in the paper to 
sell it the previous day. 

BOBBIE MUNOZ once waited 15 minutes for a red construction light to turn 
green. Construction lights do not turn green. 

A teacher gave PAT NORRIS a nickel to start talking in the first grade and he 
has not stopped talking yet. 

SHERI MARBLE discovered that certain kinds of soliciting was illegal as she 
was approached by a policeman asking her to refrain from doing so in front 
of the men's restroom at one of the Cougar football games. 

While most seventh graders followed the popular trend of pumps with fish net 
hose, SUSAN YOACHUM could not part with her hush puppies and lacy bobby 
socks. 

Remember GEORGIA CARTER'S first hickey--or can you remember back that far? 
LYNN BAKER and LAURIE FORRESTER could not finish lunch in only half an 

hour, so they ate their Church's chicken in Psychology. 
Creating his own Peyton Place,SAD.I MORGAN caught a mouse in the annual room, 

feed it Cheetos, took it home to his pet mouse who became pregnant and in 
giving birth died. 

MARK EMERSON was the ring leader of the cough drop black market in seventh 
grade. 

JODI BEVERLY vowed she would never part with her promise ring, sho she 
gained enough weight to make the ring a permanent fixture. 

-Everyone is awaiting the climax of GERRY GUYER's magical career when he 
makes himself disappear. 
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INFAMOUS INCIDENTS 

NANCY NIULLINS is to ticklish she once had an accident in her pants from 
laughing so hard. 

JOE VICKERS almost made himself famous with the law as he ran from them 
after an incident behind the Lone Star Theater. 

KENNY PROFFER will not soon forget the time he made a pass at DONNA 
FOSTER at a victory party and she slapped him. 

One of the many infamous incidents in the life of MARK McWATERS and DAVID 
ZIMMERMAN occurred when they both acted as pall-bearers as DAVID 
PERNA layed his empty black pen to rest behind the basketball court at 
Kiest. 

Anyone remember CAROL ALMGREN's argument with Mr. Regelsky in American 
History. Who could forget? 

One of CHRISTI KIRBY's infamous incidents occurred in the ninth grade when 
she tied an onion on a string and hung it out the window with a note attached 
that said "I am old and want to die". 

Another infamous incident was recorded in the books when SHEILA SPOTSWOOD 
came to school in her fluffy yellow houseshoes. 

Ask KAREN SMITH if she remembers the time she was locked on top of a build- 
ing while retrieving an over shot tennis ball. 

DIANE McGINNIS was anything but inconspicious as she hiccupped louder than a 
warning siren in the middle of class. 

It was a very infamous incident to VANCE GIST when on a field trip he walked 
into a motel room in which there were two total strangers who he had just 
taken showers. 

KATY CALHOUN tried to swindle the defenseless candy machine as she began 
to insert her housekey instead of a coin. Poor KATY was outsmarted again. 

LEROY KELLY is said to have delivered his best Karate chop on a cheese 
sandwich. 

- JOHN JOHNSON was once caught attempting to steal toilet paper from the 
restroom at a nearby service station. 

Remember when CHARLES KIDD drove around with no seat in his car? How 
comfortable your date must have been CHARLES. 

Remember when WESLEY HAMPTON would turn off his hearing aid when Mrs. 
Gibson talked too much? 

From the eighth to the twelfth grades, SUSANNE OSBORNE's boyfriends have 
been flown as Mike #1, Mike #2, and last but not least, Mike #3. 

An infamous incident for AUGUSTINE RUBIO was when he skipped third period, 
got confused about the bell schedule, and walked in on the middle of his fourth 
period class. 

JACKSON SPORTING GOODS 
SCHOOL JACKETS 	SCHOOL BAGS 

COMPLETE LINE ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT 

246 Casa Linda Plaza 	DA 7-7343 

LA 

INFAMOUS INCIDENTS 

Remember when DON WILLIS drove his car off a boat ramp. Word has it he made 
a big splash. 

AUGUSTINE BENAVIDEZ seems to be quite famous for not making it to school 
when mother nature forecasts rain. 

No one can forget that time OSBERT LASSBERG chased TERESA GUIDRY all 
over the stage in Hill's ninth grade chorus program. 

How did PATTY JUNO and SUZY DAVIS feel about having their sheets pulled 
off of them after only two hours of sleep by "her"? 

SHAUNA ROSE rose to fame by singing her rendition of Wa-Wa-Watusie. 
Hey, CINDY BREWER, remember the time you got stopped by the police in your 

own front yard en your birthday? 
An infamous incident occurred when TRICIA BROWN ran into the side of Church's 

Fried Chicken and did not even know it. It must have been a soft blow. 
CLNDY WATSON and CHERYL TAYLOR rose to fame in their neighborhood as 

they sponsored a drill team called the "Pepperidge Pepper-Mints". 
A most embarrassing moment for KENNY REESE was when he started to drive 

his car off with his snow chains half way off. 
The tables were turned as MARK COOPER got make-up on NANCY RICHARD-

SON's collar while kissing after the Cothernus Playhouse. 
Did you say you knocked down a partition and a teacher in the lunchroom, 

DENNIS MARSHALL? 
TERESA GUIDRY seemed to have that special "twist" for drill team at Hill, 

especially when she broke her wrist warming up for the Lassie kick. 
Remember the time RICHARD KAMPER got a dice stuck in his nose? One hard 

blow and he rolls a double. 
No one knew the reason why SHIRLEY BROWN was accidentally dropped on 

the floor in a part in Variety Theatre where whe was to be carried off a 
sofa--she herself had an accident. 

Remember when PAUL SHEARER was parading around the lunchroom trying to 
impress a sophomore girl and his Fruit of the Loom was hanging out. 

Remember when SHERRY BENNETT came to school with a different hair-do 
everyday because she was going with a hairdresser. 

MARK KUYKENDALL will never make it to Heaven, especially after falling 
asleep during "The Ten Commandments", just as Moses was parting the 
Red Sea. 

Can you imagine PAT POWERS as a homesick Cub on a Boy Scout camping 
trip? 

NEIL JONES' "lemonade" does not appeal to JUDY DILLING as she promptly 
returned the drink only after consuming the lemon dish soap. 
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into a motel room in which there were two total strangers who he had just 
taken showers. 

KATY CALHOUN tried to swindle the defenseless candy machine as she began 
to insert her housekey instead of a coin. Poor KATY was outsmarted again. 

LEROY KELLY is said to have delivered his best Karate chop on a cheese 
sandwich. 

- JOHN JOHNSON was once caught attempting to steal toilet paper from the 
restroom at a nearby service station. 

Remember when CHARLES KIDD drove around with no seat in his car? How 
comfortable your date must have been CHARLES. 

Remember when WESLEY HAMPTON would turn off his hearing aid when Mrs. 
Gibson talked too much? 

From the eighth to the twelfth grades, SUSANNE OSBORNE's boyfriends have 
been flown as Mike #1, Mike #2, and last but not least, Mike #3. 

An infamous incident for AUGUSTINE RUBIO was when he skipped third period, 
got confused about the bell schedule, and walked in on the middle of his fourth 
period class. 
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INFAMOUS INCIDENTS 

Remember when DON WILLIS drove his car off a boat ramp. Word has it he made 
a big splash. 

AUGUSTINE BENAVIDEZ seems to be quite famous for not making it to school 
when mother nature forecasts rain. 

No one can forget that time OSBERT LASSBERG chased TERESA GUIDRY all 
over the stage in Hill's ninth grade chorus program. 

How did PATTY JUNO and SUZY DAVIS feel about having their sheets pulled 
off of them after only two hours of sleep by "her"? 

SHAUNA ROSE rose to fame by singing her rendition of Wa-Wa-Watusie. 
Hey, CINDY BREWER, remember the time you got stopped by the police in your 

own front yard en your birthday? 
An infamous incident occurred when TRICIA BROWN ran into the side of Church's 

Fried Chicken and did not even know it. It must have been a soft blow. 
CLNDY WATSON and CHERYL TAYLOR rose to fame in their neighborhood as 

they sponsored a drill team called the "Pepperidge Pepper-Mints". 
A most embarrassing moment for KENNY REESE was when he started to drive 

his car off with his snow chains half way off. 
The tables were turned as MARK COOPER got make-up on NANCY RICHARD-

SON's collar while kissing after the Cothernus Playhouse. 
Did you say you knocked down a partition and a teacher in the lunchroom, 

DENNIS MARSHALL? 
TERESA GUIDRY seemed to have that special "twist" for drill team at Hill, 

especially when she broke her wrist warming up for the Lassie kick. 
Remember the time RICHARD KAMPER got a dice stuck in his nose? One hard 

blow and he rolls a double. 
No one knew the reason why SHIRLEY BROWN was accidentally dropped on 

the floor in a part in Variety Theatre where whe was to be carried off a 
sofa--she herself had an accident. 

Remember when PAUL SHEARER was parading around the lunchroom trying to 
impress a sophomore girl and his Fruit of the Loom was hanging out. 

Remember when SHERRY BENNETT came to school with a different hair-do 
everyday because she was going with a hairdresser. 

MARK KUYKENDALL will never make it to Heaven, especially after falling 
asleep during "The Ten Commandments", just as Moses was parting the 
Red Sea. 

Can you imagine PAT POWERS as a homesick Cub on a Boy Scout camping 
trip? 

NEIL JONES' "lemonade" does not appeal to JUDY DILLING as she promptly 
returned the drink only after consuming the lemon dish soap. 
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INFAMOUS INCIDENTS 
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INFAMOUS INCIDENTS 
DAVID TODD turned to his pillow as a source of security by hiding his head 

while someone robbed the house next door. 
CHRIS REEVES has been known for taking his work too seriously after giving 

LISA McCLENEN a Farrell's Happy Birthday special during a lunch period. 
SAM SMITH knows the meaning of frustration after wrecking his car three times 

in six months at the same spot only a block away from his house. 
Hardly anything will stop MIKE KIDD from hotrodding down Jupiter Road except 

maybe if one of his car doors fell off. 
Unnoticeable NANCY COCHRAN once ran a stop sign while clutch pumping her 

standard station wagon in front of a TV camera and a policeman. 
SPIKE BENNETT could have danced all night at the Latin Club convention and 

all alone too after scaring everyone away with his Astaire like qualities. 
RICKY BENTON tried to make out with a sophomore in front of his fourth 

period study hall claiming he was practicing a scene from a play. 
What really happened when RAYLAN LOGGINS went to the ILPC convention 

in Austin--both years? 
One of CONNIE KRAUSE's most infamous incidents was walking into the boys 

bathroom by mistake. Notice any different scenery CONNIE? 
LIBBY PALSER made her award winning play when she could speak better 

Spanish than her fourth grade teacher. 
Remember in the ninth grade when GARY GILBERT could not wait to come to 

BA so he could have hair down to his shoulders? 
One of the all time infamous incidents had to be the time that PAUL CORNELL 

and CHRIS REEVES carried ANNE GOODWIN and LISA McCLENNAN piggy 
back down Main Street in Chevy-Chase Maryland in the middle of the night. 

Anyone remember the time that the entire theater was silent after Bonnie and 
Clyde had been shot to bits and BETTY HURLEY ludly bursts out "Are they 
dead?" 

It is customary for a teacher to put a student to sleep, but not so in the case of 
GARY HARGRAVE and Mr. McClure. 

BO SMITH, MARK GUY, and STAN GENTZLER blew their minds when they 
exploded the crucible during a chemistry experiment. 

PAUL "Baby Face" BEENE was not allowed entry into the Lone Star Drive-in. 
Last year, MARI MARVIN received the nickname "Florida" even though she 

is originally from Colorado. 

Mike Wallis . . . "Look coach, one Stan Genztler . . . "Look Mom, no 
hand." 	 cavaties." 

Award Winning Plays 

In eleventh grade RANDY HILL and CHARLES MARCH got thrills from lifting 
SARA STARKEY and SUSAN HARVANEK's dresses. 

It was an award winning play when NANCY COCHRAN lost her steering wheel 
while going the wrong way on a one way street. 

—When his fifth grade teacher accused him of raping a girl, RICHARD LORD 
had to ask her what the word meant. 

When SUSAN ANDERSON lost her petticoat in the middle of a routine during the 
Cotton Bowl competition. 

On a church mission trip to Brownsville, WARREN ACREY got locked out of 
First Baptist Church in nothing more than his underwear. 

It was an award winning play when the Four Experts, DEBBIE ELLIS, BAR-
BARA McNEILL, MARY HARLAN, and PATTI BRINKLEY, gave advice 
to SUSAN YOACHUM about her fantasized love affair with JOE VICKERS 
in the seventh grade. 

It was an award winning play when ELAINE ESTES got locked out of her house 
at 3 a.m. and tried to instruct her cat how to open the window. 

It was an award winning play when MARK McWATTERS did not have his con-
tacts and mistook a sophomore girl for RALPH CANADA. 

It was an award winning play when DIANE MARTIN butch waxed her eyebrows 
so that they would lie down flat. 

MARGARET PETTEY, GAIL THOMPSON, and RALPH CANADA killed a busli 
outside the sophomore chemistry lab by dropping hydrochloric and sulfuric 
acids on it. 

While RAYLAN LOGGINS may deserve a loving cup for being a faithful athletic 
supporter, he seems to be satisfied with just one large titanium cup. 

BECKY CLEMENTS made an award winning play when she tried to forget her 
loneliness by holding hands with JANE CAVE on a ski trip. 

GLENDA WILLIAMS is known for her keen sense of direction after mistaking 
a janitor's closet for a classroom. 

BARBARA McNEILL believes in taking it slow or "practice makes perfect" 
since she took her driving test three times before she finally passed. 

After seeing the movie, LISA McCLENAN and DOUG YOUNG were so intent in 
their own "Love Story" that they unknowingly ignored their driver's plea for 
directions only after seeing the Ryan O'Neill flick. 

CINDY CARVER was the best dressed man at a sixth grade masquerade party. 
She was real convincing. 
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AWARD WINNING PLAYS 

SUSAN HARVANEK deserves a gold medal for her sideline coaching abilities 
as she gave MARK GUY his first kiss on a deserted streetcorner. 

Was it JILL SELLERS life long ambition to have her name up in lights that 
made her sneak out with the Channel 4 camera man on the Washington trip. 

NANCY COCHRAN could make some good plays for her church basketball team 
if she spent more time on her feet rather than her posterior. 

To prove his never ending love, MIKE GUNNELS bought a $30 necklace for 
his girlfriend only to pawn it off for a shotgun a short time afterwards. 

"The Wiper" award belongs to MARK McWATTERS and NEIL JONES for never 
missing a chance to roll KAREN WOLTMAN's house during football season. 

CINDY LINGREN receives the "Streetwalker Award" since she woke up in the 
middle of her street after one of her sleep walking excursions. 

GINGER ARCHER totaled her car only two months after she totaled it the first 
time. 

RALPH CANADA and friends are known for their perfect timing as they busted 
in on DEBBIE BELLAH, CONNIE FOX, and CAROL ALMGREN changing 
clothes in an empty classroom. 

The height of RAYLAN LOGGINS supposed intellect while in elementary school 
was plugging up the Johns at Hexter. 

"The N.H.S. Most Honorable Pig" citation belongs to ASUKA NAKAHARA 
after going back for seconds six times at the Country Dinner Playhouse. 

MIKE DEVANEY was a slippery looking character when he secretly soaped 
up one of the hotel fountains with suds in Washington. 

LANA BRANCH and SUSAN HAMMETT deserve the "Best Prodical Child 
Singers" for their rendition of "I've Got a Chigger" on their way home 
from Brownie Day Camp. 

BARBARA HAISEY never needed any Jewelry while dating MARK EMERSON. 
His weekly gift of a hickie necklace was ornate enough. 

DON LAWRENCE copied "B" drawings in drafting and usually made an "A". 
Mrs. Worsham wiped the spit of her face while waiting for MATT BEASLEY to 

quit talking. 
PATTY BOTCHER got stuck in the snow during behind the wheel and had to push 

the car out. 
NANCY MULLINS and her swimming German Shepherd were caught taking a dip 

in the SMU fountain by the Highland Park police. 
WAYNE SEYMOUR, KENNY HAFFNER, and SPIKE BENNET's laws are like 

cobwebs: They catch small flies but let wasps and hornets break thru. 
It was an award winning play when NOEL MAYFIELD said "thank you" to his 

date at the door. 
It was an award winning play when TERREL LONG took a boy to the Military 

Ball. 
CRAIG WEEKS discovered he was the only one at the Junior Honor Society 

banquet without a suit. 

It was an award winner when CHUCK SANDERS did not quite make it to the house 
and almost spent the night in the backyard. 

AWARD WINNING PLAYS 

MIKE LYNCH, JANET BRIDGES, TERESA REAMES, and PATTI BRINKLEY 
were picked up by the Guidance Center on their way to sing with Concert 
Choir at Eastfield. They were in uniform but still the Center did not believe 
them. 

It was literally an award winning play when SUE COLDEN and BRAD XEMPSON 
almost got kicked out of McCree Pool for necking. 

It was an award winning play when CINDY BARNES and DONNA ENGSTROM 
almost crawled in the trash can when a Cougar walked into their room at 
SMU. 

CAROL ALMGREN forgot her lines in a church skit, so to fill the gap she bit 
into an apple. 

The first day BOB DEBENPORT drove home his brand new "Winged Wonder" 
(59 Plymouth) his brakes went out and he had a wreck to mark the occasion. 

- RISI ROSENKRANZ's award winning play occurred the day she tried to convince 
her European History Class that the Pope was killed in Venice. 

Another ward winning play occured when LEE RAINS attempted to pay for a 
meal with a Sears Credit Card. 

An award winning play would be getting WENDEL WITHROW and SUSAN YOA-
CHUM to repeat their memoral performance of the kissing scene in the 
play "Our Town". 

TINA YARBOROUGH's award winning play was busting her knee open when she 
fell off her bike as she was avoiding a little boy and his wagon. 

MARK SIMMONS gets the "Walk A Mile for A Camel Award" for a mysterious 
award winning play. 

AUGUSTINE RUBIO and DON TITUS' award winning play was trying to play 
football with a bowling ball after it had rolled back up to them from the 
gutter. 

The JOHN REEVE'S method of making good in ITED tests is to talk all through 
it and then finally just go to sleep. 

SAM MORGAN once made himself famous by calling on SONDRA MADDOX for a 
quickie course in basic biology due to lack of understanding of an earthy 
situation. 

-MARK McWATTER's award winning play was when his car somehow rolled into 
the middle of the parking lot at Harry Stone, even though it was in park and 
was locked. 

It would not be natural if LINDA BOYLES did not tear up her papers marked 
"retype" in front of Miss Withrow. 

ALAN JONES finally took the big step his senior year and got his driver's 
license. 

LIN RODGERS doing the boogie while playing his tuba solo has definitely been 
voted an award winning play. 

It was definitely an award winning play when KENNETH PROFFER got mad 
when he could not get any toothpicks at the Rail Head Restaurant and only 
tipped 45C. 

GAYLE DAVIS was 

MCMLXXIII 
Help send the Latin Club to the 
"NATIONAL CONVENTION" 
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making an award winning play when she was so rudely 
spotlighted in the park by a friendly man in blue. 
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missing a chance to roll KAREN WOLTMAN's house during football season. 

CINDY LINGREN receives the "Streetwalker Award" since she woke up in the 
middle of her street after one of her sleep walking excursions. 

GINGER ARCHER totaled her car only two months after she totaled it the first 
time. 

RALPH CANADA and friends are known for their perfect timing as they busted 
in on DEBBIE BELLAH, CONNIE FOX, and CAROL ALMGREN changing 
clothes in an empty classroom. 

The height of RAYLAN LOGGINS supposed intellect while in elementary school 
was plugging up the Johns at Hexter. 

"The N.H.S. Most Honorable Pig" citation belongs to ASUKA NAKAHARA 
after going back for seconds six times at the Country Dinner Playhouse. 

MIKE DEVANEY was a slippery looking character when he secretly soaped 
up one of the hotel fountains with suds in Washington. 

LANA BRANCH and SUSAN HAMMETT deserve the "Best Prodical Child 
Singers" for their rendition of "I've Got a Chigger" on their way home 
from Brownie Day Camp. 

BARBARA HAISEY never needed any Jewelry while dating MARK EMERSON. 
His weekly gift of a hickie necklace was ornate enough. 

DON LAWRENCE copied "B" drawings in drafting and usually made an "A". 
Mrs. Worsham wiped the spit of her face while waiting for MATT BEASLEY to 

quit talking. 
PATTY BOTCHER got stuck in the snow during behind the wheel and had to push 

the car out. 
NANCY MULLINS and her swimming German Shepherd were caught taking a dip 

in the SMU fountain by the Highland Park police. 
WAYNE SEYMOUR, KENNY HAFFNER, and SPIKE BENNET's laws are like 

cobwebs: They catch small flies but let wasps and hornets break thru. 
It was an award winning play when NOEL MAYFIELD said "thank you" to his 

date at the door. 
It was an award winning play when TERREL LONG took a boy to the Military 

Ball. 
CRAIG WEEKS discovered he was the only one at the Junior Honor Society 

banquet without a suit. 

It was an award winner when CHUCK SANDERS did not quite make it to the house 
and almost spent the night in the backyard. 

AWARD WINNING PLAYS 

MIKE LYNCH, JANET BRIDGES, TERESA REAMES, and PATTI BRINKLEY 
were picked up by the Guidance Center on their way to sing with Concert 
Choir at Eastfield. They were in uniform but still the Center did not believe 
them. 

It was literally an award winning play when SUE COLDEN and BRAD XEMPSON 
almost got kicked out of McCree Pool for necking. 

It was an award winning play when CINDY BARNES and DONNA ENGSTROM 
almost crawled in the trash can when a Cougar walked into their room at 
SMU. 

CAROL ALMGREN forgot her lines in a church skit, so to fill the gap she bit 
into an apple. 

The first day BOB DEBENPORT drove home his brand new "Winged Wonder" 
(59 Plymouth) his brakes went out and he had a wreck to mark the occasion. 

- RISI ROSENKRANZ's award winning play occurred the day she tried to convince 
her European History Class that the Pope was killed in Venice. 

Another ward winning play occured when LEE RAINS attempted to pay for a 
meal with a Sears Credit Card. 

An award winning play would be getting WENDEL WITHROW and SUSAN YOA-
CHUM to repeat their memoral performance of the kissing scene in the 
play "Our Town". 

TINA YARBOROUGH's award winning play was busting her knee open when she 
fell off her bike as she was avoiding a little boy and his wagon. 

MARK SIMMONS gets the "Walk A Mile for A Camel Award" for a mysterious 
award winning play. 

AUGUSTINE RUBIO and DON TITUS' award winning play was trying to play 
football with a bowling ball after it had rolled back up to them from the 
gutter. 

The JOHN REEVE'S method of making good in ITED tests is to talk all through 
it and then finally just go to sleep. 

SAM MORGAN once made himself famous by calling on SONDRA MADDOX for a 
quickie course in basic biology due to lack of understanding of an earthy 
situation. 

-MARK McWATTER's award winning play was when his car somehow rolled into 
the middle of the parking lot at Harry Stone, even though it was in park and 
was locked. 

It would not be natural if LINDA BOYLES did not tear up her papers marked 
"retype" in front of Miss Withrow. 

ALAN JONES finally took the big step his senior year and got his driver's 
license. 

LIN RODGERS doing the boogie while playing his tuba solo has definitely been 
voted an award winning play. 

It was definitely an award winning play when KENNETH PROFFER got mad 
when he could not get any toothpicks at the Rail Head Restaurant and only 
tipped 45C. 

GAYLE DAVIS was 
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making an award winning play when she was so rudely 
spotlighted in the park by a friendly man in blue. 

ALLAS TORNMY) SOLLER 
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AWARD WINNING PLAYS 
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To prove his never ending love, MIKE GUNNELS bought a $30 necklace for 
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after going back for seconds six times at the Country Dinner Playhouse. 
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quit talking. 
PATTY BOTCHER got stuck in the snow during behind the wheel and had to push 

the car out. 
NANCY MULLINS and her swimming German Shepherd were caught taking a dip 

in the SMU fountain by the Highland Park police. 
WAYNE SEYMOUR, KENNY HAFFNER, and SPIKE BENNET's laws are like 

cobwebs: They catch small flies but let wasps and hornets break thru. 
It was an award winning play when NOEL MAYFIELD said "thank you" to his 

date at the door. 
It was an award winning play when TERREL LONG took a boy to the Military 
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banquet without a suit. 
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fell off her bike as she was avoiding a little boy and his wagon. 

MARK SIMMONS gets the "Walk A Mile for A Camel Award" for a mysterious 
award winning play. 

AUGUSTINE RUBIO and DON TITUS' award winning play was trying to play 
football with a bowling ball after it had rolled back up to them from the 
gutter. 

The JOHN REEVE'S method of making good in ITED tests is to talk all through 
it and then finally just go to sleep. 

SAM MORGAN once made himself famous by calling on SONDRA MADDOX for a 
quickie course in basic biology due to lack of understanding of an earthy 
situation. 

-MARK McWATTER's award winning play was when his car somehow rolled into 
the middle of the parking lot at Harry Stone, even though it was in park and 
was locked. 

It would not be natural if LINDA BOYLES did not tear up her papers marked 
"retype" in front of Miss Withrow. 

ALAN JONES finally took the big step his senior year and got his driver's 
license. 

LIN RODGERS doing the boogie while playing his tuba solo has definitely been 
voted an award winning play. 

It was definitely an award winning play when KENNETH PROFFER got mad 
when he could not get any toothpicks at the Rail Head Restaurant and only 
tipped 45. 

GAYLE DAVIS was making an award winning play when she was so rudely 
spotlighted in the park by a friendly man in blue. 
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AWARD WINNING PLAYS 

Red seems to be the color of the day when someone mentions the first band 
bus trip to MELANIE DAVID. 

It was an award winning play when NANCY COCHRAN asked about Mrs. Chit-
wood not even knowing that she had left BA last May. 

AUBREY BERRYTULL's award winning play is that he never makes one . . . 
but then again . .. he never gets in trouble. 

Act nonchalant when you see DONNA BOYD hanging from her car door in the 
middle of Easton Road. 

Rumor has it that DANNY MONTGOMERY often mistakes DUCK TANNERS 
chest for his 45 degree triangle in drafting. Guess it depends on which 
angle you look at it. 

CHRISTINA LAMB's award winning play is said to be the time she ripped her 
skirt up the back and had to walk backwards all the way to the office. 

DARVA DAGATE made an award winning play when she thought it was fun to 
impersonate the nuns at Bishop Lynch, but it did not turn out to be so 
amusing, did it DARVA? 

SPIKE BENNETT receives an award for the play he made when he baked JAN 
CAMPBELL a cake and delivered it to her door via motorcycle. 

GREG PARIS would definitely not agree that his leg injury during a football 
game was an award winning play. Nasty break Greg. 

It was definitely an award winning play when GARY OOSTVEEN forgot his 
lines in a play and told the audience to "Shut Up". 

While on vacation LYNN CLARK noticed a sign bearing the words "Snakes 
Milked" which immediately brought to mind, "I have heard of cow milk 
but snake milk?" 

It was an award winning play when ELAINE "Tipsy" ESTES fell off a wall at 
a Mineral Wells roadside park. 

Winner in the Redneck Division is none other than DOUG YOUNG. 
CHRISTI COOK wins "The Galloping Gourmet Award" for noticing a wrong 

ingredient when she sees it--such as hair in the lunchroom meat loaf. 
MIKE FOLEY believes in being kind to animals but apparently they do not 

share his belief as he was bitten by a duck and kicked by a pony in one day. 
An award winning excuse for ELAINE KIRBY is "I am going to my grand- 

mother's." 
JERRY KELLER enjoys throwing jello across the lunchroom. It shakes him 

up. 
CHARLES MARCH got a "roaring" response from classmates when he forced 

his teacher to Charleston on her desk after making an A on a test. 
MARI MARVIN and YVETTE OAKS should win an award for going to all of 

the Journalism sessions at last year's State Journalism convention. 
RICHARD MASTERSON wins an award for being Mr. Cunningham's pet in 

seventh grade at Heater. 
NATALA BOREN wins an award for talking too much. 
PAUL GROBE should win an award for enjoying his junior year's English 

class, with Mr. Sponsellor as his teacher. 
PATRICIA KERR wins an award for being such a good Catholic. 
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Most Valuable Player 

DEBBIE EIDSON is the most valuable player for her church basketball team 
because if she did not scream so loud, the whole team would fall asleep. 

MARK EMERSON considered Cathy Spruce the most valuable player at the 
journalism convention when he accepted for her the "Honorary Gold Key 
Award"--whether it be a key to his heart or to his door. 

SUE COLDEN was the most valuable player of her seventh grade class after 
originating the Beaver Club with membership cards, posters, and beaver 
songs. 

To NANCY MEAGHER, anyone with a helping hand would have been her most 
valuable player as she cleverly fell down the front stairs of the National 
Art Gallery in Washington and was sprawled out for Main Street to see. 

LIZ BOSLER's most valuable player was not the man she hit walking behind 
her car as she was backing out of Taco Bell. 

SUSAN MARTIN OSBORNE's most valuable player was not CHERYL AUTRY 
since CHERYL constantly accused her of cheating. 

CALVIN HAL's most valuable player is his Ultra Brite--smile for us CAL. 
Judging by the TV coverage on the trip to Washington, SUZY DAVIS would be 

voted most valuable player. 
DON PEEPLE's most valuable player was not the horse that kept throwing.  

him off while making a western for the film project. 
LIZ O'NEAL's most valuable player would have been anyone with a set of 

dry clothes the time she spilled Dr. Pepper all over her and to go to work 
with wet clothes. Her famous last words were, "Oh dry up". 

— ALFRED MOLEDOUSE and his trig notes are an invaluable pair. 
JOHN POSEY was an unbelievable first string fullback in the seventh grade. 
JOHNNY QUILL is the most valuable player at any church party featuring 

they hokey pokey. 
MARY TOOLEY thought he was a valuable player as he non chalantly answered 

one of the phones at KLIF. 
TOM DOLAN got his annual picture in the supplement because his most valuable 

player, his mother, came and complained about leaving it out of the annual. 
TOM ANTHONY would not be your most valuable player if you were looking 

for help in chemistry. 
KATHY SMITH's most valuable player is her brother Russell who is on the 

Dallas City Council. Remember .. . it is who you know that counts. 
DONALD TENNELL's most valuable player is his friend DONALD JACKSON. 
MILTON BUSH could be your most valuable player if you need a button sewn 

on . . 	he makes A's in his Bachelor Survival class for such outstanding 
talents as his. 

RICHARD NOBLE's most valuable player would be any teacher who would 
pass him. 

In elementary school SUZY JONES' father was a valuable player, by going 
to all the field trips with her class. 
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AWARD WINNING PLAYS 

Red seems to be the color of the day when someone mentions the first band 
bus trip to MELANIE DAVID. 

It was an award winning play when NANCY COCHRAN asked about Mrs. Chit-
wood not even knowing that she had left BA last May. 

AUBREY BERRYTULL's award winning play is that he never makes one . . . 
but then again . .. he never gets in trouble. 

Act nonchalant when you see DONNA BOYD hanging from her car door in the 
middle of Easton Road. 

Rumor has it that DANNY MONTGOMERY often mistakes DUCK TANNERS 
chest for his 45 degree triangle in drafting. Guess it depends on which 
angle you look at it. 

CHRISTINA LAMB's award winning play is said to be the time she ripped her 
skirt up the back and had to walk backwards all the way to the office. 

DARVA DAGATE made an award winning play when she thought it was fun to 
impersonate the nuns at Bishop Lynch, but it did not turn out to be so 
amusing, did it DARVA? 

SPIKE BENNETT receives an award for the play he made when he baked JAN 
CAMPBELL a cake and delivered it to her door via motorcycle. 

GREG PARIS would definitely not agree that his leg injury during a football 
game was an award winning play. Nasty break Greg. 

It was definitely an award winning play when GARY OOSTVEEN forgot his 
lines in a play and told the audience to "Shut Up". 

While on vacation LYNN CLARK noticed a sign bearing the words "Snakes 
Milked" which immediately brought to mind, "I have heard of cow milk 
but snake milk?" 

It was an award winning play when ELAINE "Tipsy" ESTES fell off a wall at 
a Mineral Wells roadside park. 

Winner in the Redneck Division is none other than DOUG YOUNG. 
CHRISTI COOK wins "The Galloping Gourmet Award" for noticing a wrong 

ingredient when she sees it--such as hair in the lunchroom meat loaf. 
MIKE FOLEY believes in being kind to animals but apparently they do not 

share his belief as he was bitten by a duck and kicked by a pony in one day. 
An award winning excuse for ELAINE KIRBY is "I am going to my grand- 

mother's." 
JERRY KELLER enjoys throwing jello across the lunchroom. It shakes him 

up. 
CHARLES MARCH got a "roaring" response from classmates when he forced 

his teacher to Charleston on her desk after making an A on a test. 
MARI MARVIN and YVETTE OAKS should win an award for going to all of 

the Journalism sessions at last year's State Journalism convention. 
RICHARD MASTERSON wins an award for being Mr. Cunningham's pet in 

seventh grade at Hexter. 
NATALA BOREN wins an award for talking too much. 
PAUL GROBE should win an award for enjoying his junior year's English 

class, with Mr. Sponsellor as his teacher. 
PATRICIA KERR wins an award for being such a good Catholic. 
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Most Valuable Player 

DEBBIE EIDSON is the most valuable player for her church basketball team 
because if she did not scream so loud, the whole team would fall asleep. 

MARK EMERSON considered Cathy Spruce the most valuable player at the 
journalism convention when he accepted for her the "Honorary Gold Key 
Award"--whether it be a key to his heart or to his door. 

SUE COLDEN was the most valuable player of her seventh grade class after 
originating the Beaver Club with membership cards, posters, and beaver 
songs. 

To NANCY MEAGHER, anyone with a helping hand would have been her most 
valuable player as she cleverly fell down the front stairs of the National 
Art Gallery in Washington and was sprawled out for Main Street to see. 

LIZ BOSLER's most valuable player was not the man she hit walking behind 
her car as she was backing out of Taco Bell. 

SUSAN MARTIN OSBORNE's most valuable player was not CHERYL AUTRY 
since CHERYL constantly accused her of cheating. 

CALVIN HAL's most valuable player is his Ultra Brite--smile for us CAL. 
Judging by the TV coverage on the trip to Washington, SUZY DAVIS would be 

voted most valuable player. 
DON PEEPLE's most valuable player was not the horse that kept throwing.  

him off while making a western for the film project. 
LIZ O'NEAL's most valuable player would have been anyone with a set of 

dry clothes the time she spilled Dr. Pepper all over her and to go to work 
with wet clothes. Her famous last words were, "Oh dry up". 

— ALFRED MOLEDOUSE and his trig notes are an invaluable pair. 
JOHN POSEY was an unbelievable first string fullback in the seventh grade. 
JOHNNY QUILL is the most valuable player at any church party featuring 

they hokey pokey. 
MARY TOOLEY thought he was a valuable player as he non chalantly answered 

one of the phones at KLIF. 
TOM DOLAN got his annual picture in the supplement because his most valuable 

player, his mother, came and complained about leaving it out of the annual. 
TOM ANTHONY would not be your most valuable player if you were looking 

for help in chemistry. 
KATHY SMITH's most valuable player is her brother Russell who is on the 

Dallas City Council. Remember .. . it is who you know that counts. 
DONALD TENNELL's most valuable player is his friend DONALD JACKSON. 
MILTON BUSH could be your most valuable player if you need a button sewn 

on . . 	he makes A's in his Bachelor Survival class for such outstanding 
talents as his. 

RICHARD NOBLE's most valuable player would be any teacher who would 
pass him. 

In elementary school SUZY JONES' father was a valuable player, by going 
to all the field trips with her class. 
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AWARD WINNING PLAYS 

Red seems to be the color of the day when someone mentions the first band 
bus trip to MELANIE DAVID. 

It was an award winning play when NANCY COCHRAN asked about Mrs. Chit-
wood not even knowing that she had left BA last May. 

AUBREY BERRYTIILL's award winning play is that he never makes one . . . 
but then again . . . he never gets in trouble. 

Act nonchalant when you see DONNA BOYD hanging from her car door in the 
middle of Easton Road. 

Rumor has it that DANNY MONTGOMERY often mistakes DUCK TANNERS 
chest for his 45 degree triangle in drafting. Guess it depends on which 
angle you look at it. 

CHRISTINA LAMB's award winning play is said to be the time she ripped her 
skirt up the back and had to walk backwards all the way to the office. 

DARVA DAGATE made an award winning play when she thought it was fun to 
impersonate the nuns at Bishop Lynch, but it did not turn out to be so 
amusing, did it DARVA? 

SPIKE BENNETT receives an award for the play he made when he baked JAN 
CAMPBELL a cake and delivered it to her door via motorcycle. 

GREG PARIS would definitely not agree that his leg injury during a football 
game was an award winning play. Nasty break Greg. 

It was definitely an award winning play when GARY OOSTVEEN forgot his 
lines in a play and told the audience to "Shut Up". 

While on vacation LYNN CLARK noticed a sign bearing the words "Snakes 
Milked" which immediately brought to mind, "I have heard of cow milk 
but snake milk?" 

It was an award winning play when ELAINE "Tipsy" ESTES fell off a wall at 
a Mineral Wells roadside park. 

Winner in the Redneck Division is none other than DOUG YOUNG. 
CHRISTI COOK wins "The Galloping Gourmet Award" for noticing a wrong 

ingredient when she sees it--such as hair in the lunchroom meat loaf. 
MIKE FOLEY believes in being kind to animals but apparently they do not 

share his belief as he was bitten by a duck and kicked by a pony in one day. 
An award winning excuse for ELAINE KIRBY is "I am going to my grand- 

mother's." 
JERRY KELLER enjoys throwing jello across the lunchroom. It shakes him 

up. 
CHARLES MARCH got a "roaring" response from classmates when he forced 

his teacher to Charleston on her desk after making an A on a test. 
MARI MARVIN and YVETTE OAKS should win an award for going to all of 

the Journalism sessions at last year's State Journalism convention. 
RICHARD MASTERSON wins an award for being Mr. Cunningham's pet in 

seventh grade at Hotter. 
NATALA BOREN wins an award for talking too much. 
PAUL GROBE should win an award for enjoying his junior year's English 

class, with Mr. Sponsellor as his teacher. 
PATRICIA KERR wins an award for being such a good Catholic. 
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Most Valuable Player 
DEBBIE EIDSON is the most valuable player for her church basketball team 

because if she did not scream so loud, the whole team would fall asleep. 
MARK EMERSON considered Cathy Spruce the most valuable player at the 

journalism convention when he accepted for her the "Honorary Gold Key 
Award"--whether it be a key to his heart or to his door. 

SUE COLDEN was the most valuable player of her seventh grade class after 
originating the Beaver Club with membership cards, posters, and beaver 
songs. 

To NANCY MEAGHER, anyone with a helping hand would have been her most 
valuable player as she cleverly fell down the front stairs of the National 
Art Gallery in Washington and was sprawled out for Main Street to see. 

LIZ BOSLER's most valuable player was not the man she hit walking behind 
her car as she was backing out of Taco Bell. 

SUSAN MARTIN OSBORNE's most valuable player was not CHERYL AUTRY 
since CHERYL constantly accused her of cheating. 

CALVIN HAL's most valuable player is his Ultra Brite--smile for us CAL. 
Judging by the TV coverage on the trip to Washington, SUZY DAVIS would be 

voted most valuable player. 
DON PEEPLE's most valuable player was not the horse that kept throwing.  

him off while making a western for the film project. 
LIZ O'NEAL's most valuable player would have been anyone with a set of 

dry clothes the time she spilled Dr. Pepper all over her and to go to work 
with wet clothes. Her famous last words were, "Oh dry up". 

- ALFRED MOLEDOUSE and his trig notes are an invaluable pair. 
JOHN POSEY was an unbelievable first string fullback in the seventh grade. 
JOHNNY QUILL is the most valuable player at any church party featuring 

they hokey pokey. 
MARY TOOLEY thought he was a valuable player as he non chalantly answered 

one of the phones at KLIF. 
TOM DOLAN got his annual picture in the supplement because his most valuable 

player, his mother, came and complained about leaving it out of the annual. 
TOM ANTHONY would not be your most valuable player if you were looking 

for help in chemistry. 
KATHY SMITH's most valuable player is her brother Russell who is on the 

Dallas City Council. Remember .. . it is who you know that counts. 
DONALD TENNELL's most valuable player is his friend DONALD JACKSON. 
MILTON BUSH could be your most valuable player if you need a button sewn 

on . . 	he makes A's in his Bachelor Survival class for such outstanding 
talents as his. 

RICHARD NOBLE's most valuable player would be any teacher who would 
pass him. 

In elementary school SUZY JONES' father was a valuable player, by going 
to all the field trips with her class. 
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Suzy C. Davis . . . on your mark. get set, go. 

Gold Medals 

A gold medal is awarded to SUZY DAVIS, JULIA CLAYMAN and PATTY JUNO 
for cramming seven people into a bathtub at twirling camp and asking an 
innocent bystander to take a picture. 

VALERIE SCIFRES gets a gold medal as "Best Actress" for making everybody 
think she is a goody-goody. 

ELAINE ESTES gets a gold medal for popping her ankles throughout mid-day naps 
at Bluebird Camp. 

DENISE CLARK receives a gold medal for once being high scorer of her church 
basketball team with the grand total of one point. 

SAMMY VALENTI deserves a gold medal for surviving his senior year two years 
in a row. 

PAUL CORNELL deserves a gold medal for his seemingly endless appetite 
after downing two pizzas, three Whataburgers, with ice cream to top it off 
and still complaining of hunger paths. 

BUTCH MILLER gets a gold medal for his poetic accomplishments. "Roses are 
red, Violets are blue, Sugar is sweet, and I am, too." 

RICKY MILLER thought he deserved a gold medal for being the best kisser in the 
eighth grade. 

CHARLES PIERCE receives the gold medal for the hardest kick ever given to a 
locker. 

A gold medal goes to DAN COWART for knocking out his boxing opponent in the 
semi-round. His opponent was so upset, he did not show for the final round. 

RICHARD NOBLE receives a gold medal for being late to school more than any 
other senior. 

KEITH CHAFFIN deserves a gold medal when he barfed in the "Yellow Bird" 
reading circle in homeroom at Truett. 

PAT CASTER, BARRY FINE and GAIL THOMPSON get a gold medal for ripping 
off a Shakey's Pizza in a briefcase for lunch. 

CHARLES FOSTER and STEVE JOHNSON deserve a gold medal for waiting until 
the night before to do Mother Wilbanks English units. 

A gold medal goes to MARY MARTINEZ for always stopping to smile. 
RICKY MALONE takes a gold medal for his intelligence.  

GOLD MEDALS 
DEAN STEWART wins a gold medal for his debates with DOUG BOSWELL 

in biology. 
RICKY YONKMAN wins gold medals for playing on a church basketball team 

and working in a barbershop in the off season. 
MONTI GILBERT wins a medal for making everyone believe that she is straight. 
TAMI TANNER gets an untarnished medal for having Steve Neumister. 
BEN IVEY gets a gold for trying tc climb Lochwood Blvd. on his mini bike, and 

falling backwards down the street instead. 

Silver Medals 
LEO HOLLO gets a silver medal for his hard headedness after being hit in the 

head with a cue stick when a drunk mistakened it for a cue ball. 
A silver medal goes to KIM RAGAN for "tight lips". Everyone knows KIM can 

keep a secret. 
A silver medal goes to JUDY JEFFRIES for being able to make herself vanish 

and reappear in dark rooms. 
JAMES SALTER gets a silver medal for planting a row of carrot seeds which 

blossomed into yellow sunflowers. 
A silver medal is in order for MARK SHEPPHARD for his beautiful Shakes- 

pearean poetry on the study halls. 
CAROLYN PADGETT, last of the big time spenders, wins a silver medal for losing 

the largest amount on the Super Bowl--$75. 
BILL HARRISON and Terry Frazier win the Hot Lips Marathon by placing first 

with a squeezing score of four hours and seventeen minutes. 
.JOHN HARDMAN deserves a silver medal for his autographing pen name, John 

J. Hardman ILL 
KASEY STEPP wins a silver medal for developing the best parent's signature. 

He should, since he has had enough practice at it. 
DEBBIE EVANS receives the silver medal for the most decorated house each 

Christmas season. 
STONEY STEWART receives a silver medal for the rocky road he has had to 

travel. 
WINSTON BENTON receives a silver medalforbeingthe "new kid" at Reinhardt. 

Janice Guy and Carol Almgren . . 
all we need now is a pair of 
sunglasses. 

Debbie Bellah . . . "I heard it 
through the grapevine." 
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Bronze Medals 

MIKE WALLIS gets a bronze medal for having eight hands instead of two. 
SALLY SHARROCK receives a bronze medal for writing some of her best poems 

in the girls restroom on paper towels. 
ROBERT LEWIS deserves a bronze medal for the "Best Actor" or more 

accurately stated the "Biggest Show Off". 
DEBBIE PLUMB gets a bronze medal for on the spot artistic abilities after 

constructing a "D" on RON SUTTON's back with hickies. 
RANDY PERKINS deserves a bronze medal for his impersonation of a base-

ball player. 
RICHARD DAVIS receives the bronze medal for the best shade of red ears when 

he laughs. 
A bronze medal goes to TIM MILLER for tolerating school since he has "bigger 

things" in mind. 
BRICE STEPHENS deserves a bronze medal for leading a new movement 

referred to as "never being absent and always being on time" based on the 
self discipline theory. 

A bronze medal goes to KEVIN SULLIVAN for holding his breath the longest, 
defeating all Reilly's fifth grade competition. 

PEGGY DAVENPORT wins a bronze medal for surviving the sophomore section 
of the annual two years in a row. 

LAURA CASTER wins a bronze medal for combining her promise ring collection 
into one large glass cutter. 

GREG BOOTS gets a bronze medal for bullin' Mr. Bull into sparing him from 
Mr. Madison after cutting class. 

STEVE HICKS wins the bronze medal since he can go faster on his four-banger, 
two wheeled casket than MIKE DEVANEY in his four-wheeled recycled 
beer can down the wrong side of Peavy. 

Honorable Mention 

STANLEY HAUGHEY made a world mark for spitting the farthest during his 
junior high days. 

SUSANNE OSBORNE made a world record number of trips out to the hall in 
her beloved Mr. Kasten's class. 

ROBERT CLINE holds the record attendance in home room--three times in two 
years? 

MARK KUYKEDALL deserves something for cashing in on the 50,000 mile 
warranty on his tennis shoes. A bold bunion maybe? 

DAVID HORN broke the world record for watching Popeye cartoons eight conse-
cutive years. 

Congratulations are in order for GLENDA PEARSON for placing first in the eating 
marathon. 

ZANE AGEE most deservedly wins the "Toilet Tongue of the Year Award." 
KEITH SMITH captured the world record for his great feats (size 16) in swimming. 
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Status Game 

Status for JIM WILLOWS is having his name, and after it, "Key Club President" 
in the Senior Show Program. 

DENISE McDONALD and GEORGIA CARTER's status was going after the "Big 
Mouth Cougar Award." The only problem is that there is not a "Big Mouth 
Cougar Award" in the halls. 

GARY TURNER's way to gain his status is shedding his ROTC uniform in favor 
of a police uniform. 

MARTIN TAVER's idea of status is not being seen. 
SAMMY VALENTI's idea of status is to be a senior for the rest of his life. 
Status for BOBBY HOLLAND is being Bill Holland's little brother. 
Status for JANET STILL is having a wreck with a big senior her ninth grade year. 
MIKE BLACK's status is being big enough to bluff, but he does not. 
TIM WILLINGHAM's status was buying SHAUNA ROSE a dozen roses to get 

back into her good graces after depositing her on a corner so that he could run 
his car. 

TED YOUNGBLOOD's status is having the uncanny knack of going with several 
different girls at one time. 

BILL YOSS gains his status from riding a motorcycle that's half his size. 
Ask WENDEL WITHROW how it feels to be cool. 
Did DON WILLIS' mother really ever roll his hair? 
Status for STEVE WILLIAMS is whistling at IBM girls in senior biology and letting 

VANCE GIST take the blame. 
TOM MADDOX's status is having GARY LOCKE's Volkswagen named after him. 
Status is when HECTOR ESCAMILLA takes all his dates to Taco Bell. 
ROBERT STEELY's status is wanting to be ambassador to the Middle East. 
JUNE SMITH's status was being an "On my honor I will try" Girl Scout. 
VICTOR SKINNER gets his status from grabbing everything in sight in the at-

tendance office. 
Status for CAROLYN TIPPING and JANET WHEELER was being President and 

Vice President of the Little Sues in the ninth grade at Gaston. 
Social status for MIKE SHEFFIELD was ushering at concerts. 
DAVID ZIMMERMAN's status is his lips. 
Remember when STEVE BROWN thought status was keeping a teacher's keys 

overnight preventing that teacher from a way home. 
MARTIN BOYD's status was his ant farm at Hill. 
Status for DANNY MILLER is when he wrote a book on incentive -- "How to 

Succeed When You Really Try". 
SHARON LYONS and TINA HILL won their fame as the stars of the junior girls 

All-Star Volleyball team. 
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Come dance with u3 

TAP - BALLET 
MODERN - JAZZ 

TUMBUNG - BATON 

GINGHAM GIRL 
Dance Studios 

327-0711 
348.3210 
348.8040 

STATUS GAME 

The height of BARBARA MONK's and GLENDA WILLIAM's career was hav-
ing their scroll read out loud by the cheerleaders in a pep assembly as 
sophomores. 

BO SMITH uses skinny dip on his hair. 
JANIC McALVY signs everybody's annual in study hall even if she does not know 

them. 
PERRY STIGALL gets his status bybragging on the crick he has in his neck from 

kissing CATHY CAPERTON. 
SUSAN HAMMETT and CINDY GREEN were big "brownies" in Girl Scouts. 

Status for CARL GREEN was driving his Charger with "Dodge" written on the 
side ... until "daddy" took it away. 

Status for MARILYN DRAKE is having her art work on display in the showcase. 
TROY SIMPSON gets his status from hitting girls and telling people about it. 
LISA McCLENAN's status is driving the family's shiny yellow Cadillac to school. 

--Status for JAMES SEXTON is being as sexy as he wishes he were. 
At Casa View, MARK SCOGGINS dressed up as a girl with a long wig for a play. 

He would certainly not need it now. 
SHARON LYONS' status is her overwhelming height. 
Status for EDNA COPELAND is never talking. 
Status for KEVIN STIVER is specializing in dalmations. 
Status for NEIL COHEN is getting caught cheating on a research assignment 

and then trying to smile his way out of it. 
Status for DEBBIE BELLAH and LAURA WEATHERBEE used to be roasting 

june hugs on an open grill. 
BILL HARRISON knew how to hit it big with all the girls when he bribed them 

with a piece of gum in the ninth grade. 
KENNY HAFNER thought he was lucky because he got to be the only member 

of the basketball B-team that wore black tennis shoes. 
BRUCE HAMPTON wanted to let everyone know he finally got a job so he bought a 

coat with real fur on the lapel. 

Debbie Ellis threatens to leave 
	

George Simpson .. . Kevin always 
home to seek her fortune in the 

	
did think I was the cutest. 

world of publications. 
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STATUS GAME 

LARRY HELLUMS big days were in his junior year when he served on the Student 
Council. 

RON HAMM reached the height of his life, so he thought, when DIANE MAR-
TIN finally went out with him. 

The big day for ROBERT HARDY was when his brother brought him to school in 
his "Vet". 

LARRY HALL knew he had reached pure status when he finally grew some hairs 
on his chest so he could leave his top two buttons undone. 

The height of GARY HALLMARK's career was when he realized he was the short-
est senior at B.A. 

For status, TED PERRY will walk through Town East Mall on his hands. 
CHIP PAGE and BOBBY BANKSTON put on women's lace robes for status. 
For KEN COX, status was going with DONNA ENGSTROM in seventh grade. 
CHRIS CLARK does not have a back seat in his car but a mattress will do, 

won't it Chris? 
NEIL COHEN was voted best dressed boy at Reinhardt. 
In sixth grade, MIKE CLARK got his status by being Sunday School King at the 

Lakeside Baptist Banquet. 
JOHN REEVE'S status is letting girls drive his car. 
Playing the drums is status to RICHARD MARSHALL. 
GLEN PRESTON's status is being the oldest "13 senior. 
Ever notice the similarity between PHIL PICHARD and the lion in the "Wizard 

of Oz"? We ain't 'yin? 
BILL MIKOSZ got a ticket--which just proves that quiet and timid people are 

human, too. 
DINAH WILLIAMS' status is being able to claim that she was a Gaston Shy-Anne. 
Remember when MARK WEBB's hair was straight? Nobody's sure what hap-

pened, but it must have been a hair-raiser•.!! 
Mr. Waits has a teacher's pet--MELBA CHILDS. Let's give her a toast. 
For status, VICKI PLUNK took up collections in the boy's gym for the Washington 

trip. 
Status for PAM FULTON was embroidering a weeping willow on her jeans that 

took up one whole leg. 
GEORGE SIMPSON gets his status by working at Baskin Robbins. What a dip. 
BO SMITH would be lost without a Dairy Queen cup in his hand. 
RALPH CANADA, the best knowng-uy in the Latin Club, could never have survived 

without his stuffed Koala bear. 
Imagine MIKE FOLEY renting a black sequined tu-tu ballet outfit ... then ima-

gine how he felt wearing it, doing a ballet dance with DANIEL COWART. 
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on his chest so he could leave his top two buttons undone. 

The height of GARY HALLMARK's career was when he realized he was the short-
est senior at B.A. 

For status, TED PERRY will walk through Town East Mall on his hands. 
CHIP PAGE and BOBBY BANKSTON put on women's lace robes for status. 
For KEN COX, status was going with DONNA ENGSTROM in seventh grade. 
CHRIS CLARK does not have a back seat in his car but a mattress will do, 

won't it Chris? 
NEIL COHEN was voted best dressed boy at Reinhardt. 
In sixth grade, MIKE CLARK got his status by being Sunday School King at the 

Lakeside Baptist Banquet. 
JOHN REEVE'S status is letting girls drive his car. 
Playing the drums is status to RICHARD MARSHALL. 
GLEN PRESTON's status is being the oldest "13 senior. 
Ever notice the similarity between PHIL PICHARD and the lion in the "Wizard 

of Oz"? We ain't 'yin? 
BILL MIKOSZ got a ticket--which just proves that quiet and timid people are 

human, too. 
DINAH WILLIAMS' status is being able to claim that she was a Gaston Shy-Anne. 
Remember when MARK WEBB's hair was straight? Nobody's sure what hap-

pened, but it must have been a hair-raiser•.!! 
Mr. Waits has a teacher's pet--MELBA CHILDS. Let's give her a toast. 
For status, VICKI PLUNK took up collections in the boy's gym for the Washington 

trip. 
Status for PAM FULTON was embroidering a weeping willow on her jeans that 

took up one whole leg. 
GEORGE SIMPSON gets his status by working at Baskin Robbins. What a dip. 
BO SMITH would be lost without a Dairy Queen cup in his hand. 
RALPH CANADA, the best knowng-uy in the Latin Club, could never have survived 

without his stuffed Koala bear. 
Imagine MIKE FOLEY renting a black sequined tu-tu ballet outfit ... then ima-

gine how he felt wearing it, doing a ballet dance with DANIEL COWART. 
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George Simpson .. . Kevin always 
did think I was the cutest. 
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STATUS GAME 

The height of BARBARA MONK's and GLENDA WILLIAM's career was hav-
ing their scroll read out loud by the cheerleaders in a pep assembly as 
sophomores. 

BO SMITH uses skinny dip on his hair. 
JANIC McALVY signs everybody's annual in study hall even if she does not know 

them. 
PERRY STIGALL gets his status bybragging on the crick he has in his neck from 

kissing CATHY CAPERTON. 
SUSAN HAMMETT and CINDY GREEN were big "brownies" in Girl Scouts. 

Status for CARL GREEN was driving his Charger with "Dodge" written on the 
side ... until "daddy" took it away. 

Status for MARILYN DRAKE is having her art work on display in the showcase. 
TROY SIMPSON gets his status from hitting girls and telling people about it. 
LISA McCLENAN's status is driving the family's shiny yellow Cadillac to school. 
Status for JAMES SEXTON is being as sexy as he wishes he were. 
At Casa View, MARK SCOGGINS dressed up as a girl with a long wig for a play. 

He would certainly not need it now. 
SHARON LYONS' status is her overwhelming height. 
Status for EDNA COPELAND is never talking. 
Status for KEVIN STIVER is specializing in dalmations. 
Status for NEIL COHEN is getting caught cheating on a research assignment 

and then trying to smile his way out of it. 
Status for DEBBIE BELLAH and LAURA WEATHERBEE used to be roasting 

June bugs on an open grill. 
BILL HARRISON knew how to hit it big with all the girls when he bribed them 

with a piece of gum in the ninth grade. 
KENNY HAFNER thought he was lucky because he got to be the only member 

of the basketball B-team that wore black tennis shoes. 
BRUCE HAMPTON wanted to let everyone know he finally got a job so he bought a 

coat with real fur on the lapel. 

STATUS GAME 

LARRY HELLUMS big days were in his junior year when he served on the Student 
Council.  

RON HAMM reached the height of his life, so he thought, when DIANE MAR-
TIN finally went out with him. 

The big day for ROBERT HARDY was when his brother brought him to school in 
his "Vet". 

LARRY HALL knew he had reached pure status when he finally grew some hairs 
on his chest so he could leave his top two buttons undone. 

The height of GARY HALLMARK's career was when he realized he was the short-
est senior at B.A. 

For status, TED PERRY will walk through Town East Mall on his hands. 
CHIP PAGE and BOBBY BANKSTON put on women's lace robes for status. 
For KEN COX, status was going with DONNA ENGSTROIVI in seventh grade. 
CHRIS CLARK does not have a back seat in his car but a mattress will do, 

won't it Chris? 
NEIL COHEN was voted best dressed boy at Reinhardt. 
In sixth grade, MIKE CLARK got his status by being Sunday School King at the 

Lakeside Baptist Banquet. 
JOHN REEVE'S status is letting girls drive his car. 
Playing the drums is status to RICHARD MARSHALL. 
GLEN PRESTON's status is being the oldest "13 senior. 
Ever notice the similarity between PHIL PICHARD and the lion in the "Wizard 

of Oz"? We ain't lyin! 
BILL MIKOSZ got a ticket--which just proves that quiet and timid people are 

human, too. 
DINAH WILLIAMS' status is being able to claim that she was a Gaston Shy-Anne. 
Remember when MARK WEBB's hair was straight? Nobody's sure what hap-

pened, but it must have been a hair-raiser!!! 
Mr. Waits has a teacher's pet--MELBA CHILDS. Let's give her a toast. 
For status, VICKI PLUNK took up collections in the boy's gym for the Washington 

trip. 
Status for PAM FULTON was embroidering a weeping willow on her jeans that 

took up one whole leg. 
GEORGE SIMPSON gets his status by working at Baskin Robbins. What a dip. 
BO SMITH would be lost without a Dairy Queen cup in his hand. 
RALPH CANADA, the best knownguy in the Latin Club, could never have survived 

without his stuffed Koala bear. 
Imagine MIKE FOLEY renting a black sequined tu-tu ballet outfit ... then ima-

gine how he felt wearing it, doing a ballet dance with DANIEL COWART. 
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STATUS GAME 

BO SMITH'S status is college girl friends. 
How does this sound? GREG SIMS: Harvard Club Fuehrur." 
Status for CONNIE FOX was the chain around her waist with her bikini. 
NANCY MULLINS dates a male nurse--that's better than dating a female one. 
Status for GAYLE DAVIS was being a hippie. 
CATHY CAPERTON loves to date tall guys. Does she have any choice, JOHN 

POSEY? 
-di yellow Gremlin is status for STEPHEN BUCHER. 
Who else but CHARLES FOSTER could rip his pants and not realize it till fourth 

period? 
Status for RICHARD LORD in grade school was protecting Martha Turner Reilly. 
GLENDA ‘VILLIAMS has "perfectly formed toes." 
SALLY SHARROCK got more "gold stars" in her Trig class than any other 

juniors. 
KEVIN PRENTICE was elected Math Club President. So what if the other four 

nominees withdrew? 
CHARLES McLAUGHLIN's status is dating beauty queens. 
MIKE YORK used to have a flat top hair cut. 
DEBBIE EIDSON's status in fifth grade was that her great, great, great, great 

grandfather was President Polk. 
Status for anybody is being noticed by JIM WILLOWS in the hall. 
ELAINE ESTES was President of the Mr. Hooker Fan Club at Hexter. 
Status for LAURA FOWLER is being the only girl trombonist in the band. 
LAURIE FORRESTER and CONNIE FOX wear feetie pajamas. 
Status for DANELLE BELZER in eleventh grade was kissing sophomore Ricky 

Solkema before typing class. 
Status for PAT POWERS is blowing out the wiring in the Hill bandroom. 
Status for DAVID COOK is having been a Skyline cheerleader. 
Status for JOHN CHAPLAIN is going with a girl from another school. 
Status for DOUG CHESSER is camping at Fort Parker and taking long walks 

to the cemetery. 
Status is when MELINDA SCALES has a cigarette in her hand, but she is not 

really smoking it. 
JOHN POSEY's status is his "beautiful" girl from Eastfield. 
Status for DAN HEMEDINGER is saying he is going to quit his job, even though 

he's been saying it for over a year. 
Status for PATTY JUNO is having a secret lover -- Bobby Jet. 
Being called "Heather" is status for KAREN EKISS. 
Status for RHONDA JOHNSON is having the wart on her nose removed. 
Status for SHERI MARBLE is telling everyone shewas the highest bid slave in an 

auction. 
JEFF VEAZEY's status is his Frankenstein look after getting his hair cut for 

the swim team. 
MIKE PLUTO's status is all the sophomore girls hanging around when he washes 

his van. 
CINDY BARNES' status was being round announcer at the Mohammed Ali fight. 
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STATUS GAME 
DAVID ROGER's status is his well rounded Afro. 
Status farJEFF VAN ROY is having a father reporting weather on Channel 8 

Status for KIM DETTMAN is owning a male horse and telling everybody the 
details of his life. 

Status for GAIL FARRELL was being Fire Department Queen when she was six. 
Status for JAYNE PIERCE is dropping French Fries in her mouth from an ele-

vated position. 
Status for DENISE CLARK is pivoting as she models. 
Status for MELLADE HARRIS is her wiry hair. 
Status for CANDACE HATCHELL is having the samefirst name as a movie star. 
Is NANCY HATFIELD really a pickle? 

SUSAN ANDERSON was the first girl to get a bra in the fifth grade. 
TROY SIMPSON's status symbol was being "King of Hearts" at Gaston. 
ROBERT STEELY's status is being the ROTC's "C" company Santa Claus. 
Does CHARLES McLAUGHLIN have as many girls after him as he claims he 

does? 
Status for BRUCE WM ANON is beautiful white hair. 
Status for DANNY RAGSDALE is causing the most trouble in his classes. 
JOE RATLIFF's status is being a drummer for the "Most Televised Band in 

the Land." 
ROLAND RICHARDSON's status is his tree for a body. 
Ask KENNY NOCODEMUS why he is so beautiful. 
LANCE DECKARD got his chance when he picked up four drunk junior girls 

and took them to White Rock Cemetery. 
JOSEPH CREDELL JOHNSON is a blue freak--he wears blue jeans, blue tennis 

shoes and a blue shirt everyday. 
CINDY CARVER's junior high status was horses, but we have been told she 

outgrew it. 
NANCY CARSON's status was mid-term graduation. Now if she has parking 

problems, it is not from the school building. 
Status for TROY SIMPSON and CHARLIE McLAUGHLIN is picking up a VW and 

setting it over the fence because it was double parked. 
SANDRA HARRIS is famous for her speed at taking shorthand. 
It would not be natural if SANDRA JACKSON did not have her Afro. She is just 

not "together" without it. 
Real status is FINNIS DAY's name meaning "the end of day". 
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BO SMITH'S status is college girl friends. 
How does this sound? GREG SIMS: Harvard Club Fuehrur." 
Status for CONNIE FOX was the chain around her waist with her bikini. 
NANCY MULLINS dates a male nurse--that's better than dating a female one. 
Status for GAYLE DAVIS was being a hippie. 
CATHY CAPERTON loves to date tall guys. Does she have any choice, JOHN 

POSEY? 
-di yellow Gremlin is status for STEPHEN BUCHER. 
Who else but CHARLES FOSTER could rip his pants and not realize it till fourth 

period? 
Status for RICHARD LORD in grade school was protecting Martha Turner Reilly. 
GLENDA ‘VILLIAMS has "perfectly formed toes." 
SALLY SHARROCK got more "gold stars" in her Trig class than any other 

juniors. 
KEVIN PRENTICE was elected Math Club President. So what if the other four 

nominees withdrew? 
CHARLES McLAUGHLIN's status is dating beauty queens. 
MIKE YORK used to have a flat top hair cut. 
DEBBIE EIDSON's status in fifth grade was that her great, great, great, great 

grandfather was President Polk. 
Status for anybody is being noticed by JIM WILLOWS in the hall. 
ELAINE ESTES was President of the Mr. Hooker Fan Club at Hexter. 
Status for LAURA FOWLER is being the only girl trombonist in the band. 
LAURIE FORRESTER and CONNIE FOX wear feetie pajamas. 
Status for DANELLE BELZER in eleventh grade was kissing sophomore Ricky 

Solkema before typing class. 
Status for PAT POWERS is blowing out the wiring in the Hill bandroom. 
Status for DAVID COOK is having been a Skyline cheerleader. 
Status for JOHN CHAPLAIN is going with a girl from another school. 
Status for DOUG CHESSER is camping at Fort Parker and taking long walks 

to the cemetery. 
Status is when MELINDA SCALES has a cigarette in her hand, but she is not 

really smoking it. 
JOHN POSEY's status is his "beautiful" girl from Eastfield. 
Status for DAN HEMEDINGER is saying he is going to quit his job, even though 

he's been saying it for over a year. 
Status for PATTY JUNO is having a secret lover -- Bobby Jet. 
Being called "Heather" is status for KAREN EKISS. 
Status for RHONDA JOHNSON is having the wart on her nose removed. 
Status for SHERI MARBLE is telling everyone shewas the highest bid slave in an 

auction. 
JEFF VEAZEY's status is his Frankenstein look after getting his hair cut for 

the swim team. 
MIKE PLUTO's status is all the sophomore girls hanging around when he washes 

his van. 
CINDY BARNES' status was being round announcer at the Mohammed All fight. 
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STATUS GAME 
DAVID ROGER's status is his well rounded Afro. 
Status farJEFF VAN ROY is having a father reporting weather on Channel 8 

Status for KIM DETTMAN is owning a male horse and telling everybody the 
details of his life. 

Status for GAIL FARRELL was being Fire Department Queen when she was six. 
Status for JAYNE PIERCE is dropping French Fries in her mouth from an ele-

vated position. 
Status for DENISE CLARK is pivoting as she models. 
Status for MELLADE HARRIS is her wiry hair. 
Status for CANDACE HATCHELL is having the samefirst name as a movie star. 
Is NANCY HATFIELD really a pickle? 

SUSAN ANDERSON was the first girl to get a bra in the fifth grade. 
TROY SIMPSON's status symbol was being "King of Hearts" at Gaston. 
ROBERT STEELY's status is being the ROTC's "C" company Santa Claus. 
Does CHARLES McLAUGHLIN have as many girls after him as he claims he 

does? 
Status for BRUCE WM ANON is beautiful white hair. 
Status for DANNY RAGSDALE is causing the most trouble in his classes. 
JOE RATLIFF's status is being a drummer for the "Most Televised Band in 

the Land." 
ROLAND RICHARDSON's status is his tree for a body. 
Ask KENNY NOCODEMUS why he is so beautiful. 
LANCE DECKARD got his chance when he picked up four drunk junior girls 

and took them to White Rock Cemetery. 
JOSEPH CREDELL JOHNSON is a blue freak--he wears blue jeans, blue tennis 

shoes and a blue shirt everyday. 
CINDY CARVER's junior high status was horses, but we have been told she 

outgrew it. 
NANCY CARSON's status was mid-term graduation. Now if she has parking 

problems, it is not from the school building. 
Status for TROY SIMPSON and CHARLIE McLAUGHLIN is picking up a VW and 

setting it over the fence because it was double parked. 
SANDRA HARRIS is famous for her speed at taking shorthand. 
It would not be natural if SANDRA JACKSON did not have her Afro. She is just 

not "together" without it. 
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STATUS GAME 

BO SMITH's status is college girl friends. 
How does this sound? GREG SIMS: Harvard Club Fuehrur." 
Status for CONNIE FOX was the chain around her waist with her bikini. 
NANCY NIULLINS dates a male nurse--that's better than dating a female one. 
Status for GAYLE DAVIS was being a hippie. 
CATHY CAPERTON loves to date tall guys. Does she have any choice, JOHN 

POSEY? 
-A yellow Gremlin is status for STEPHEN BUCHER. 
Who else but CHARLES FOSTER could rip his pants and not realize it till fourth 

period? 
Status for RICHARD LORD in grade school was protecting Martha Turner Reilly. 
GLENDA WILLIAMS has "perfectly formed toes." 
SALLY SHARROCK got more "gold stars" in her Trig class than any other 

juniors. 
KEVIN PRENTICE was elected Math Club President. So what if the other four 

nominees withdrew? 
CHARLES McLAUGHLIN's status is dating beauty queens. 
MIKE YORK used to have a flat top hair cut. 
DEBBIE EIDSON's status in fifth grade was that her great, great, great, great 

grandfather was President Polk. 
Status for anybody is being noticed by JIM WILLOWS in the hall. 
ELAINE ESTES was President of the Mr. Hooker Fan Club at Hexter. 
Status for LAURA FOWLER is being the only girl trombonist in the band. 
LAURIE FORRESTER and CONNIE FOX wear feetie pajamas. 
Status for DANELLE BELZER in eleventh grade was kissing sophomore Ricky 

Solkema before typing class. 
Status for PAT POWERS is blowing out the wiring in the Hill bandroom. 
Status for DAVID COOK is having been a Skyline cheerleader. 
Status for JOHN CHAPLAIN is going with a girl from another school. 
Status for DOUG CHESSER is camping at Fort Parker and taking long walks 

to the cemetery. 
Status is when MELINDA SCALES has a cigarette in her hand, but she is not 

really smoking it. 
JOHN POSEY's status is his "beautiful" girl from Eastfield. 
Status for DAN HEMEDINGER is saying he is going to quit his job, even though 

he's been saying it for over a year. 
Status for PATTY JUNO is having a secret lover -- Bobby Jet. 
Being called "Heather" is status for KAREN EKISS. 
Status for RHONDA JOHNSON is having the wart on her nose removed. 
Status for SHERI MARBLE is telling everyone shewas the highest bid slave in an 

auction. 
JEFF VEAZEY's status is his Frankenstein look after getting his hair cut for 

the swim team. 
MIKE PLUTO's status is all the sophomore girls hanging around when he washes 

his van. 
CINDY BARNES' status was being round announcer at the Mohammed All fight. 
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STATUS GAME 
DAVID ROGER's status is his well rounded Afro. 
Status for JEFF VAN ROY is having a father reporting weather on Channel 8 

News. 
Status for KIM DETTMAN is owning a male horse and telling everybody the 

details of his life. 
Status for GAIL FARRELL was being Fire Department Queen when she was six. 
Status for JAYNE PIERCE is dropping French Fries in her mouth from an ele-

vated position. 
Status for DENISE CLARK is pivoting as she models. 
Status for MELLADE HARRIS is her wiry hair. 
Status for CANDACE HATCHELL is having the samefirst name as a movie star. 
Is NANCY HATFIELD really a pickle? 

SUSAN ANDERSON was the first girl to get a bra in the fifth grade. 
TROY SIMPSON's status symbol was being "King of Hearts" at Gaston. 
ROBERT STEELY's status is being the ROTC's "C" company Santa Claus. 
Does CHARLES McLAUGHLIN have as many girls after him as he claims he 

does? 
Status for BRUCE MeMAHON is beautiful white hair. 
Status for DANNY RAGSDALE is causing the most trouble in his classes. 
JOE RATLIFF's status is being a drummer for the "Most Televised Band in 

the Land." 
ROLAND RICHARDSON's status is his tree for a body. 
Ask KENNY NOCODEMUS why he is so beautiful. 
LANCE DECKARD got his chance when he picked up four drunk junior girls 

and took them to White Rock Cemetery. 
JOSEPH CREDELL JOHNSON is a blue freak--he wears blue jeans, blue tennis 

shoes and a blue shirt everyday. 
CINDY CARVER's junior high status was horses, but we have been told she 

outgrew it. 
NANCY CARSON's status was mid-term graduation. Now if she has parking 

problems, it is not from the school building. 
Status for TROY SIMPSON and CHARLIE McLAUGHLIN is picking up a VW and 

setting it over the fence because it was double parked. 
SANDRA HARRIS is famous for her speed at taking shorthand. 
It would not be natural if SANDRA JACKSON did not have her Afro. She is just 

not "together" without it. 
Real status is FINNIS DAY's name meaning "the end of day". 
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MEI 

Cathy Caperton . . . a tricycle is just 
	

Gary Drew . . . now you know why 
my size. 	 they call me wide track. 

Status Is... 

Robert Lewis ... I never could keep 
my• mouth shut. 

4 	•  •14 

; ^ • 

- 	7 

John Graef first discovers the way' 
to a girls' heart is with a present. 

STATUS IS ... 

blue jeans for BARBARA FLETCHER. 
wearing beautiful clothes for JACKIE COOPER. 
being twins for SHAREN and KAREN REDDING. 
WEARING Army boots twice his size for CHARLES MARCH. 

• • . playing the organ at Luby's Cafeteria for PAUL ALLEN. 
• . A's on psychology tests for STEVE McCLURE. 

AMANDA EATON'S accent. 
. . being a dancer in the Senior Show for MARGARET PETTEY when she 

does not know how to dance. 
. working at Six Flags for MARY HARLAN. 

BOB HOLLEMAN's house for the POTC's. 
. . . 

• 

refusing to wear a tie on basketball clays at Gaston for DOUG MERK. 
• STEVE SHOCKLEY changing cars every week. 

• . MIKE LYNCH's car. 
. being a big-time sophomore lover for NOEL MAYFIELD. 
. BOBBY BANKSTON's checking account. 
. JULIA CLAYMAN's long fingernails. 
. carrying bourbon in his boots for GREG BELL. 

handling older men with red Ferraris to BECKY BUCKLEY, 
. being Mr. Zidermanis' pet in sophomore biology for TRICIA COLEMAN. 
. eating and eating and never getting fat for MARIA HERNANDEZ. 
• when RACHEL CRAWFORD reads bad books. 
. CINDY GREEN'S red Maverick. 
. the "Big Chest Belle" award for CHRISTI GONZ. 
• living next door to VALERIE SCIFRES for KERRY NOBLE. 
. playing in a combo in seventh grade for CARL ZABBIA. 
. singing for AARON HAYES. 

. . . JACK MORRIS' "Banana Mobile". 

. . . selling everything he can get his hands on for KEN COX. 
. • DOUG OVERTON's mumble. 

. . . dancing lesson at Gingham Girl Dance Studio to NANCY CARSON. 

. . . being mascot at Gaston for Ricky Bunch. 

. . . straight A's all year to GWYNNE PATILLO. 

. . JEFF VEAZEY's pen and pencil collection--but why doesn't he ever bring 
any to school? 

. • . when JAMES SALTER carries a box of matches in his pocket so people 
would think the smoked. 

• • • working at Presbyterian Hospital for RACHEL CRAWFORD. 
. • . cutting class to HANRY FARRIS so he can sleep. 
. . • RANDY HALE's combat boot. 
. . • when MARK PHILLIPS sneaks you into a concert. 
. . . ROBERT LEWIS' ability to play basketball. 
. . • SHARON MORGAN dating ROBERT LEWIS. 
. • . DAVID KING being a "hood" at Heider in seventh grade. 
. . . MORRIS PHILIP's two-hour talks about any car. 
. . . sleeping and drinking Dr. Pepper for BARBARA PALMER. 

. CHARLES TUCKER being in Concert Choir. 
. • . the fuzz on MIKE WALLIS' face. 
. • . hair like Shirley Temple's for ARLENE MONCRIEF. 

. . when you spray-paint your name on Mercer Bridge -- right, SUSAN, 
JAN, and DEBBIE? 

• WANDA HANNAH's Army jacket. 
• . . having your own personal weather man that you can call and cry to like 

DEBBIE BELLAH. 
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MEI 

Cathy Caperton . . . a tricycle is just 
	

Gary Drew . . . now you know why 
my size. 	 they call me wide track. 

Status Is... 

Robert Lewis ... I never could keep 
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John Graef first discovers the way' 
to a girls' heart is with a present. 

STATUS IS ... 

blue jeans for BARBARA FLETCHER. 
wearing beautiful clothes for JACKIE COOPER. 
being twins for SHAREN and KAREN REDDING. 
WEARING Army boots twice his size for CHARLES MARCH. 

• • . playing the organ at Luby's Cafeteria for PAUL ALLEN. 
• . A's on psychology tests for STEVE McCLURE. 

AMANDA EATON'S accent. 
. . being a dancer in the Senior Show for MARGARET PETTEY when she 

does not know how to dance. 
. working at Six Flags for MARY HARLAN. 

BOB HOLLEMAN's house for the POTC's. 
. . . 

• 

refusing to wear a tie on basketball clays at Gaston for DOUG MERK. 
• STEVE SHOCKLEY changing cars every week. 

• . MIKE LYNCH's car. 
. being a big-time sophomore lover for NOEL MAYFIELD. 
. BOBBY BANKSTON's checking account. 
. JULIA CLAYMAN's long fingernails. 
. carrying bourbon in his boots for GREG BELL. 

handling older men with red Ferraris to BECKY BUCKLEY, 
. being Mr. Zidermanis' pet in sophomore biology for TRICIA COLEMAN. 
. eating and eating and never getting fat for MARIA HERNANDEZ. 
• when RACHEL CRAWFORD reads bad books. 
. CINDY GREEN'S red Maverick. 
. the "Big Chest Belle" award for CHRISTI GONZ, 
• living next door to VALERIE SCIFRES for KERRY NOBLE. 
• playing in a combo in seventh grade for CARL ZABBIA. 
. singing for AARON HAYES. 

. . . JACK MORRIS' "Banana Mobile". 

. . . selling everything he can get his hands on for KEN COX. 
. • DOUG OVERTON's mumble. 

. . . dancing lesson at Gingham Girl Dance Studio to NANCY CARSON. 

. . . being mascot at Gaston for Ricky Bunch. 

. . . straight A's all year to GWYNNE PATILLO. 

. . JEFF VEAZEY's pen and pencil collection--but why doesn't he ever bring 
any to school? 

. • . when JAMES SALTER carries a box of matches in his pocket so people 
would think the smoked. 

• • • working at Presbyterian Hospital for RACHEL CRAWFORD. 
. • . cutting class to HANRY FARRIS so he can sleep. 
. . • RANDY HALE's combat boot. 
. . • when MARK PHILLIPS sneaks you into a concert. 
. . . ROBERT LEWIS' ability to play basketball. 
. . • SHARON MORGAN dating ROBERT LEWIS. 
. • . DAVID KING being a "hood" at Heider in seventh grade. 
. . . MORRIS PHILIP's two-hour talks about any car. 
. . . sleeping and drinking Dr. Pepper for BARBARA PALMER. 

. CHARLES TUCKER being in Concert Choir. 
. • . the fuzz on MIKE WALLIS' face. 
. • . hair like Shirley Temple's for ARLENE MONCRIEF. 

. . when you spray-paint your name on Mercer Bridge -- right, SUSAN, 
JAN, and DEBBIE? 

• WANDA HANNAH's Army jacket. 
• . . having your own personal weather man that you can call and cry to like 

DEBBIE BELLAH. 
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Cathy Caperton . . a tricycle is just 
	

Gary Drew . . . now you know why 
my size. 	 they call me wide track. 

Status Is... 

Robert Lewis ... I never cfrild keep 
rn) mouth shut. 
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John Graef first discovers the way 
to a girls' heart is with a present. 

STATUS IS ... 

blue jeans for BARBARA FLETCHER, 
wearing beautiful clothes for JACKIE COOPER. 
being twins for SHAREN and KAREN REDDING. 
WEARING Army boots twice his size for CHARLES MARCH, 

. . . playing the organ at Luby's Cafeteria for PAUL ALLEN. 
A's on psychology tests for STEVE McCLURE. 
AMANDA EATON'S accent. 

. . being a dancer in the Senior Show for MARGARET PETTEY when she 
does not know how to dance. 

. . . working at Six Flags for MARY HARLAN. 

. . .;--rolling BOB HOLLEMAN's house for the POTC's. 

. . . refusing to wear a tie on basketball clays at Gaston for DOUG 3.IERK, 
▪ STEVE SHOCKLEY changing cars every week. 
▪ MIKE LYNCH's car. 
▪ being a big-time sophomore lover for NOEL MAYFIELD. 

BOBBY BANKSTON's checking account. 
▪ JULIA CLAYMAN's long fingernails. 
▪ carrying bourbon in his boots for GREG BELL. 

handling older men with red Ferraris to BECKY BUCKLEY. 
being Mr. Zidermanis' pet in sophomore biology for TRICIA COLEMAN. 
eating and eating and never getting fat for MARIA HERNANDEZ. 

▪ when RACHEL CRAWFORD reads bad books. 
• CINDY GREEN'S red Maverick. 
▪ the "Big Chest Belle" award for CHRISTI GONZ, 

living next door to VALERIE SCIFRES for KERRY NOBLE. 
▪ playing in a combo in seventh grade for CARL ZABBIA, 
▪ singing for AARON HAYES. 

. . . JACK MORRIS' "Banana Mobile". 

. . . selling everything he can get his hands on for KEN COX. 

. • . DOUG OVERTON's mumble. 

. . . dancing lesson at Gingham Girl Dance Studio to NANCY CARSON. 

. . being mascot at Gaston for Ricky Bunch. 

. . . straight A's all year to GWYNNE PATILLO. 

. . JEFF VEAZEY's pen and pencil collection--but why doesn't he ever bring 
any to school? 

. • . when JAMES SALTER carries a box of matches in his pocket so people 
would think the smoked. 

. . . working at Presbyterian Hospital for RACHEL CRAWFORD. 
▪ • . cutting class to HANRY FARRIS so he can sleep. 
. . • RANDY HALE's combat boot. 
. . • when MARK PHILLIPS sneaks you into a concert. 
. . . ROBERT LEWIS' ability to play basketball. 
. . . SHARON MORGAN dating ROBERT LEWIS. 
. . . DAVID KING being a "hood" at Header in seventh grade. 
. . . MORRIS PHILIP's two-hour talks about any car. 
. . . sleeping and drinking Dr. Pepper for BARBARA PALMER. 
. • CHARLES TUCKER being in Concert Choir. 
. • the fuzz on MIKE WALLIS' face. 
. • . hair like Shirley Temple's for ARLENE MONCRIEF. 

. . when you spray-paint your name on Mercer Bridge -- right, SUSAN, 
JAN, and DEBBIE? 

. . . WANDA HANNAH's Army jacket. 
. . having your own personal weather man that you can call and cry to like 

DEBBIE BELLAH. 
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Instant Replay 
(Movies) 

MARTIN BOYD and DOUG YOUNG . . . "The Cowboys" 
ELAINE ESTES . . . "Funny Girl" 
BARBARA FLETCHER . . . "Kansas City Bomber" 
HECTOR ESCAMILLA . • "Last of the Red Hot Lovers" 
PERRY STIGALL and LINDA FAULKENBERG . .. "Friends" 
LAURIE RUSH . .. "The Horse in the Gray Flannel Suit" 
TINA HILL 	"Flipper" 
RANDY FILES ."Gomer Pyle" 
IDEN1SE McDONALD ..."Peyton Place"' 
ASUKA NAKAHARA ... "Tora, Tora, Tora" 
MARK WEBB .. . "Easy Rider" 
ZANE AGEE and Teresa Laquey ... "The Odd Couple" 
CATHY CAPERTON . "Little People" 
JACK NG 	"True Grit" 
ROBERT RATCLIFFE and CAROLYN PADGETT . . . "Barefoot 

in the Park" 

r- 

1■• 

CLARK HICKOK . . 
SANDRA HARRIS 
RICKY BURCH and 
GEORGE SIMPSON 
CRAIG WEEKS . 
DONNA STIRES 

. "Magilla the Gorilla" 
"The Albatross" 

•TERESA GUIDRY • . "Such Good Friends" 
and DEBBIE BELLAH . "Secret Storm" 
"The Computer Wore Tennis Shoes" 

. "Night of the Living Dead" 

1-• 

Demolition Derby 

ANDRE BACA's Fiat was nearly demolished when 10 people smashed into it. 
CAROL ALNIGREN could not get the keys out of her car because she had not 

put it in park. 
KEVIN WILSON saved the lives of MARCIA McKEE, SALLY SHARROCK, WIL-

LIE GAMMON and SANDRA HARRIS when he would not let Sandra drive. 
Be careful when in the same car with BOBBY HOLLAND -- he does not like it 

when you talk about his driving. 
JUDY DILLLNG must have been frustrated when she could not get out of H. L. 

Hunt's driveway one night when the police were on their way. 
When NANCY COCHRAN could not get her car to start, she started crying until 

a policeman cal .e up and asked her what was wrong. 
SANDRA HARRIS ran over the little yellow bumps in the turn lane while looking 

at the picture on the door of the Red Garter Club. 
One day while SHARLOTTE JOHNSTON was out to lunch, she ran up on the 

median strip and got stuck for almost 15 minutes. 
Once WARREN ACREY tried to get his car started for two hours. Finally, 

he noticed that the car was in drive. 
If you see a cloud of smoke moving down the road do not be alarmed. It is only 

DIANE McGINNIS' car. 
KEVIN HUNSAKER has been trying to put his car together for years to compete 

for the Demolition Derby Championship; he has not done it yet. 
CLIFFORD HUTCHINS changes cars about every 1,000 miles before it gets a 

scratch. 
RICHARD DAVIS and DOUG BRANDENBURY used to play cars on their biology 

table and dream about the day when they would get their licenses. 
Real boredom must be when LAURIE FORRESTER, CONNIE FOX, LYNN 

CLARK, and KAREN FLYNN rolled all the cars in the parking lot, even 
their own. 

CYNDY LOHRENGEL's family had to buy new tires for their car after she had 
driven it only three times. 

GEORGIA DISMUKES always seems to turn off GARY TURNER's car after she 
lets the clutch out. 

In an effort to park her "big brown tank", PEGGY TRULL ran into a car in a 
very uncrowded parking lot. 

— The only thing MIKE MAYS could hit is a telephone pole. 
Remember when POLLY HEATHERDIGTON left traces of herself on the high-

way when the hood of her car flew off? 
RICHARD AYLLN has been working on his hot rod for the past ten years. 
GARY TURNER always seems to have wrecks that are not his fault. 
ANNE GOODWIN once had tear gas sprayed in her car by her mother to keep 

her awake while driving. 
JACKIE DUNN's car is in such good shape that the horn fell off in the parking 

lot of Town East. 
Beware when LAURIE FORRESTER finally cons her boyfriend into letting her 

drive his new Monte Carlo, because then she will drive it over a motor-
cycle parked next to it. 

Remember when BEVERLY HASKETT made an illegal left turn in behind-
the-wheel and all the instructor said was "Where was your signal, Bev?" 

CINDY WATSON is greatly lacking in the experience of driving a standard. 
She pops the clutch, stalls the engine, and gives all her passengers whip-
lash. 
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Torch Bearers 

GAIL THOMPSON still carries the torch 
for old flames such as KEVIN WIL-
SON and BENTLEY PALEZ. 

How long ago did DEBBIE EIDSON think 
of MARTIN BOYD as "The Man"? 

GEORGE SIMPSON's favorite past time is 
trying to get sophomore girls to fall in 
love with him. 

PAUL DIXON bought CLARK HICKOK a 
bracelet in sixth grade and had his 
nickname "Clickie" engraved on it. 

GAIL DAVIS' favorite superstar was Tony 
Valentino of the Standells. 

Who would ever believe that the only rea-
son Duane Dantzler asked DEBBIE 
PAINTER out the first time was because 
all the other shorties were taken. 

BUTCH MILLER used to flirt with his ninth 
grade English teacher along with every 
other young lady who happened by. 

Does NANCY COCHRAN have a crush on 
ROBBY MARTIN? 

CAROL LEDBETTER and MARK NIcWATERS 
were a twosome in the fifth grade. 

The highlight of JOE KOZAK's love life was 
when he went with JANET WHEELER 
in elementary school. 

Wonder how long MARK KIYKENDALL has 
had a crush on SANDY ALEXANDER 
... well that's too long. 

Does CHIP PAGE still carry a torch for 
DUANE RIMMER? 

DEBBIE MAAS had her eye on BILL AN-
DREWS for a long time. 

Does TED PERRY still carry a torch for 
the girl from North Mesquite on whom 
he put "his mark"? 

In the ninth grade, TONI MORENO made 
special trips to the library just so she 
could see RALPH CANADA. 

RICHARD DAVIS carries a hidden torch for 
CAROLYN MORRIS; now you know, Caro-
lyn. 

MELANIE DAVIS and GWEN PATILL0fought 
over BILL YENNE. 

JILL THYFAULT still holds a torch for 
the man in bermuda shorts who asked to 
:Ise her phone one summer afternoon. 

MARIA RIVERA always makes her group in 
lunch sit in a certain place so she can 
see the guy she has a crush on. 
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TORCH BEARERS 

MIMI BERRY . .. TROY SIMPSON 
NANCY HARRIS . . . TIM SWANSON 
W.ANDA HANNA . . SA.MNIY VALENTI 
MARY HARLAN . . JEFF FERGUSON 
JILL SELLERS . . . BOB DEBENPORT 
MELANIE HOLT . . . KENNY JEROME 
DONNA BOYD . . . GEORGE LARISEY 
CINDY LINDGREN . . LANCE DECKARD 
DIANE MARTIN . . .a certain '72 cheer- 

leader 
KAY WATSON . RON HAMNI 
GEORGE ALEXANDER . . . a secret sopho-

more 
KAREN SELDON . . . BILL HARRISON 
PAULA MARBLE . . MARK COOPER 
PAM BARKER . . DANA HOOVER 
TERRY POGUE . . . JIMMY KNIPP 
CHERYL TAYLOR . . . WAYNE SYMOUR 
KIM RAGAN . . . RICKIE McGRACKEN 
JAYNE PIERCE . . . BRAD TAYLOR 
JANN PIETZCH ... BRUCE CLINE 
KATHIE PARKS . . . BILL MACMANUS 
SHEILA PARKER . . . a certain Junior 

football player 
MONICA NORWOOD . . . RICHARD HARRIS 
BETTY HURLEY . . MIKE CALDWELL 
PATTI BRINKLEY . . • SCOTT FEEMSTER 
PAT POWERS . . . CAROLYN PADGETT 
KAREN STUART . JAY SCOGGINS 
SARA STARKEY . . . ANDY McNAMARA 
CINDY LINDGREN . . WES HAMPTON 
LYNN CLARK . . BILL MACNIANUS 
CINDY BARNES . . . DAN DRAKE 
CONNIE KRAUSE... ANDRE BACA 
DONNA ENGSTROM . . KEN COX 
ELAINE ESTES . . . JIMBO WILLOWS 
LINDA FALKENBURG . . . HILLCREST 

EDDIE RAINEY 
JULIA CLAYMAN . . . DARYL GRANT 
SHARLOTTE JOHNSTON . . . MIKE EUDY 
DEBBIE EIDSON... DON WILLIS 
KIM MOON . JOHN YENNE 
ELAINE LONDONBERG 	. Ronnie Storey 
NANCY HARRIS . . WAYNE SEYMOUR 
DIANE McGINNIS . . . MATT BEESLEY 
ELAINE ESTES . . . BILL MACMANUS 
DEBBIE PAINTER . . . TERRY TATE 
SUSAN ANDERSON . . . JAMES SEXTON 
BARBARA DYSART . . . Gary Horton 
SANDRA JACKSON . . GEROGE ALEXAN- 

DER 
SHARLOTTE JOHNSTON... BUTCH MILLER 
SHAUNA ROSE .. . JOE VICKERS 
Rim ROSENDRANZ 	. JEFF VEAZY 
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Torch Bearers 

GAIL THOMPSON still carries the torch 
for old flames such as KEVIN WIL-
SON and BENTLEY PALEZ. 

How long ago did DEBBIE EIDSON think 
of MARTIN BOYD as "The Man"? 

GEORGE SIMPSON's favorite past time is 
trying to get sophomore girls to fall in 
love with him. 

PAUL DIXON bought CLARK HICKOK a 
bracelet in sixth grade and had his 
nickname "Clickie" engraved on it. 

GAIL DAVIS' favorite superstar was Tony 
Valentino of the Standells. 

Who would ever believe that the only rea-
son Duane Dantzler asked DEBBIE 
PAINTER out the first time was because 
all the other shorties were taken. 

BUTCH MILLER used to flirt with his ninth 
grade English teacher along with every 
other young lady who happened by. 

Does NANCY COCHRAN have a crush on 
ROBBY MARTIN? 

CAROL LEDBETTER and MARK NIcWATERS 
were a twosome in the fifth grade. 

The highlight of JOE KOZAK's love life was 
when he went with JANET WHEELER 
in elementary school. 

Wonder how long MARK KIYKENDALL has 
had a crush on SANDY ALEXANDER 
... well that's too long. 

Does CHIP PAGE still carry a torch for 
DUANE RIMMER? 

DEBBIE MAAS had her eye on BILL AN-
DREWS for a long time. 

Does TED PERRY still carry a torch for 
the girl from North Mesquite on whom 
he put "his mark"? 

In the ninth grade, TONI MORENO made 
special trips to the library just so she 
could see RALPH CANADA. 

RICHARD DAVIS carries a hidden torch for 
CAROLYN MORRIS; now you know, Caro-
lyn. 

MELANIE DAVLS and GWEN PATILL0fought 
over BILL YENNE. 

JILL THYFAULT still holds a torch for 
the man in bermuda shorts who asked to 
:Ise her phone one summer afternoon. 

MARIA RIVERA always makes her group in 
lunch sit in a certain place so she can 
see the guy she has a crush on. 
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TORCH BEARERS 

MIMI BERRY . .. TROY SIMPSON 
NANCY HARRIS . . . TIM SWANSON 
W.ANDA HANNA . . SA.MNIY VALENTI 
MARY HARLAN . . JEFF FERGUSON 
JILL SELLERS . . . BOB DEBENPORT 
MELANIE HOLT . . . KENNY JEROME 
DONNA BOYD . . . GEORGE LARISEY 
CINDY LINDGREN . . LANCE DECKARD 
DIANE MARTIN . . .a certain '72 cheer- 

leader 
KAY WATSON . RON HAMM 
GEORGE ALEXANDER . . . a secret sopho-

more 
KAREN SELDON . . . BILL HARRISON 
PAULA MARBLE . . MARK COOPER 
PAM BARKER . . DANA HOOVER 
TERRY POGUE . . . JIMMY KNIPP 
CHERYL TAYLOR . . . WAYNE SYMOUR 
KIM RAGAN . . . RICKIE McGRACKEN 
JAYNE PIERCE . . . BRAD TAYLOR 
JANN PIETZCH ... BRUCE CLINE 
KATHIE PARKS . . . BILL MACMANUS 
SHEILA PARKER . . . a certain Junior 

football player 
MONICA NORWOOD . . . RICHARD HARRIS 
BETTY HURLEY . . MIKE CALDWELL 
PATTI BRINKLEY . . • SCOTT FEEMSTER 
PAT POWERS . . . CAROLYN PADGETT 
KAREN STUART . JAY SCOGGINS 
SARA STARKEY . . . ANDY McNAMARA 
CINDY LINDGREN . . WES HAMPTON 
LYNN CLARK . . BILL MACNIANUS 
CINDY BARNES . . . DAN DRAKE 
CONNIE KRAUSE... ANDRE BACA 
DONNA ENGSTROM . . KEN COX 
ELAINE ESTES . . . JIMBO WILLOWS 
LINDA FALKENBURG . . . HILLCREST 

EDDIE RAINEY 
JULIA CLAYMAN . . . DARYL GRANT 
SHARLOTTE JOHNSTON . . . MIKE EUDY 
DEBBIE EIDSON... DON WILLIS 
KIM MOON . JOHN YENNE 
ELAINE LONDONBERG 	. Ronnie Stoney 
NANCY HARRIS . . WAYNE SEYMOUR 
DIANE McGINNIS . . . MATT BEESLEY 
ELAINE ESTES . . . BILL MACMANUS 
DEBBIE PAINTER . . . TERRY TATE 
SUSAN ANDERSON . . . JAMES SEXTON 
BARBARA DYSART . . . Gary Horton 
SANDRA JACKSON . . GEROGE ALEXAN- 

DER 
SHARLOTTE JOHNSTON... BUTCH MILLER 
SHAUNA ROSE .. . JOE VICKERS 
Rim ROSENDRANZ 	. JEFF VEAZY 
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Torch Bearers 

GAIL THOMPSON still carries the torch 
for old flames such as KEVIN WIL-
SON and BENTLEY PALEZ. 

How long ago did DEBBIE EIDSON think 
of MARTIN BOYD as "The Man"? 

GEORGE SIMPSON's favorite past time is 
trying to get sophomore girls to fall in 
love with him. 

PAUL DIXON bought CLARK HICKOK a 
bracelet in sixth grade and had his 
nickname "Clickie" engraved on it. 

GAIL DAVIS' favorite superstar was Tony 
Valentino of the Standells. 

Who would ever believe that the only rea-
son Duane Dantzler asked DEBBIE 
PAINTER out the first time was because 
all the other shorties were taken. 

BUTCH MILLER used to flirt with his ninth 
grade English teacher along with every 
other young lady who happened by. 

Does NANCY COCHRAN have a crush on 
ROBBY MARTIN? 

CAROL LEDBETTER and MARK Mc WATERS 
were a twosome in the fifth grade. 

The highlight of JOE KOZAK's love life was 
when he went with JANET WHEELER 
in elementary school. 

Wonder how long MARK KIYKENDALL has 
had a crush on SANDY ALEXANDER 
... well that's too long. 

Does CHIP PAGE still carry a torch for 
DUANE RIMMER? 

DEBBIE MAAS had her eye on BILL AN-
DREWS for a long time. 

Does TED PERRY still carry a torch for 
the girl from North Mesquite on whom 
he put "his mark"? 

In the ninth grade, TONI MORENO made 
special trips to the library just so she 
could see RALPH CANADA. 

RICHARD DAVIS carries a hidden torch for 
CAROLYN MORRIS; now you know, Caro-
lyn. 

MELANIE DAVIS and GWEN PATILLO fought 
over BILL YENNE. 

JILL THYFAULT still holds a torch for 
the man in bermuda shorts who asked to 
use her phone one summer afternoon. 

MARIA RIVERA always makes her group in 
lunch sit in a certain place so she can 
see the guy she has a crush on. 
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TORCH BEARERS 

MIMI BERRY . , TROY SIMPSON 
NANCY HARRIS . • TIM SWANSON 
W.ANDA HANNA . . SAMMY VALENTI 
MARY HARLAN . . . JEFF FERGUSON 
JILL SELLERS . . . BOB DEBENPORT 
MELANIE HOLT . . . KENNY JEROME 
DONNA BOYD . . . GEORGE LARISEY 
CINDY LINDGREN . . . LANCE DECKARD 
DIANE MARTIN . . .a certain '72 cheer- 

leader 
KAY WATSON . . . RON HAMM 
GEORGE ALEXANDER . . • a secret sopho-

more 
KAREN SELDON . . . BILL HARRISON 
PAULA MARBLE 	MARK COOPER 
PAM BARKER . . DANA HOOVER 
TERRY POGUE • . . JIMMY KNIPP 
CHERYL TAYLOR . . . WAYNE SYMOUR 
KIM RAGAN . . RICKIE MCGRACKEN 
JAYNE PIERCE . . BRAD TAYLOR 
JANN PIETZCH • . . BRUCE CLINE 
KATHIE PARKS . . . BILL MACMANUS 
SHEILA PARKER . . . a certain Junior 

football player 
MONICA NORWOOD . . . RICHARD HARRIS 
BETTY HURLEY . . MIKE CALDWELL 
PATTI BRINKLEY . • • SCOTT FEEMSTER 
PAT POWERS . . CAROLYN PADGETT 
KAREN STUART . . . JAY SCOGGINS 
SARA STARKEY . . . ANDY NIcNAMARA 
CINDY LINDGREN . . WES HAMPTON 
LYNN CLARK . . . BILL MACMANUS 
CINDY BARNES . . DAN DRAKE 
CONNIE KRAUSE... ANDRE BACA 
DONNA ENGSTROM . . KEN COX 
ELAINE ESTES . 	. JIMBO WILLOWS 
LINDA FALKENBURG . . . HILLCREST 

EDDIE RAINEY 
JULIA CLAYMAN . . . DARYL GRANT 
SHARLOTTE JOHNSTON . . . MIKE EUDY 
DEBBIE EIDSON . . . DON WILLIS 
KIM MOON 	JOHN YENNE 
ELAINE LONDONBERG 	. Ronnie Storey 
NANCY HARRIS . 	WAYNE SEYMOUR 
-INANE McGENNLS . . . MATT BEESLEY 
ELAINE ESTES . . . BILL MACMANUS 
DEBBIE PAINTER . . . TERRY TATE 
SUSAN ANDERSON . . . JAMES SEXTON 
BARBARA DYSART . . . Gary Horton 
SANDRA JACKSON . . GEROGE ALEXAN- 

DER 
SHARLOTTE JOHNSTON... BUTCH MILLER 
SHAUNA ROSE . . JOE VICKERS 
RLSI ROSENDRANZ . JEFF VEAZY 
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TORCH BEARERS 

CHRISTY ROGERS . . JIMMY KELLUS 
BRAD KEMPSON . • SUE GOLDEN 
BECKY MATTHEWS . . . BILL MACMANUS 
DEBI WHITAKER . RICHARDMARSHALL 
NANCY HARRIS . 	BRAD KEMPSON 
DIANE SEALEY . DANA HOOVER 
JILL THYFAULT . . STEVE PARTRIDGE 
SUZETTE EVANS . JIM HICKS 
LINDA BOYLES 	GARY BREZIK 
KIM DETTMAN . . . EUVELL GRUBBS 
BARBARA DYSART . . TIM CASTLE-

BERRY 
DEBI PLUMB SAM MORGAN 
PHYLLIS HOLLABAUGH . 	. KELLEY 

DICKEY 
CONNIE FOX ... RALPH CANADA 
AMANDA EATON . . KEITH TRAP PH AGEN 
DANELLE BELZER . . . RUSSELL MONT- 

GOMERY 
BARBARA BOYLE . . . CRAIG HOWARD 
BONNIE HARPSTER 	. JESS ALDERSON 
SUSANNE OSBORNE . DAVID HICKMAN 
TERESA WILLES , CHIP PAGE 
JANET BRIDGES .. RICKY BURCH 
PEGGY VAUGHN . . . RANDY HALE 
NANCY HARRIS . . KENNY HAFNER 
TERESA GUIDRY . . MATT BEESLEY 
JEANNIE ALBRECHT . , . CHARLIE Mc-

LAUGHLIN 
ANN STRUCELY . . . AUGUSTINE RUBIO 
ELAINE LONDONBERG . . KELLEY 

DICKEY 
PAULA MARBLE . . . MARVIN FUGITT 
JOHN POSEY . .. FREDA 
LEIGH WILSON ... Dana Hoover 
MARY HARLAN , , . Jon Bonno 
TERESA GALBRAETH . . . Gary Horton 
JUDY ROSE .. Gary Horton 
JAN CAMPBELL 	Gary Horton 
BARBARA DYSART . . Gary Horton 
LINDA DYSART 	Gary Horton 
BARBARA YOUNG . Gary Young 
NANCY THOMAS ... Gary Horton 
TERESA STROMAN 	Gary Horton 
SHAUNA ROSE . . JOE VICKERS 
PAUL GRUBBS . . . Suzette Evans 
SPIKE BENNETT . Nancy Anderson 
SUSAN YOACHUM . . DUDLEY PRESS 
MIKE WALLIS . . LIZ STEWART 
RON HAMM 	CINDY BARNES 
DEBBIE ELLIS . . Matt Coatsworth 
CONNIE KRAUSE . . . ANDRE BACA 

PHONE 341-0320 

JACK LANE TEXACO 
MECHANIC ON DUTY o PICKUP AND DELIVER 

E.N.W. HIGHWAY AT JUPITER OPEN 6 A.M. TILL 11 P.M. 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75218 

Dating Game 

Remember the old romance between SALLY SHARROCK and KEVIN WILSON? 
Remember when PAM WILLIS exhibited her feminine charm when she gave 

a friend a bloody nose. 
PAULA MATHENY wore her Bryan Adams jacket to a T.J. dance and she could 

not understand why everyone was staring at her. 
A hot date for MIKE WALLIS was taking a sophomore to the last half 

of "Scrooge". 
STEPHANIE DUGGER loves to date "boys" so she can show them her real self. 
Is it true that MARK GUY and CURLEYJOHNSON have broken up? The Prom will 

tell the tale. 
The junior guys ask, "Why can LARRY HELLUMS get any junior girl he wants?" 
The last time TERRI STROUSE got mad at her date, she wrote obscene words 

all over his car with red lipstick. 
Does BRODERI LATIMER still have his eyes on a nice-looking junior? 
Remember when JANET GOODWIN thought CLARK HICKOCK was "forward" 

in ninth grade because he kissed her in Lochwood Park? 
What is TIM CASTLEBERRY's fatal attraction for the girls? 
JOHN BUCKNER can be seen almost any afteroon walking down Ferguson with a 

homely young lady. 
JEFF CARROLL, ALFRED MOULEDOUS, and LYNN PORTER gettheir kicks out 

Of dating sophomore girls. 
Remember the Campus Life Halloween party when DOUG YOUNG's date was 

MIKE DEVANEY? 
Is it true that PATTY CANTRELL is engaged to be engaged? 
Does GAIL ADAMS always drink Scope after dates? 
Do you ever see LIN RODGERS without LUDENE HOFFMAN? 
The thing closest to TOMMY ROWAN's heart is his "race" car. 
Imagine DON TITUS without AUGUSTINE RUBIO. They are so much alike they 

even have "twin" cars. 
Have you ever noticed that JANE CAVE only dates boys with blonde hair and blue 

eyes? She thinks they are sexier. 
Remember the time that CRAIG WEEKS asked JAN CAMPBELL to go steady? 

really be brave he is always with JERRY HAMM's girl- DAVID TODD must 
friend. 

MARK SLEVIN and KAREN SELDON were thought to be the cutest couple at 
Gaston. 

GEORGE SIMPSON dumped popcorn down GAIL FARRELL's dress in an un-
successful attempt to break the ice on the first date between her and KEVIN 
WILSON, 

A double date for DOUG DEPOMA is going out with two girls in one night. 
SUZANNE ULI'ASZ used to date a dead turkey named J. ALFRED PRUFROCK. 
DEBBIE JON§S and BOBBY BANKSTON went out on their first date with 

BOBBY's father as an all night escort. 
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TORCH BEARERS 

CHRISTY ROGERS . . JIMMY KELLUS 
BRAD KEMPSON . • SUE COLDEN 
BECKY MATTHEWS . . . BILL MACMANUS 
DEBI WHITAKER . RICHARDMARSHALL 
NANCY HARRIS . 	BRAD KEMPSON 
DIANE SEALEY . DANA HOOVER 
JILL THYFAULT . . STEVE PARTRIDGE 
SUZETTE EVANS . JIM HICKS 
LINDA BOYLES 	GARY BREZIK 
KIM DETTMAN . . . EUVELL GRUBBS 
BARBARA DYSART . . TIM CASTLE-

BERRY 
DEBI PLUMB SAM MORGAN 
PHYLLIS HOLLABAUGH . 	. KELLEY 

DICKEY 
CONNIE FOX 	RALPH CANADA 
AMANDA EATON . . KEITH TRAP PH AGEN 
DANELLE BELZER . . . RUSSELL MONT-

GOMERY 
BARBARA BOYLE . . . CRAIG HOWARD 
BONNIE HARPSTER 	. JESS ALDERSON 
SUSANNE OSBORNE . DAVID HICKMAN 
TERESA WILLES 	CHIP PAGE 
JANET BRIDGES .. RICKY BURCH 
PEGGY VAUGHN . . . RANDY HALE 
NANCY HARRIS . . KENNY HAFNER 
TERESA GUIDRY . . MATT BEESLEY 
JEANNIE ALBRECHT . , . CHARLIE Mc-

LAUGHLIN 
ANN STRUCELY . . . AUGUSTINE RUBIO 
ELAINE LONDONBERG . . KELLEY 

DICKEY 
PAULA MARBLE . . . MARVIN FUGITT 
JOHN POSEY . .. FREDA 
LEIGH WILSON 	Dana Hoover 
MARY HARLAN , . Jon Bonno 
TERESA GALBRAETH . . . Gary Horton 
JUDY ROSE .. Gary Horton 
JAN CAMPBELL 	Gary Horton 
BARBARA DYSART . . Gary Horton 
LINDA DYSART , .. Gary Horton 
BARBARA YOUNG . Gary Young 
NANCY THOMAS . . . Gary Horton 
TERESA STROMAN 	Gary Horton 
SHAUNA ROSE . JOE VICKERS 
PAUL GRUBBS . . . Suzette Evans 
SPIKE BENNETT . Nancy Anderson 
SUSAN YOACHUM . . . DUDLEY PRESS 
MIKE WALLIS . . LIZ STEWART 
RON HAMM 	CINDY BARNES 
DEBBIE ELLIS . . Matt Coatsworth 
CONNIE KRAUSE . . . ANDRE BACA 

PHONE 341-0320 

JACK LANE TEXACO 
MECHANIC ON DUTY o PICKUP AND DELIVER 

E.N.W. HIGHWAY AT JUPITER OPEN 6 A.M. TILL 11 P.M. 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75218 
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not understand why everyone was staring at her. 
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Imagine DON TITUS without AUGUSTINE RUBIO. They are so much alike they 
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Remember the time that CRAIG WEEKS asked JAN CAMPBELL to go steady? 
DAVID TODD must really be brave he is always with JERRY HAMM's girl- 

friend. 
MARK SLEV1N and KAREN SELDON were thought to be the cutest couple at 

Gaston. 
GEORGE SIMPSON dumped popcorn down GAIL FARRELL's dress in an un- 

successful attempt to break the ice on the first date between her and KEVIN 
WILSON. 

A double date for DOUG DEPOMA is going out with two girls in one night. 
SUZANNE ULIASZ used to date a dead turkey named J. ALFRED PRUFROCK. 
DEBBIE JONFIS and BOBBY BANKSTON went out on their first date with 

BOBBY's father as an all night escort. 
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Locker Room Games 

PAUL SHEARER used a hair-dryer in the locker room after all the football 
games. 

CHIP PAGE took a girl to the drive-in, and she was so forward that it scared 
Chip. He kept his eyes glued to the screen, and has not had a date since. 

Does KEVIN WILSON really have a brown nose? 
It is got to be a game when RICHARD LORD wraps a towel around his head 

in the showers and tries to look "cute". 
HECTOR ESCAMILLA tells all of the girls the he is moving to Chicago so that 

he can get their telephone numbers and addresses. 
Did LYNN BAKER play peek-a-boo at Galveston? 
Ask SUZETTE EVANS if she has ever lost her skirt in a poker game. 
Is it true that KEVIN WILSON and Popeye are brothers? 
JUDY ROSE learned new shaving techniques at the convention in Austin. 
RISE RCSENDRANZ asks, "Who needs a shirt?" 
What new game was LEE HESSE playingwhen she got stuck in a locker in seventh 

grade? 
What happened to the sign MATT BEESLEY wanted to show 11,IARGIE ALLEN, 

or DEBBIE ELLIS for that matter? 
Locker room games went badly for JIMMY CULPEPPER after his brother 

stole one girlfriend and his cousin stole another. 
PEGGY TRULL does not understand those nasty jokes told in H.O.C.T. 
When JILL THYFAULT had to cook dinner for the family, her older brothers 

automatically threw it away without even tasting it. 
In speech class DEBBIE PAINTER, CATHY CAPERTON, and KAY GRAHAM 

went into the boy's bathroom to learn something, after CHARLES FOSTER 
gave the all-clear signal. Nobody ever found out exactly what they learned. 

Does VICKI PLUNK really date a "John Smith"? 
How can we ever forget TERESA GUIDRY dancing around the locker room in 

her leopard unmentionables singing "I am the Frito Bandito"? 
Remember when RALPH CANADA was oversexed because he was undersexed? 
Too bad a certain sophomore girl did not have the key to GARY LOCKE's 

heart his junior year. 
Why is LYNN BAKER so popular with the Safeway personnel? 
GREG PACKWOOD has the smoothest legs in town. 
Why does BRUCE STEPHENS always throw a tissy when someone asks to bor- 

row his car? 
STEPHEN KNOX thinks he is the invisible man . .. he never shows up at school. 
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Name Game 

BENNY TYRNER 	  
MARGARET CATHEY 
TED PERRY 	 
PATTI BRINKLEY 	 
LYNN BAKER 	 
CAROL  ALM GRE N 	  
GENE LONG 	 
SALLEY SHARROCK 
DAVID BROWN 	 
PATRICIA COLEMAN 
REX CURTIS 	 
LARRY EDMISTON 
RANDY FERGUSON 	 
CATHY BENTON 
DONALD DANCHIK 	 
MITCH PLUTO 	 
LEIGH WILSON . 	 
GREG HUMPHRIES 	 
STEVE JOHNSON 	 
CAROLYN PADGETT 
STEVE HICKS 	 
LINDA DYSART 	 Lilly 
JOE RATLIFF   Bo Job 
SUSAN DAVIS 	 Squatty Body 
PAULA MATHENY    Killer 
PAT NORRIS 	Garbage Disposal 
PAT CASTER   Honey 
GARY DREW 	Doc 
BARRY FINE   Grits 
MARK HALL 	 Howdy Doody 
SAM MORGAN     Flip 
PAT CASTER 	Pink Pants 
SARA STARKEY 	 Bloomer Girl 
LINDA MACKEY 	Spider 
TED M ABIE    Mebby Bebby 
SHEILA TANNER 	 Mama Duck 
NANCY THOMFS     .Tonto 
CYNTHIA VALDEZ 	Mad Dog 
PAUL CORNELL 	 Hot Cheeks 
DEBBIE VERHOEVEN 	 Hoover 
JACK NG 	 Pirr One 
DEBBIE BELLA . M rs. Gomer Pyle 
TIM WILLINGHAM 	 B  B. 

CHARLES JORDAN 	 .Magic 
SANDY ALEXANDER . . . Bugs Bunny 
	 Birdlegs Iirmimnriall•INE11 1 

Pokie 
	 Pogo Stick 	Aubrey Berry hill 	. with his first 
	Vanilla Kid. love. 
	 , . Koolaid Kid 
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Midnight Auto Supply 
	 Mousey 
	 Chip 
	  Butch 
	 Buckwheat 
Pretty As A Picture 
	 Elf Ears 
	Side-Angle-Side 
	 Math Wizard 
Bit 	Bit . .. Bit 
	 Filler-up 

	  Orange Julius 
	  Adam- I 2 
	  Mitten 
	  Donald Duck 
	 Banana Feet 
	  Waddles 
	  Dirty Redneck 
	  Adam-12 
	  Mother 
	  Son Of A Preacher Man 

PATTI BOTCHER 
PAUL POKLADNIK 
TERRY POGUE 

c---LEON CHANDLER 
JUDY DILLING 
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In speech class DEBBIE PAINTER, CATHY CAPERTON, and KAY GRAHAM 
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How can we ever forget TERESA GUIDRY dancing around the locker room in 

her leopard unmentionables singing "I am the Frito Bandito"? 
Remember when RALPH CANADA was oversexed because he was undersexed? 
Too bad a certain sophomore girl did not have the key to GARY LOCKE's 

heart his junior year. 
Why is LYNN BAKER so popular with the Safeway personnel? 
GREG PACKWOOD has the smoothest legs in town. 
Why does BRUCE STEPHENS always throw a tissy when someone asks to bor- 

row his car? 
STEPHEN KNOX thinks he is the invisible man . .. he never shows up at school. 
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automatically threw it away without even tasting it. 
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went into the boy's bathroom to learn something, after CHARLES FOSTER 
gave the all-clear signal. Nobody ever found out exactly what they learned. 
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How can we ever forget TERESA GUIDRY dancing around the locker room in 

her leopard unmentionables singing "I am the Frito Bandito"? 
Remember when RALPH CANADA was oversexed because he was undersexed? 
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heart his junior year. 
Why is LYNN BAKER so popular with the Safeway personnel? 
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Aubrey BerryhM . . with his first 
love. 

Name Game 

BENNY TYRNER 	 Midnight Auto Supply 
MARGARET CATHEY   	 Mousey 
TED PERRY  	 Chip 
PATTI BRINKLEY   	 Butch 
LYNN BAKER 	 Buckwheat 
CAROL ALM GRE N 	 Pretty As A Picture 
GENE LONG     Elf Ears 
SALLEY SHARROCK   	 S id e- Angle-S ide 
DAVID BROWN 	 Math Wizard 
PATRICIA COLEMAN     Bit ... Bit . .. Bit 
REX CURTIS     Filler-up 
LARRY EDMISTON 	 Orange Julius 
RANDY FERGUSON  	 Adam- I 2 
CATHY BENTON     Mitten 
DONALD DANCHIK  	 Donald Duck 
MITCH PLUTO   	 Banana Feet 
LEIGH WILSON    Waddles 
GREG HUMPHRIES     Dirty Redneck 
STEVE JOHNSON   	 Adam- l 2 
CAROLYN PADGETT  	 Mother 
STEVE HICKS     Son Of A Preacher Man 
LINDA DYSART 	 Lilly 
JOE RAT LIF F   Bo Job 
SUSAN DAVIS 	 Squatty Body 
PAULA MATHENY    Killer 
PAT NORRIS 	 Garbage Disposal 
PAT CASTER  	Honey 
GARY DREW 	Doc 
BARRY FINE 	• 	  Grits 
MARK HALL 	 Howdy Doody 
SAM MORGAN     Flip 
PAT CASTER 	P ink Pants 
SARA STARKEY 	 Bloomer Girl 
LINDA M AC KEY 	 Spider 
TED M ABIE   Mebby Bebby 
SHEILA TANNER . . 	 . llama Duck 
NANCY THOMES     .Tonto 
CYNTHIA VALDEZ 	Mad Dog 
PAUL CORNELL 	 Hot Cheeks 
DEBBIE VERHOEVEN 	 Hoover 
JACK NG . r 	  Pirr One 
DEBBIE BELLAN . . .. Mrs. Gomer Pyle 
TIM WILLINGHAM 	 B  B. 
CHARLES JORDAN 	 .Magic 
SANDY ALEXANDER . . . . Bugs Bunny 

I
Birdlegs PATTI BOTCHER 	 

PAUL POKLADNIK 	 Pokie 

TERRY POGUE    Pogo Stick 

	

c---LEON CHANDLER 	Vanilla Kid, 

JUDY DILLING 	 Koolaid Kid 
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Martin Boyd can't decide between 
Randy Vandivort and Lance Deck-
ard. Is Robby Martin jealous? 

NAME GAME 	 NAME GAME 

KEN COX    Hot Rod 
MARY THOMPSON . . .Super Woman 
GREG PACKWOOD . 	. . . Redneck 

_JOHN VISSER  	 Mr. Visewer 
LANCE DECKARD 	 Lancelot 
KEITH SMITH 	Johnny Butane 
LAINE POCHMAN . 	The Senator 
DAVID TODD   Who? 
DUANE RIMMER 	 Cutie Pie 
MARK SHEPHARD 	 Chess King 
LIN RODGERS     Mr. Bass 
MIKE BYRD 	 Tweety Bird 
RICHARD KINN EY  	Ric 

—JOHN JOHNSON 	Fearless Mosquito 
ALAN JONES 	  Tiny Hiney 
CALVIN HALL 	 Mini Afro 
MARK TOOLEY 	 Stud 
BILL HOVEY     Stutch 
RISE ROSENCRANZ 	Crisco Kid 
SAM SMITH    Farmer Jones 
SHERRY PEEK 	Sherry Meek 
JOE VICKERS  	Silent Joe 
DEON DEMPSEY 	 Dimples 
JIMMY MORRIS 	 Little B.J. 
MIKE DeVANEY 	 Red Suspenders 
GERMAIN MALATY 	Gigi 
MIKE STRANGE 	 . Superfly 
CANDACE HATCHELL 	 Candy 
BONNIE HARPSTER 	 Drifter 
BEV HASKETT 	 Lumber Jack 
PETE THOMPSON • . . .. Catfish Breath 

LINDA DYSART, JAN CAMPBELL, BARBARA DYSART . .Three Dog Night 

CHRIS HATCHER and JUDY DILLING 	 Bobsey Twins 
JOHN MARTIN   	 Mushy Martin 
DOUG YOUNG    Egg Fu Young 
JUNE SMITH     Oscar 
CHARLOTTE SMITH     Teach 
ELAINE KIRBY     Curls 
STEPHANIE DUGGER     Girl-of-all-trades 
VANCE GIST     Flame-on 
BRAD DANYLUK     Lily 
ROZANNE FLEISCHER 	  Rozy 

— KARL FLUSCHE 	  Fingers 
JUDY DILLING     F rig id aire 
MARGARET TARPLEY     Grit 
MIKE CLARK     Beautiful Body 
SHARON REED 	 The Notorious Maxi Girl 
GAIL THOMPSON     Fluffy 
BECKY MATTHEWS 	  Pillsbury 
MIKE MAYS . 	  Mad Dog Mays 
CAROL LEDBETTER     Bunny 
OSBERT LASSBERG 	 Super Aggie 
NICKI SALCHER    Nicki the Greek or Freak 
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RAYL AND LOGGINS     Pretty Boy 

	

SUSAN YOACHUM     Frizz 

	

P AM HAYNIE     Legs 

	

JOHN POSEY   Little Bit 

	

TERRY POGUE   Pogo Stick 

	

DIANE McG1NNIS     Hot Lips McGinea Pig 

	

JANICE GUY     Hot Lips 
CH RE TY GONZ   	 Big Red 
TERRI STROUSE 	  Mush mouth 

	

BARBARA PALMER   Muffins 

	

MARGARET RAMOS     Frenchy 

	

SHEILA CLANCY     Donald 

	

BRENDA HAMBY     Bessy 

	

BUTCH MILLER     Bogart 
RENE DALMUS 	 Sweet and Innocent 

	

ROGER CHANDLER   Imperial Wizard 

	

MIKE GUNNELS     Rabbit 

	

KAY GRAHAM    Light Bub 

	

JOHN POSEY     Jessie 
ROBIN JUDY 	  Rog 

	

PHIL PICHARD     Sebastian Cabot 

	

DON AMACKER    Rip Van Winkle 

	

GEORGIA CARTER   Miss ROTC 

	

DOUG CHESSER    Hot Lips 

	

MARK COOPER    Frankenstein 
NANCY COCHRAN and DENISE CLARK 	 Okies 

	

DEBBIE LACY     Grasshopper 

	

KATHY WITHROW     Peanut Butter 

	

MARILYN DRAKE    Miss Lab Assistant, 1973 

	

JOHN CHAPLAIN     Big Red 
PAULA MARBLE and TERRI STROUSE 	  The Bobsey Twins 

	

DAVID DANIEL   Rock Hudson 
JAMES CROWDER 	 Rames 

	

TINA YARBOROUGH   Big Mama 
MARK TANONA 	 The Bean 
DAVID THOMPSON 	  Little Baby 
GARY VERCELL 	 Ocean Head 

	

DONALD FENNEL .   Man of Many Talents 
KATY CARPENTER 	 Mary Worth 
CRAIG WEEKS 	  Huger 
GARY WHITE and GARY CROSS.. 	  Mutt and Jeff 
DIANE MARTIN 	 The Million Dollar Duck 

	

TINA HILL     Rabbit 
MONICA WALLACE  	 Mo 

	

ROLAND RICHARDSON     Shorty 
REX GREEN   	 Sexy Rexy 
VICTOR SKINNER 	  Fat Albert 
MARK SLEVIN 	  Preposition 
MARK SMITH . 	  Chubby 

	

CELESTE BOGAR    Kay 

	

DIANA BOLDEN    De De 

	

LYNN PORTER     Pote 
RANDY FILES 	  Jack-of-all-trades 
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NAME GAME 
GREGORY RODRIGUEZ 	 Poncho 
DOUG RANDEBURG.  	Face 
DENNIS COLLINS 	 Tutti Frutti 
MORRIS BONNER 	 Oreo 
MARIE RUNNEL . 	 Sweet Baby 

	

GARY HALLMARK     Shortie 
GERRY GUYER  	 Houdini 
RAY TORREZ  	 Taco 

	

BARBARA DYSART     Butch 

	

JAMES SALTER    Long  John Silver 
JOHN SCHOONOVER   	 Schooney 
CARL WALKER 	 DeDe 
DENNIS WOOTEN  	 Ed 

	

PATTY JUNO     Peanut 
CHERYL TAYLOR 	 Tink 
LAURA WEATHERBEE   	 Harpo 
DAVID DOSS 	  Dimples Doss 

	

CINDI BALL     Cutter 

	

MARK GUY     Flat Top 

	

RICKY BURCH     Bango 
NANCY COCHRAN Cockroach 
DAVID THOMPSON  	 Toad 
JOHNNY QUILL 	 Green GoddeSs 
MARK EMERSON. 	  M.O. 
LYNN CLARK 	 Cluck 
ED NOEL 	 Firechief 
LIZ BOSLER 	 Lizard 
ROB MARTIN 	  Fruit Pie 
DAN COWART 	  Puddin' 
M ARGARET  PETTEY 	 Maggot 

Cindy Watson, Susan Yoachum, Shauna Rose, Yvette Oaks, Debbie Ellis 
and Patty Juno . . . where the neat would meet in seventh grade. 
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Last Laugh 
It's a laugh when a KIM KISSELL keeps her job at the Cinema only to see what 

will be showing next. 
jESSIE CHAIREZ got the last laugh when he stubbornly defended Mexico in 

class during  a discussion of the Mexican War. 
BARBARA BONE knows the true meaning  of "getting the last laugh" when she 

made straight A's in Algebra. 
Anyone will get a laugh when they try to tell DONALD WRIGHT that he has a 

daily appointment at 2101 Milmar. 
RUDOLPH WILLIAMS is a frequent target for a first class laugh each time he 

visits Room 103. 
LEONARD THOMAS is not getting  the last laugh if he thinks being  named after 

a department store raises his social status. 
Miss Collins got the last laugh in seventh grade when she exposed KEVIN 

SMITH's film as a means of punishment for his snapping  pictures in the 
library. 

Does KATHY HARVEY get the last laugh by thinking she is a racoon--or does 
she just make-up like one? 

ROSEMARY LALAMIA's husband was headed for a laugh when his newlywed 
began their honeymoon by quickly turning  on the TV. 

DEBBIE KOSAN got the last laugh as a cheerleader for Kiest Elementary 
School. 

Everyone laughed at LARRY PETTY-when he constructed forts from furniture 
store boxes in his backyard. 

BARBARA YOUNG got the last laugh with Gary Horton when he broke up with 
her right before his birthday and she smashed the cake she had previously 
baked in his front yard. 

SHARON SHAW gets a laugh at the attendance office with her large collection 
of "Please excuse due to illness" notes. 

ZOE CAMPBELL will get the last laugh with her needle and thread. 
TONY THOMPSON's car is a real laugh when her car is low on gas because 

the lights dim. 

TERRY
RICKY MURPHEE gets the last laugh as the Business Math clown. 
TERBRruce.  McDONALD gets the last laugh by disguising  his true identity as 

JIMMY BILLINGSLEY got the last laugh as his Reinhardt peers idolized him 
as'the drummer of a combo. 

JUDY ROSE got the last laugh by running  over DONNE ENGSTROME's foot 
just before her first game as a cheerleader. 

DONALD SUTTON tried to get the last laugh by talking  his twin brother into 
taking  the rap when he was called down to the office. 

MARVIN FUGITT got the last laugh with CINDY BARNES and DONNA ENG-
STROM with his helpful pointers in ninth grade Algebra. 

The last laugh was on everyone when LARRY HEARN wore two pairs of pants 
and no one kneiv it. 

The last laugh is on Mrs. Tyra when MARY SIPREANO attempts to do a psy-
chology experiment by cheating to protest her own inabilities. 

CHERI LAROE had the last laugh when RICKY KIRBY gave her his goodbye 
speech. 

The Concert Choir had its last laugh when LIZ GEAR practices her expert 
bhirseahtahiir.  ng  control. 

The last laugh KENNETH TAYLOR had was when someone suggested he cut 

It's a laugh when JOHN CRANING is called Jack. 
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STROM with his helpful pointers in ninth grade Algebra. 

The last laugh was on everyone when LARRY HEARN wore two pairs of pants 
and no one kneiv it. 

The last laugh is on Mrs. Tyra when MARY SIPREANO attempts to do a psy-
chology experiment by cheating to protest her own inabilities. 

CHERI LAROE had the last laugh when RICKY KIRBY gave her his goodbye 
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Last Laugh 
It's a laugh when a KIM KISSELL keeps her job at the Cinema only to see what 

will be showing next. 
JESSIE CHAIREZ got the last laugh when he stubbornly defended Mexico in 

class during a discussion of the Mexican War. 
BARBARA BONE knows the true meaning of "getting the last laugh" when she 

made straight A's in Algebra. 
Anyone will get a laugh when they try to tell DONALD WRIGHT that he has a 

daily appointment at 2101 Milmar. 
RUDOLPH WILLIAMS is a frequent target for a first class laugh each time he 

visits Room 103. 
LEONARD THOMAS is not getting the last laugh it he thinks being named after 

a department store raises his social status. 
Miss Collins got the last laugh in seventh grade when she exposed KEVIN 

SMITH's film as a means of punishment for his snapping pictures in the 
library. 

Does KATHY HARVEY get the last laugh by thinking she is a racoon--or does 
she just make-up like one? 

ROSEMARY LALAMIA's husband was headed for a laugh when his newlywed 
began their honeymoon by quickly turning on the TV. 

DEBBIE KOSAN got the last laugh as a cheerleader for Kiest Elementary 
School. 

Everyone laughed at LARRY PETTY-when he constructed forts from furniture 
store boxes in his backyard. 

BARBARA YOUNG got the last laugh with Gary Horton when he broke up with 
her right before his birthday and she smashed the cake she had previously 
baked in his front yard. 

SHARON SHAW gets a laugh at the attendance office with her large collection 
of "Please excuse due to illness" notes. 

ZOE CAMPBELL will get the last laugh with her needle and thread. 
TONY THOMPSON's car is a real laugh when her car is low on gas because 

the lights dim. 
RICKY MURPHEE gets the last laugh as the Business Math clown. 
TERRY McDONALD gets the last laugh by disguising his true identity as 

Bruce. 
JIMMY BILLINGSLEY got the last laugh as his Reinhardt peers idolized him 

aethe drummer of a combo. 
JUDY ROSE got the last laugh by running over DONNE ENGSTROME's foot 

just before her first game as a cheerleader. 
DONALD SUTTON tried to get the last laugh by talking his twin brother into 

taking the rap when he was called down to the office. 
MARVIN FUGITT got the last laugh with CINDY BARNES and DONNA ENG-

STROM with his helpful pointers in ninth grade Algebra. 
The last laugh was on everyone when LARRY HEARN wore two pairs of pants 

aril no one kneiv it. 
The last laugh is on Mrs. Tyra when MARY SIPREANO attempts to do a psy-

chology experiment by cheating to protest her own inabilities. 
CHERI LAROE had the last laugh when RICKY KIRBY gave her his goodbye 

speech. 
The Concert Choir had its last laugh when LIZ GEAR practices her expert 

breathing control. 
The last laugh KENNETH TAYLOR had was when someone suggested he cut 

his hair. 
It's a laugh when JOHN CRANING is called Jack. 
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M SHAN 
FLORIST 

321-2661 

Senior 21a ze 

you're a senior 
all your life you've wanted to be a 

senior 
like a bright object dangled in front of a child 

so is your dream hanging before you 
closer and closer you come 

but what will you do when you have it in your 
hand? 

Play with it for awhile--like a child--
grow tired of it and throw it away 

or 

will you be a man and hold it 
ponder it 
dream 

and work with it 
until you've accomplished your goal 

suffering 
but never giving up 

You're a senior . . . 
but then, all your life you've wanted to 

be a senior 
Dreams are all you have. 

--Sally Sharrock 
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Senior 2)aze 

you're a senior 
all your life you've wanted to be a 

senior 
like a bright object dangled in front of a child 

so is your dream hanging before you 
closer and closer you come 

but what will you do when you have it in your 
hand? 

Play with it for awhile--like a child--
grow tired of it and throw it away 

or 

will you be a man and hold it 
ponder it 
dream 

and work with it 
until you've accomplished your goal 

suffering 
but never giving up 

You're a senior . . . 
but then, all your life you've wanted to 

be a senior 
Dreams are all you have. 

--Sally Sharrock 
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